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Once upon Iceland’s solitary strand
A poet wandered with his book and

pen,

Seeking some final word, some sweet amen,
Wherew ith to close the volume in his hand.
The billows rolled and plunged upon the sand,
The circling sea-gulls swept beyond his ken,
And from the parting cloud-rock now and
fo

Then by the billows at his feet, was tossed

And like

a man who

findeth

what was lost,

ll

eee
pr

HOME REUNION SOCIETY.
BY

W.

H.

This is the name of n Society recently
formed in England having for its professed object the promotion of union among
Christians

of

different

denominations.

The leader in the movement
son, who is also one

in the Ritualist party

of the

in the

Another meeting was held in the evening. Mr. R. D. Urlin (Episcopalian)
read‘a paper on ‘* The best means of en-

that, too, although her friends informed
me that she gives herself no rest, apparently.

couraging

At the doctor's right hand sat a young
lady, a nurse,whose rosy face and young,

mending, among other things, more active
co-operation in education,

works

nevolence, &c.

followed

* This

was

of beby a

Morris. (Baptist).
the closest

from

term, ‘* political dissenter,” as contrasted

the ‘doctor, ‘that’s good. Now

leading men

with * religious dissenter,” so frequently
used by churchmen ; and claimed that his

only trouble withmy friends is that they
want something to do. I'am going to set
you all at work from this time.” ' ¢ You,”

Church

of

this Society

she continued, nodding her
last speaker, and counting

AT

Earl Nelson

I think the

head at the
them off on

ber fingers as she proceeded,

ferences.
What do I think of the movement?
searcely know.
Any movement which

/

to the

is. Earl Nel-

and the district surrounding it, were
present. Both the Ritualistic and Evangelical portions of the Establishéd Church
_ were represented, and so were the various non-conforming denominations. After
vxercises,

dying - arms,

into her family; then the doctor's hustinctive belief was not to be thought of. band, a fine looking white-haired gentleAnd he did not look for any marked in- man, kindly tending to the little one’s dincrease of brotherly love among cuurch- ner as well as his own. These, with the
men and dissenters, until the former were son, the patients, and - the two. strangers,
willing to acknowledge the evangelical made up the company.
dissenting organizations as sections of the
“ Did you know, Doctor,” said a delichurch of Christ. And as another condi- cate looking girl’ by my side, while we
tion of closer union, he claimed the right | were waiting for the pudding, *‘thatl
of free speech with referenceto matters have gone up and down stairs for a week
in which churchmen and dissenters differ and not had to be carried ?”
:
from each other.
He objected to the
“ Ah,” returned the cheerful voice of

composed of churchmen and dissenters,
| was appointed to arrange for—future-Con=

introductory

mother’s

great heart of the physician and. adopted

presided, and a considerable
of ministers; residing inthe town

the

its

waif, taken

Lord Jesus Christ ; but a surrender of dis-

Asin the afternoon, a free discussion followed the reading of these papers.
Before the Conference closed, a committee,

the town

strong figure werein marked contrast to
some of the pale faces at the table. Then
next in a high-chair was the pet of the
household, the baby, a little

city as we would call it) about seventy
miles north-east from London. This Conference was well attended, the mayor of
amber

of it now,

she rests, she makes a business of it,and
when she works she makes a business of

objectibn to the connection of ‘the Church
with the State, was a partof his religion.

A short time ago,

There was not a trace

duty

recom-

at her sister.

*‘ But

since

then,

SYSTEMATIC SAVING.

¢ you, I

shall send out as a professional * rubber.’
Do you think you can rub them down

out a tremor.”

the ether with-

fees

:

sympathy with

Mr.

Toyer's

paper

than

with Earl Nelson's. He thought that the
paper of the latter was too patronizing in
its character,

and expressed

that a spirit of unity was

the

opinion

of more impor

tance than organic unity. Another churchman expressed his disagreement with portions of both papers ; but was glad to be

will bring Christians of different denominations into closer union with each other,

must be good. They are all children of
Godby faith in Christ Jesus, and ought

surgeon and hospital superintendent.
HAZELTON.

the manner of the Roman Catholic superstition, by substituting fish and eggs, for

meat.

To such we wishto suggest a bet-

who most need it.
object

of fasting—and

a

useful

practice it is—is, we suppose, to deny the
body the gratification of an appetite in
which it is likelyto run into

excess,

and

thereby somewhat to relieve the stagnating preponderance of the body over the
soul. If the physical nature is not overburdened by . physical indulgence, it is
supposed that the soul will be more free

to seek communion

with God,

and that

resolutions to live a holy life will be more
easily formed.

business.”

This

seemed

to create much

amusement around the table at the young
lady’s expense.
‘“ And to you, my son,
I will give the charge of the little boy
who has lost the use of his limbs from
overstudy.” This with a little side pla;
of disgust.
:

Now, fish and eggs; salmon and oysters,

indulgences which,

Were we King of France, or, what is
better, Pope at Rome, we would. change

the rule for lenten abstinence for all good
Catholics, and thus at a stroke for all

im-

itative Episcopalians. We should abolish
the old rule to distinguish between the
food of feast days and fast days, and
should forbid simply during the whole of
“Mother,” dryly inquired the young Lent (and no feast days nor days of “discollegiate, * did his legs have anything | pensation, not even-on Sunday, allowed)
particular to do with his studies?”
-all use of alcoholic liquors, whether brew-

present as an illustration of the. fact that

there was an increasing longing for more

welcome asylum for invalids, who rarely | purpose, I felt, as I looked in her earfiest
:
enter it except to leaveit with renewed eyes.
health; and coufidence in its faithful pro‘* Do you know that when I first came
ated at

The hospital is ‘pleasantly situJamaica

Plains,

Mass.,

and

is

reached by rail in a few moments, from
the Providence depot in Boston. Of late,

het crowded rooms have forced her to es-

hTA

\

nine hundred of our churches stand by and do.

ly, there ought to be a regular, systematic

nothing, while the other four or five hundred.
carry on our mission work, Surely they stand:
in slippery places!
iy
X

saving, in preparation forit.
Indeed, it
is one of the chief excellences of the
system now being introduced into our
churches for raising funds for our Societies, that it is designed to promote the

$.02 x 52 x 75 826-$78859.04! !
8. As to our Missionary Ability. We

aré abundantly able
sionary operations in

that

months.

disone

to double our MisIndia within twelve

(

Is anybody astonished at this state-

a cent a week to our Foreign Mission? We

need only this to double our force in India at
once. God have mercyon us if we do not

are accustomed to have money always by
them, and often in Targe sums, do not

do it!

now do nothing shall begin to do something;
and that a very little, .
I can not close this article without

I put the question

pushing

do

you, Pastors, who

‘in your own
within

the

are

churches.

limits. of. your

This thing can not be brought

has also sanctioned what is so plainly
taught by reason and Scripture. It has
been tried and found to be wise and useful. Those who have practiced it have
well as

to

work

own Quarterly and Yearly Meeting, to secure
the co-operation of those pastors that habitually neglect thé cause? I put the question to
those churches that are standing under the
burden and lifting. ‘What cau you do tor im~
duce other churches to put their shoulders un-der the load and help carry it?

in store

as

the

What can you

as God has prospered him, that there be
no gatherings when T come.” Experience

blessing,

raising

the question,
Whatis to be done to secure:
some mission
conlribution
fromm those
churches that ignore;
all our mission work?

church, ¢ Upon the first day of the week

a spiritudl

posi

Let it be observed that no pleais here made:

the ordinary demands upon them.
Prudence dictates that a definite portion
should be regularly laid aside from these
earnings
for religious and benevolent
uses. This is also in accordance with the
apostolic injunction to the Corinthian

found

:

that those who now give shall give more for:
this cause, but only that those—all those who

scanty and generally requiring careful
handling that they may be sufficient for

him

i

$.02 x 52 x 75826—$78859.04 1!

the majority of those who give to these
causes are not of that class. Their donations are saved from earnings, often

let every one of you lay.hy

are justas likely to be eaten to excess as
are beef and mutton, There is little
choice between mince pie and custard pie.
The permission of one and the, prohibition
of the other is one of those utterly urreasonble freaks which nobody can explain
or defend.
rity
.- Now, the physical

gospel,

selves, if they could but see it—that eight or-

realize the wisdom of this mode of managing one’s benevolent contributions, but

¢specially con-

trivedefor the spiritual benefit of those
The

the

terrible fact—terrible to the churches them-

A PROPER LENTEN MORTIFIOATION. enough, at least, of his current income, fo
Among our Protestant readers there “enable him to meet the obligation promptmay be a few who fast during Lent, after ly. Men whose means are ample, who

ter way of keeping Lent,

of

that is doing Dothing for the spread of that gos~
pel among them ‘that have it not. Yes, it is a:

ment? If 8o,let him do a little figuring. Four~Jifths of one cent a week from all our memat a bership will doit. This would give us over
certain time, it is not wise to trust to $31,500 a year for our Foreign Mission, which
luck, as it were, for being prepared.
He | is considerable more than double last year’s exHow
many church-nsembers:
should make a point of laying aside penditures,
have we that are not able to give four fifths of

children of a congregation, and

‘‘church-

going” would be a delight where it is now
cian of thousands of her sex.
| studies at college, there will be just such an irksome task. More than this, The
This New" England Hospital, founded a work for her to do as Dr. Keller has little ones would grow up with the conand sustained by her own untiring ener- found to do, and that her mind and heart viction wrought into their “very hearts,
gy, has become widely known, and is a are already concentrated on just such a that the religion of the Bible knew: of no

prietor.

=

How littlea church.

blessedness

about with

out au effort, and the effort must become

gen-

eral in order to be'successful.

$.02 x52 x75 826=978859.04!
E. N. FERNALD.

a

practical benefit in the method.
Some
ingenious and convenient arrangements
have been adopted to promote and make

AROUND THE CIRCUIT AGAIN.
For
a month and thirteen days, sickness.
death and other troubles kept me go. closely at
home that I was not’ out onthe road even:

1-onee: Thanks to Providence; with the
excep=———
well?" And you,” looking at another, -+-while-suppesed by many to—be—innocent;-|
tion of one,my flock of fifty-five are now all
“ shall operate - the galvanic battery. I yet most benumb and dull the spiritual tem. Among these have béen ¢ Mission pretty
well. The native teachers are away toI believe you are somewhat famed in that sense are those in alcohol and tobacco. Boxes,” * Savings Banks” and ‘ Mite

And I believe her. I am convinced
would appear that good temper prevailed came out to work for others, and now for
on both sides, the desire being felt to many years has been the popular physi- that, when she shall have finished her
other.
One
much more in

knows of the real

this conviction: ‘that women have al- saying by rule as well as giving in
ways been a success as nurses, but now way. . Thisis aceording to a wise
Dr. Keller has shown that woman may cretion and prudent judgment. If
be a pronounced success, as physician, undertakes to give a definite amount

read a paper on the ubjects of the Society,
and the reasons for calling this Confer- to love each other, and to work together.
ence. He spoke of the many indications But I believe that the idea of bringing all
of a desire for greater unity among Chris- Christians into one organization is chitians and referred to hindrances which merical and impracticable. I believe the
were supposed to be in the way. He more Christians interchange views and
the more likely |With the merriment that followed, the
thought that corporate reunion was prac- hold social intercourse,
+ed-or-distiled; and all —use—of tobacco,
ticable, and should be secured if possible; | they are tobe brought into union with | pudding came in, and the fun went on.
whether for smoking, chewing, snuffing,
Hence, such Conferences
butif this could not at present be ob- each other.
«« And what will you do with me?” in- or dipping. Forty days of relief from the
will do good. But knowing as I do, the quired another.
tained, then they should seek increased
| narcotic bondage of these drugs weuld be
union of feeling. He said that the Home opinions and ¢laims of English Episco“ Ah, you? Well, I will advance you
Reunion Society recommends, 1. Public palians, generally, and judging a'so from to a higher situation, if you can find out of vast advantage to the Christians who
use them. Lent would be a most blessed
and private prayer for God's blessing on a careful examination of the statements what that is.”
:
period
of religious revival. There would
the effort; 2. Lectures on the history, made at this Conference, I am inclined to
During the dinner hour, the door bell
be not a few, that are ruining themselves,
believe that, although the founders of this had been ringing incessantly, and by the
doctrines, and formularies of the church;
3. Greater social
intercourse between Society are prepared to make some con- time the pudding was disposed of, the body and soul, by indulgence, who would
churchmen and non-conformists; 4. Re- cessions, their real aim is to draw dis- parlors were quite full of people, patients be saved. . Incipient vassalage would be
union meetings such as they were then senters into the established church. In to consult the doctor, for these ‘were her broken: Nota few would find, after forty
attending, as showing the greatest social their estimation, that is the church; and office hours. Then the doctor suddenly days of fasting, that they had been in
intercourse, and a spirit of brotherly love. they wish to make it as comprehensive as pushed back her plate, and rose from the greater danger than they suspected; or
that they could save physical, mental, or
He said that good had been accomplished possible. Still,a better spirit is manifest- table. Tossing back
her dark hair with her
spiritual force by prolonging their Lent
already, as the results of a previous Con- ed by them than has often been shown.
hand, she exclafffied, in quite a different
for the rest of their lives. It may be that
ference at Salisbury, as churchmen and
manner and with, quite a different tone of
some would be willing, further, to contribdissenters had become befter acquainted
voice,
DR. KELLER AT DINNER.
ute for religious purposes perhaps a
with the views, feelings and teachings
“Now, I must attend to the aches and quarter of the money. saved by this ab¢ Positively,” said the doctor, coming
of each other.
pains
of the nation!” and was
gid stinence, and thus double or quadruple
This was followed by a paper by Rev. again to the door of the parlor, this time
shall
never
forget
the
action,
1
0
r
the their benevolence. We call for disciples
Wickham = Toyer
(Congregationalist), with unfolded napkin in hand, ‘I shall words.
For such an expression had sud- to our new doctrine of Lent.—Independwhich presented the non-conformist stand- insist upon your coming out to dinner.
denly settled upon her face, her whole ent.
:
point. He said it was necessary to know Now, lay aside your wraps; we are wait- person.
Every bit of the fun and sparkle
b-bd
x
bh 2h ga cn g
whether it was expected that non-con- ing.”
of the dinner table mood was gone, and
So we went out to dinner.
The center
formists would be absorbed into the State
THE PULPIT AND THE CHILDREN.
in its place, there rested,it seemed to me,
church, or if the State church was to be of interest at the table, was,of course, Dr.
Once, only, in a fifteen years’ attendthe somber shadow of all the woes she
absorbed by non-conformists.
He knew Keller, the physician and proprietor of was to hear, and all the suffering she ance on the worship of the same church,
of no great difficulty in the way of the the New England Hospital for women.
must almost
bear herself, before she we heard a pastor read one of the best of
the Sunday-school hymns in the: morning
latter, if churchmen desired it; but he She was the magnet to which’ all the. at- could give relief.
thought that the connection of the Church tention of her family, patients, and the
worship, and invite all the children in the
We were all leaving the table, when
.congregation to join with the choir in
with the State would be a great barrier two strangers, accidentally at the table,
the doctor’s assistant came in, and so we
:
in the way of the former.
Non-con- was drawn,
‘singing it. The effect on them was elecThe doctor believes in a practical use sat down again to talkavith he a moment. trical. At the proper time every child in
formist Christians would not be willing
This young medical student soon proved
to join a church under the authority and of the laws of digestion, we observed.
herself
to be a woman of decided ' charac- the houdg was ‘up and at it,” and no
control of Parliament, with reference to For when we entered ‘the dining-room,
sweeter hymn was ever better or more
the doctrines to be held, the prayers to be all at the table were in a little gale of ter. Faces, too, like hers, are rare, but enthusiastically sung in that house of God.
they give sure promise of safety, and sucThe little people—heaven bless them !—
offered, and the discipline to be exercis- merriment, which was not allowed to flag
cess in life. Dr. Keller took her from her
had got a crumb, for once: that was all
ed, And if the Episcopal church were dis- during the entire meal. I doubt if there
studies'in' Philadelphia to serve one’ year
established, he did not think that minis- was one very wise remark ventured upon,
theiriown.; Why! might not thie very same
as a nurse, but soon learned, ‘as’ éne ald thing (be done: in every: service? And
ters would be willing. to. be re.ordaiuned, although there were many funny ones;
and neither ministers nor people would the drollery being sustained mainly by ways ' does with’ ‘sych. women, to" drop why, might there not be justan episode or
be able to accept some,of the doctrines of the doctor and her son, sitting opposite, a many of her cares upon the strong, young two in every opening. prayer, in which
the prayer book. He and others” would young collegiate who seemed {o pride shoulders, and she has already promoted words of one and two syllables should
her to ‘the; position of assistant.
be made. to ufter supplications. that the
like to see greater union among Chris- himself ‘on his genius for punning.
‘ How came you to study medicine?" I
As
the
'
doctor
‘sits
‘at
table,
she”
imchildren would know, were for them?
tans; but it was a mistake to suppose
asked her.
/
With these two additions to the thoughtthat any considerable number of non- presses’ you at once as being. a person of
«y/Beeause,” ‘she answered ‘simply, “1 ful way of the city pastor referred to by
conformists were looking over the hedge unusual strength of mind and force of
found
that my profession as a ‘teacher the Observer, the children’s portion would
will.
‘Her
face
is
dark
and
made
promiof the established church, longing for her
flowers and fruits,
nent by strong features; her eyes large was already crowded, and following my come to: them in every part of the service,
The reading of these papers was fol- and magnetic; her short, black hair, natural inclinations, I concluded that I —in the singing, in the reading of the
lowed by a very free Conference, in abundant and heavy. Driven by suffer- could do more good with physic’ than Scriptures; in the praying, and in the
preaching. It would be a new era for the
which plain things were said; but it ing to seek her own cure in a hospital,she arithmetic and geography.” .
‘really understand each
churchman said he was

the earth, . A church in this condition ought
to be alarmed about itself.

REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
———

I have

| We retired from the dining-room with

When

churchmen and non-conformists,”

running
to me fairly shook me

her head ; a picture of ®omplete exhaus.
under perfect control, I thought.

between

CONDUCTED BY

away. Miss A.” pointing to the assist
ant, ‘¢ dropped her other sponge and

myself helped administer

intention

held a Conference at Ipswich, a town (or

England.

half-open-

system

of love

MISSION WORK.

ful operation, and I stood by quite quietly

ed door, lying prostrate upon the sofa in
her office, with both hands folded under

She evidently has her

spirit

mn

about which we have saidso much of late,
may be carried on easily and 'successful-

tion.

non-conformists,

“NOL 14,

:

lifé, exclaiming, ¢ Your mother's ashamevery one about her, I should have sup- ed of you!" If she had not been my elder
posed that she was inexhaustible, and sister, I would not have suffered that innever could be weary, had I not seen her dignity,"she added with a significant look

however.

a

8, 1878.

In order that the Systematic Giving,

Earl Nelson, in replying, disclaimed any
to patronize

APRIL

LAR.

back to

just before dinner, through the

fraternal relations with all’ who love the

He wrote the words, then lifted up his head
And flung his useless pen into the sea.
—Longfellow, in March Atlantic.
lpr

not mean this when he prayed * that they
He said what was
all may be one.”
needed was Christian love, and to go to

He was prepared to cultivate

A broken oar, and carved thereon he read:
“ Oft was I weary, when I toiled at thee:”

Hills,

~ There seemedto be no end to the spirits of the doctor, as she returned sally
after sally across the table, and rallied

believed that the idea of union in one
church was utopian, and that Jesus did

paper by Rev. T. W.

Flashed the red sunset over sea and land.

AND CHICAGO,
RLANLLL,

ty.

evil. * He

but, as a churchman, thought it his
to state the claims of-the church.

THE BROKEN OAR.

i

tablish a second hospital at Forest

work earnestly for the benefit ofthose who
of
were nuw unreached - by Christian influ“| ence. Others spoke in a similar spirit,
according to their several positions, and

The Worning Star,

then

tionalism ‘was ‘necessarily’ an

-

a few miles away, in a charming locali- ‘until it was all over ; and then, I fainted

ex-

r 3 if paid strictly

50,

WEDNESDAY,

impossible,

said that union was

cept onthe principle ‘of perfect equality,
and he declined to ‘admit that denomina.

ISSUED BY THE

All communications de
shad be addressed to the ned

(Bap-

Emery

Rev. W.

Christian union.

STAR,

A WEEKLY RELIGIQUS NEWSPAPER,

)

STAR, BOSTON

.

MORNING

THE

MORNING

here, a few

months

ago,

I

did

a

very

foolish thing P” said the young nurse looking up witha flush on her face at the remembrance of the incident. Dr. Keller
was performing a very difficult and pain-

place in which

Jesus

was

not

ready

to

take the little children into his arms and
bless them.— Examiner.
oO --b
"roe

When the great
grave, lies of malice
to lies of adulation.
more and his faults

man is laid in the
are apt to give way
: Men feel his genius
less.— Whipple.

attend a wedding in Balasore,

hence

we are:

Chests,”
all being substantially the same having a holiday, and are at work mostly for: \
thing and affording a convenient mode of outsiders.
{
v
saving the money to be given at the
Fb. 11th, visited Ambhi’s school.
Found
proper time.
One Christian woman of only eight little pupils present, and but one of
our acquaintance used to spend money these could read beautifully. She has been
quite freely for confectionery, but came to several years under instruction and appears:
like a little Christian. - Her father, who is im
feel that this money might be put to a poor health; is very fond of having her sing.
better use. She procured a ‘¢ Missionary hymns and say the Lord’s prayerto him. He Box,” and now the

candy money”

goes

into that and in due time into the collection envelopes. = Another used to sell
yeast in small quantities to her neighbors
and set apart the little three cent pieces
for a missionary fundand so was ready
when the time came to make her pay-

usually sits or lies on his veranda where he can see and hear all that is said, read dnd
done in the little school whieh is taughts in his
1 yard. —His -wifeoften

sits

ose

by

withy he

little spinning wheel, listening te a hymn or
the ten commandments, or some living word.

from the Holy Book.

The teacher .is a girl of

piety and great modesty,

and

is

laboring to

ment.

bring all her tiny pupils out of darkness.

Of course any box will answer the purpose, or the principle may be applied

inie and Phebe are hard

without the use of the box,

some

but

advantage in having

handsome

box,

made

for

there

a neat
the

is

and

purpose,

with suitable mottos upon its sides, and
placed on a shelf or bracket where it
will be seen frequently, and in time be-

come an object of interest and affection.
Such boxes can be obtained at many of
the religious book-stores and are ‘worthy
of attention and use.

At all events, let us

apply the principle lying behind all such
arrangements,and save regularly that we
may give regularly.
ILLNESS OF REV. J, PHILLIPS,
The painful intelligence has reached us
that our veteran missionary, Rev. Jereimah

Phillips,is seriously ill.
ened state of our

tlie work upon

In the present weak-

mission,

his

removal

which

he entered

since,—to

human

forty

years

seem

an unmitigated

from

more than
view—would

calamity.

We

ask

the

earnest united prayer of our brethren that he
may be speedily restored to health and to
the work which so urgently needs him.
OUR

FOREIGN

MISSION.

$.02XI2XT7IRV6=$78859.04
A few more facts.

1.

As tothe Society’s

eral years

past

the

ury

not

been

have

upon it.

Income.

receipts

equal

In other words,

For sev-

of the

Treas-

to the demands

the

expenses

have

Feb. 12th went to Chowrangee,

thirty pupils, boys and girls.
consists of five girls and

boys.

where

Bods

at work. in-tructing

the

The. first class-same

number

They read the 44th Psalm very

of .

beauti~

fully in Oriya and a chapter of prose in‘Ben- gali nearly as well. They write and spell and ed -

pher well, and
have commenced
geog~
raphy.
The members of the second class are
but little behind the first, and the smaller ones.
are striving to master the Oriya Primer.
Sev
eral girls of this school on becoming thirteen

graduated to learn house-work.
They were
married, poor little creatures! Christianity is
taught to all these children and they say, “The
idols can do nothing.”
:
Feb. 12th, p. M., visited alow c:ste village,
and found Ibainpudie and Guribarrie carefully instructing ten children, while several of
the fathers and mothers sat near te:listen. Because these people are low caste, no. Hindu
teachers will enter their village, nor will higher caste people allow their children to attend ~

any school of .theirs.

They begged me

hard

for a teacher, and two girls said they would
brave the reproach and go into their: village
and teach. The children look as clean and io-

telligent as others, and

considering

the

little

time they have been taught, they
have made
good progress.
On the way home called in
linda, where a school has recently been brokenup.
No one wished to bear the blame of
its discontinuance.—¥eb, 13th. Atsix in the:
morning after taking a bit of toast. and tea, lef
home in the ** hand
garri” a carriage which is.
easily propelled by
having
two men go forsward and pull a little, and
another walk be.-

hind and push.
and found

At nine. reached Bhat-Podah «

Nellie

Cole already

there

with

a

few pupils, and Mudhoo Ma out to bring in the
rest. Kellie has been treated shabbily.
As
soon as her pupils are able to read well, their
parents allow the heathen teachers to take
them off to read the shasters. Soon after the

exceeded the income. The result, of course,
is’ a debt. ‘This debt has been accumulating
four
or five years or more.
It is not large
enough
to frighten anybody, and steps have Joung bramin of Jellasore broke caste, the:
aroga of that Rise sent letters around, warns
recently been taken by the Board looking to
ing people against Christian: teachers.
The
its gradual extinction. A good beginning has man of
this ¥illage in whose house our girl:
been made, for which let us thank: God and | teaches, said, ** If any of my people wish to be
take courage.
But’ our income from ‘ con- Christians they may: I shall not persecute
tributions and donations” must be increased or them.” His neighbors were not all so liberally
minded, still we were not entirely, thrust out,.
Wwe can not carry on our work in India on its and the
school has continued amid more or
present basis, to say nothing of reinforcing the less discouragements, The teacher has move:
mission. But we must reinforce, if the mis- energy than three ordinary native girls or she:
would
have been overcome by obstacles. After
sion is to live. No Foreign Mission can live hearing
eighteen children read, I walked with
long after it ceases to grow.
But growth can
Nellie to the house of the Christian woman.
be made only by additional outlay, and this (Madhoo Ma) with whom she boards. Some
can be made only by increased income from of the ‘ bunds” in the rice fields had been built
so high that it was not easy
ting over them.
the churches.
We succeeded, however, and at noon were in
the house of a Christian Jomily, and soon par-

$.02xI2xX73826 = $78859.04
to

the

Sources

of

Income.

For

the bulk of our funds we have to look to
the contributions of the churches,
‘We can
not depend upon large donations and bequests
of individuals to carry on the work.
It isto
the aggregate of mites thatwe must look. This

aggregate should be swelled by the regular
‘contributions of all the churches. But it is a
sadand terrible fact that less than one-third of
our churches give anything to this cause! The
remaining two-thirds do not send to the Treasury one cent a year!

Who wonders at the

ports of churches dying?

re-

Of course a church

will die that takes no interest in this

age

in

the salvation of the unevangelized nations of

of a meal rendered palatable by a goad.
Therewas no chair nor table, nor
even a foot stool, Yet we rested. After eating,
sea~.

taking

appetite.

the family came together and. we had a
son of worship which all seemed to enjoy.

A

man sat quietly in the door through worship,
and as soon as * Amen” was said, left, . None:

of the family
came.

walking

the road

At

knew

who he was or whence he

three, I started for

heme.

After

smartly Ju hour hid halt 1 reached
where the garrie

was.

Corns

were

aching cruelly, and the hot ground heated {my
selar:
a thick injur
feet too much for comfort, but.head
y.
from
hat anand an umbrella Kept my
enjoyahome

in the garrie was

The trip
ble, the last few miles being made

MOOR

light.” The girls had had worship before my
thank=
and Iy,
men! was read
arvival. pd
i
and ate and rested.
ed the Lord
L. CRAWFORD.
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THE WEBSTER FORGERY.
Among the
really ingenious lies which are so well

o

stuck to that they seem asenduiing, if not

Sabbath - School Lesson.--April 14.
QUESTIONS
(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

BY

see

PROF,

Lesson

J. A. HOWE,

Papers.)

THE SCRIPTURES FOUND
SEARCHED.

AND

“GOLDEN
TEXT: “ Search the Scriptures,
Jor in them ye think ye have eternal life J
and they are they which testify of me.
John
5:39.

2 Chron.--34: 1-22.

as good, as the trath, the forged letter of

2

be was

challenged

to write

Somets pe

prominence he lai
write a letter in

the name of Daniel Webster which should

14. ** They brought out the money.”
.Money was collected, by tax and volun-

tary gifts, for the repair of the temple.
How long time the money was accumulating,
we can not decide. He began his
reforms in his twelfth year and finished
them by the eighteenth year of his reign.

The place of deposit for the money, prior:

indescribable, and

|:
Daniel Webster about 'Sunday-schools
nde
BY V. G. RAMSEY.
stands prominent.
The origin of that
forgery was, as we have good reason for
Wish what “shall we fill the cup when
thinking, somewhat after this sort: —
When George Ticknor Curtis's ¢¢ Life and we come to that most solemn of all the
Correspondence of Daniel Webster” first ordinances of the church? What shall we
appeared, a young
lawyer in a Pennsyl- press to our lips when we take the symbol
vania town, talking with a party of
friends about the contents of the volumes, of that blood by which we are redeemed,
spoke slightingly of the published letters, and purified, and sanctified ? If this was a
saying that many of them were quite un- question of no practical importance, we
worthy of permanent preservation. When might regard its discussion with indifferworthier of continued
a wager that he would

Notes and Hints.

I will not attempt to despribewhat is Mohammedanism is still superior to idolthree millions
no doubt unimagina-

Gonavnaeations.
‘A SAD STORY.

have a wider circulation than any letter
in the volumes under discussion. To
win this wager he addressed a letter ,in
Webster's name, to a mythical Professor
Pease, acknowledging the receipt of a
report of an association in New York
which had no existence, and assuming to
detail a conversation at Monticello between the writer and Thomas Jefferson
on the subject’ of Sunday-schools.
The
letter had the popular ring to it, and was
easily startedon its rounds through the
newspaper press. = Like any other lie, it
traveled half the world over while truth
was getting on its boots. After a reasonable time the family of Daniel Webster

ence, and become weary if it

were

often

pressed upon wus; but while there are
many who contend that this cup shall be
filled with the abominable liquids which
are sold as wines, and who persist in setting these poisons before the disciples of
Christ, its settlement is vital to the honor
of the church and the salvation of souls.’
We might re-affirm the arguments so
often

and

so

forcibly repeated,

which

prove, at least the) strong probability,

that the cup which Christ offered to his
followers was the unfermented juice of
to the beginnicg of the work, was. in the
the grape, as free from the poison of
temple. The high priest had the keeping
alcohol as that which Pharaoh’s cup-bearer
-of it.
offered, when he pressed the grapes in
«¢ Book of the law of the Lord.” Books
were then writlen
on papyrus aud on formally declared the letter a forgery; the royal presence—that it was certainly
~earthen tablets. This book was a roll of but that did not check its circulation. the “‘fruit of the vine” which the wings of
papyrus, written in Hebrew.
Some con- Over and over again its falsity has been .commerce certainly are not; and yet
exposed, but its frequent re-appearance
fidently declare that this book was the is sure. One of its later little excursions many honest persons might not be conoriginal one written by the hand of was from Winthrop, Me., where it was vinced. But there is a logic in facts,
Moses. Others say that possibly it was read at a Centennial celebration, down to which can not be gainsaid nor resisted,
his own work ; but conjecture is not evi- Baltimore, where it appeared in the Preg- and to this logic we appeal, assured that
dence.
How
much of the Pentateuch it byterian Weekly, and thence to New York every Christian must understand its lancity,where it was given fresh prominence
-contained vo
known.
Moses is not in the pulpit of the Tabernacle Congrega- guage, and yield to its force.
said to have put the ‘whole Pentateuch in tional church, and in the columns of the
A most heart-sickening story has latethe side of the ark.
Deut. 81:24—26. Tribune. It is doubtless already re-cross- ly come to my knowledge—itis only one
-¢¢ Hilkiah said to Shaphan.” Hilkiah, the ing the ocean, to find a place once: more of many similar tales—and I commend
in credulous or careless foreign periodihigh priest,was in full sympathy with the cals. The Sunday-school cause is cer- it to the careful attention of those who
reforms: of the king. Shaphan was the tainly a hopeful one if it possesses the vi- think it right to offer alcoholic and drugsecretary of the king, and, consequently, tality and power of resistance which. this ged wines at the communion.
Shall I
had freer access to him than the priest. venerable and oft-exposed forgery about go-back twenty years, and tell you someit
has
already
evidenced.—S.
S.
Times.
“<< I have found the book of the-law.” When
‘thing ofthe history of this man of whom
‘the book written by Moses himself was
I write? It will be only the oft-repeated
PRETTY _Goop Apvice.
The Boston
lost can not be known.
It was placed by Herald wants to say fhe following sensi- story. A young man comes from a peaceful
him in the side of the ark.
Hence, dur- ble things to the pastors:
country home to the city. Full of high
ing the period of the judges, when the
Put away from your schoel all its hum- hopes and purposes,he means to make his
- mation was so often ruled by the heathen, buggeries, its clap-trap schemes, its per- life a success and a blessing. Heisa stran-or at the time of the capture of the ark,or penal hintings about
convertion. Se- ger,ighorant of the dangers that surround
‘in circumstances like those when Shi- ect the best persons, men and women in him. Good men and women do not take
your congregations, for teachers.
Insist
:shak sacked the temple, or as the temple
ihat these teachers, while using their own him by the hand and guide his feet into
itself was converted into a sanctuary of individuality in instruction, shall come the paths of holiness and peace, but the
1idols, the book of Moses was not likely under your own: weekly supervision and wicked crowd around him, and lure him
Go into this work yourselves into the haunts of vice. He drinks with
‘lo escape destruction.
It is evident that guidance.
‘the nation had little knowledge of the re- as if these children were your own, as if his companions, reluctantly and cauquirements of that book.
‘ Shaphan the teachers were your own elder sons tiously at first; but the appetite grows,
and daughters, whom you desired es~carried the book to the king.”
Hilkiah pecially to equip for this important work. and when he wakes to tlie consciousness
was busyin the temple: Shaphan was at Let the teachers understand that, if they that he is on the road to'ruin, he rouses
this is the | himself to-shake off his fetters; and to
home in the therefore
palace,
he took the. | | wish to do duty as Christians,
book to the king.
‘ Shaphan told the best service they can render neglected change his course. But alas!
he finds
children. Do for the boys and girls what
king.” He first reported the state of the a Cambridge pastor has, with very nota- himself, like Samson in the lap of Delilah,
repairs on the temple, then spoke of the ble suceess, done-for his school -boys—
shorn of his strength. Then commenced
make them believe ‘that you love every one of those pitiful struggles so often
- book.
First of all, on receiving the book
from Hilkiah, Shaphan read it.

Thus

he

’ Tearned of the judgments threatened for
© idélatry,
and incurred by the nation. He
+ was not sure that Josiah would not blame

one of them.

Do ‘thus

much,

and

the

nonsense will disappear from your Sunday-:chool as quickly as snow-flakes pass
out of sight under an April sun.

witnessed in the life of the

drunkard.

His misery at times became insuppor(abie.
Poverty. and! shame dogged his
steps, and fastened on his innocent wife
INTEREST THE CHILDREN.
Why is it ‘and children. He saw those dedrest to
* him, if, having read of the evils threatened to Israel, he, Shaphan, should call the that the Sunday-school is so often throngTime
ed, while the sgnetuary is neglected?
It him dying, the victims of his sin.
attention of the king to the bork.
Hence strikes us the fault is largely
with the and again he summoned all the strength
he assumed an'ignorance of ‘the contents parents, as a cotemporary suggests, who of his manhood to break the chains that
of the book.
are too easy, and whe fail of a judicious bound him.
Sometimes he believed he
—“ Rent his-clothes.” Sign of grief and training inthis matter, while they neglect had succeeded, and was free; but after a
alarm.
The denunciations of the book to exercise a faithful parental authority.
It is also doubtless true that sufficient at- few months or weeks of conflict, he
for forsaking God appalled the king, He tention is not given as a rule, by the would find himself drawn again into the.
trembled under the curses which his na- preachers themselves,
to making the whirlpool that was carrying him down to
A prom- destruction.
tion had drawn upon themselves.
Read services attractive to children.
x
Lev. 26; Deut, 28. The character of the inent New York pastor, in his lectures to
Two
years
ago,
among
the
converts
in
the Yale Theological students, once said,
+ contents of the beok, as a whole, was nof
Mr. Moody's meetings in Philadelphia
that he always made it his aim to intronoticed ; only the judgments of God for duce something into every sermon, by was this man. Entirely convinced of his
sin were considered.
¢ Go, énquire of way of incident or illustration, which own hopeless weakness,he went to Christ
« the Lond.” Said to a delegation sent to should interest the very youngest in the and asked for strength and for deliverthe prophetess Huldah.
Why Jeremiah congregation. Let pastors bear this sub- ance from his terrible bondage, and his
ject in mind, and strive to adapt them' was not consulted, why the high priest, selves more to the needs of the children. prayer was heard.
He was able to
* by Urim and Thummin, did not himself — Congregationalist.
walk the streets of the city without fall* inquire of the Lord,is not known. = Josiah
GAIN AND Loss. While the Romish ing,—to pass the saloons, and to escape
‘ feared that God would bring evil on his
church
in Great Britain is recruiting the allurements of his former companions
nation directly, and so sent to find what
in sin. A new life was opened to him.
~God would have him do. In (rouble what largely from the Episcopal church it Health and physical strength returned.
-a Friend we have on high.
‘* For them is losing far more in other parts of ‘Friends gathered about him. Comfort
{that are left.” Josiah now sees the cause Europe than it gains there. The Christian and peace dwelt in his heart and in his
-of the weakness of the nation.
Only a at Work gives these encouraing facts:
home ; and instead of the appalling futire,
The growth of Sunday-school work into which he had so long gazed with
- ‘remnant of the nation survived the just
is doing much for Germany, which has
_ [judgments of God.
horror, he saw the gates of the golden
suffered less from Romanism than from
“*¢ Wrath of the Lord poured out upon a dead and
city readyto open and receive him.
For
- formal Protestantism.
Much
‘us.” Already the nation was suffering of this progress is mainly due to the twenty blessed months, the grace was
from that wrath; and-the sky was black influence - of American residents and given him'to resist temptation and to keep
: with threatenings not discharged.
< Be- travelers. There are at this time in his enemy at bay. At the end of that
Germany
8,000
teachers
and 144,000
cause our father.” Tn nations, one gen- scholars, -In Italy and
France
espe- long probation,he united with the church
- eration sows the dragon’s teeth, and the cially, substantial and encouraging prog- of his choice, and went for the first time
next. generation reaps the woes thereof. ress is being made, and" even Spain, to thé communion table.
and intolerant
Violations of God's law of national pros- priest-ridden, bigoted,
My heart sickens while I write.
They
Spain,
where,
out
of
a
population of
¢perity bring their consequences slowly 16,000,000 there are only 6,000
Protest- gave him the cup, steaming with the acon. Thus the fathers incur ‘wrath, and ants, has devoted missionaries at work cursed poisonly.
Trembling he put it to
+ entail it on their descendants. **Huildah.” in many places, and thousands of Bibles his lips, and drank. He went out from
A prophetess of whom we know no more are doing their leavening work in that that chureh, crazed with the old, insatia| benighted land. The number ‘of those
t than what this verse tells.
whocan read and write is very small, ble thirst. He went straight to a saloon,
‘* Keeperof the wardrobe.”
Literally, but with increasing intelligence, such and drank himself drunk, ard the fearfal
to debauch continued for days, as if the
« «¢ keeper of the robes.” Whether these as Protestant’ schools are
an appreciation of fiend that had been watching to spring
were the robes of the priests, or of the diffuse, will come
the power of the Protestant Bible, and
i kings,is not certain, but probably the with that appreciation
the dawning of upon him, now that he had him in his’
latter. The priests of Jehovah, with their a new life for Spain.
power, would never relinquish’ his grasp.
t fortunes fluctuating according ‘to the reOh, why did they not give hini a poison

ligion of each

new king, would hardly

+have an extensive

wardrobe.

Besides,

"the Oriental royal custom of sending
“gifts of robes made the office of wardrobe
keeper necessary.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS.

Reports from all parts of the field indi-

cate a rapid and solid filling up of delegations to. the International Supndayschool Convention. The Chicago Sunday-

‘“ In the college.” The school Union has invited delégates

from

‘marginal reading is better :*In the sec- Beyond that city to accept the hospitalities

ond part;” that is, the. new part of the

“Practical

Lessons.” (1) We read the

same bookef the law which Josiah read.

were to
Are its contents to. us what they
‘him, thefeure word of the Fi (2) The
lipliciy of copies of the Scriptures
"dul s somewhatthe edge of their statements ; but hunger for righteousness will

~~ keep freshithe Word of God. . (3) See
heeded.

Josiah
was moved to find that

plent
qurion hanof theSsvegarde)
Scriptures may
Tuto
(4) The Warnings
OY

A

rian

‘the’ presence of his

brethren? Why did they

give him: that

which would destroy both soul and body?

Think

of

him,

you

who read this,and** put yourselves in his
place.” Is there any other woe so deep
as his, any wretchedness so hopeless?
What unspeakable pity there must be for
him in heaven, if

Bright little

Sunday-school ' journal.

In

Raly the Waldenses report eighty-three
schools, but the other denominations are
mot willing to publish their figures, pos-

sibly from reasons of policy.

-

A work of twelve years in the service

Michigan, is thus sammarized by a mis-

wretchedness.
The cup of happiness
which she had tasted so late was dashed

from her lips.
of her soul,

Despair took ‘possession

and

reason

fled

from

her

The

river

alone

seemed

kind—

sionary, who has dene much other Chris- the river would shelter her child—the
New schools river would give her rest. No oné saw
: d
tian work,there and abroa

organized, 192,

with 932

teachers and

more schools

visit-

000 families visited

50 Bibles
and Tes-

taments distributed. There has been no
year better in results than the last.

her make the fatal plunge, but they found

Lord, or the cup of devils? To what shall

this struggling soul cling that he may
not be lost? God only knows if there is
still hope for him.
If this was an eeptional case, as
some will no do#bt say it is, ‘we might
hold our peace ; but through the success:

ful labors of such men as Moody and

Murphy,

the

church

holds

among

its

members a large number, who, through
the grace of God, have been snatched

from ¢ the horrible pit and ‘miry clay”
of drunkenness. The germ of this fierce

|

nly

[

a reformer, fell short

of Christ, and deserves rather to be
classed with Moses, Joshua, and Josiah.
He did not give the world the best,
but only as good a religion as it was

then able to receive. Nor can it be
doubted that Luther's protests against
the corruptions of the Papal See were

quisition in Spain.

(2) Do the Scriptures speak of Mo-.
hammed as a false prophet ? The most fitting symbol of Mohammed and his followers is found in Rev. 9:11, *‘ And they
had a king over them, which
is the
angel of the bottomless pit, whose name
in ‘the Hebrew ‘tongue
is Abaddon,

butin the Greek tongue hath his name
Apollyon,” i. e., Destroyer.,

Such

he

claimed to be,—a destroyer of all such
as worshiped idols.
‘ And it was com-

manded them that they should not hurt

appetite, or this terrible disease,

whom

of human

Christ died.

beings

These

and

for
other

benevolent causes stimulated him to all judicious acts, and the expression of the
warmest

sympathy,

and

the

practice

of much self-denial for their sakes.

A life of earnest and consistent piety

results

in

a

peaceful

termination of

life. The promises of God look in
this direction,{ so that while man is inclin
toed
pray that
like

that

of

the

his

last

end

maybe

righteous, he who lives

thelife of the righteous, is assured
his end shall be peace.

Deacon

Knowles

was

tached

to his chureh

but he

was

too

large

no

strongly dt-

and denomination,

sectarian;

for

that.

mind out of which
Deacon Knowles

It

his

soul was

takes

a small

to make a sectarian.
had a great soul;

his judgment, in all matters,

cellent,
world,
not be
all who

that

was ‘ax.

and his heart was large as the
a nd so outgushing that it could
limited to a sect: it embraced
loved Christ.

He felt that all belonged to him, and he

himself belonged to them. Hence, he was
a great man—great because good—great

because you could not eircumscribe
the range of his benign affection. Aud
when he eame to die his peace was like

which in the grass of the earth, neither any green
its insatiable craving for strong drink thing, neither any tree; but only those the calm sea, or like the great Nile when
overbears reason,
prostrates the will men which have not the seal of God in it disregards all embankments and leayes
and tramples on the laws of self-preser- their foreheads.” Thus, Mohammed does a rich blessing when it subsides. The
vation, was inherited by many of them not figure in Scripture in the character death of Dea. Knowles was ‘a’ grand trithrough the sins of their fathers.
A -of prophet at all, either true or false; umph. The chariots of Elijah’'s God bore
spiritual conversion, however complete, but under the: name, and bearing the him away, and he left behind the bless- .
does not cure this physical infirmity. It character of Destroyer, commissioned ings of a godly life, of strong, manly
is in them, chained, but not dead; and to destroy such as had not the seal of faith, and a kind, loving spirit.
while they struggle for a pure life, it God in their foreheads.
‘“ 1s that death-bed where such a Christian
waits, like a tiger, for the unguarded
(3) It only remains to consider the texts
lies¥
Yes,
but not his: Tis death itself there dies.”
moment when a link of its fetters shall be in which the terfd false prophet occurs.
The bereaved have more occasion for
loosened, that it may spring upon its vic- It should be observed that whenever
tim. To this class the fumes of an alco- the term is used it represents the person joy than sorrow: The husband and
holic drink are a terrible temptation, and or power 80 designated as -being in close father has gone up higher to behold .
fellowship with the person or power | ? Christ's glory. They have cheered him
to taste it is to peril the soul.
The word translated wine in our Bible symbolized by the term ** beast.” Such in his homeward course here, and he
means grape juice, and there is no fact "was never the relation which subsisted will welcome them there.
better attested than that the Jews, and between Rome and Mecea, Catholicism
pr
other eastern nations, were accustomed and Mohammedanism, the Popes and |’
THE OHUROH.
to use this juice fresh pressed from the the Califfs,
Mohammed and
his imBY REV. A. H MORRELL,
grapes. This was the new wine,the Dest mediate
successors
considered
the
wine. As they could not have this at all Christians with which they came in
One object of the church undoubtedly
. seasons, they were accustomed to dip contact, what in truth they were, idola- is, to help imperfect men and women
their skin bottles in wax, thus. making ters, and against such he bore the sword out of their faults and foibles, and to
them air-tight, and preserving the wine of extermination.
‘His name was lead them to purity of heart and life.
unfermented. They also made a kind of Abaddon, Apollyon, Destroyer.”
No When and how to discipline members
wine by soaking dried grapes in water, sooner was the sword of the Saracen are amongst the
most delicate
and
and pressing them.
with
the blood of conquest difficult questions to answer.
These wines were satiated
healthful and nutritious, but. when they than Popes, and allied kings, renewed
Christians, in whom the sense of
were exposed to the air they fermented, the contest,—contest extending through natural justice predominates, with strict

-and-—became intoxicating, and

against |centuries; —for- the

their use in that state the Bible is full of
warnings.

recoveryof Jeru-

salem and the possession of the sepulchre of Jesus. The late war between

That the sacred service of God's house the Russians and the Turks grew out
might be guarded from the possibility of of the atrocities of the latter inflicted
pollution through this curse, Aaron and upon Christians. Thus, first and last,

his sons were forbidden to drink wine of
any kind when they approached the altar

ever and always, the religion and politics which are fittingly symbolized by

of

Mecca

the

Lord

(see

Lev.10:

9);

and

and

Rome,

have

been

sworn

Spirit,

foes. But the beast and the false prophet of Revelation, whenever they appear,
are friends, who live in loving embrace,
and jn death are not divided.
We
reserve
fo
the
to offer himself without spot to!

God,”

and

can we believe that our gracious High
Priest polluted his lips with this soul-destroying poison in the very hour when he
was preparing, ** through the eternal
* through his own

blogd, to

enter the holy place having obtained eternal redemption for us"? Can we doubt
that ¢ the fruit of the vine” which Christ
gave to his disciples was as harmless as
that which he promised to drink new
with them in his Father's kingdom?
>++
--O--¢

“THE

discussion of the

question, Who, then, is

the false prophet ?

’

0-0-0
ror

LESSONS OF A LIFE.
[Remarks

made

at

the interment

of the

late Deacon Levi Knowles,
of Northwood,
N. H., by Rey. E. C. Cogswell, who had long.
known him.]

My acquaintance with the deceised be-

.

FALSE PROPHET."

ganin 1842, and the pleasure growing out
of it has never been interrupted.
;

BY REV. 8. D. CHURCH.

Commentators have so long assumed
that the ‘“ False Prophet” of Revelation is
Mohammed, few have deemed it necessary to challenge the assumption and call
for proof. Still it is a mere assumption,
not only devoid of support, but .made in
opposition to the clearest teachings of
history and Scripture. The term occurs
three times in the book of Revelation:
‘¢ And Isaw three unclean spirits like

Your pastor has appropriately commented upon and applied, the words,
‘ Mark the perfect man, and behold the
upright, for the end of that man is peace.”
There are [certain ‘élements in human
character, each of which tends to promote
a peaceful end of life, while all combined

assure it. Sociability,

sympathy,

kind

moral

training,

will incline to ‘severity

and uncharitableness in dealing ‘with
offenders; especially, if the combative . element is fully developed.
Those with easy conscience, imperfect moral instruction and of cautious,
timid natures, will dread the eommotion
and confligt of discipline, aud find themselves too much disposed to gloss over
offinses, and ‘* cover a multitude of
sins,” with too broad a mantle of charity.

Our mission churches in the : South,
like others, need discipline. As a rule,
the members; both mule and female,
are disposed to be present at such meetings. Sometimes, in the excitement of
such occasions, too summary judgments
are passed, and several are excluded
without due process of church law.
(Is it ever so with our churches North
and West?)
But, on sober reflection,
offending parties confess
their faults
and are restored to their places in the
body. There are,of course, exceptionsto
this rule. The too hasty expressions are
often the result of past impressions. In
the days of the old life—as servants—it
was not unfrequently ‘“a word and a
blow;” and it may be .the * blow” first.
And now, in turn, the blow

tion upon

too’

offenders

suddenly,

in

of condemna-

the church

before

suitable.

falls

words

out of the mouth ofthe false prophet.” 16:

sertion.

13.

The end of Deacon Knowles delightfully
confirms: this. His pleasure in
others was not diminished by age, nor
did his old age lessen the pleasure others
derived from him.
Thus his last days

of reason and love are employed if possible to win back the erring one tothe
ways of religion and truth,
Restoration
to membership,
it is
evident, should not take place without
the most positive evidence of repentance. A bad man or woman might,
for the most selfish purposes, profess
to be sorry, while the evidence of true
repentance was not given. When such
a case is found
it is not wise to restore

were

the excluded member.

frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out,of the mouth of the beast, and
“And

the beast was taken,and with

him the false prophet.”
19: 20. ‘ And
the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and

brimstone,

where

the beast and the false prophet are.”
10.

20:

Certainly, nothing inthese texts con-

tains the slightest hint that Mohammed
wasintended. But, before assuming that
the above mentioned title belongs to Mo-hammed,

(1),

one

should

be

able

to show

that he was a false prophet;

that the Scriptures so describe

(2),

him; and

(8), that he is the person alluded to in

words and hearty smiles,

havea

power

to magnetize and bind all hearts.

These

reproduce themselves in others, so that
‘when misfortunes come, or old age and
the

bed of death,

rich

in

there will

social

be

no

pleasures,

and

de-

life

was worth.much to the end.

Uprightness of life tends to the same
results. When
the
end
approaches,
there are no painful "confessions to be
made, no difficulties to be settled, no

hatreds to be removed.

conscience

makes the

An

eye

approving

sparkle,

and

the above quoted texts.
the face shine with gladness, and, as
(1) As to the first,this much oughtto be neighbors and acquaintances gather at
said: Mohammed was a descendant of the bedside, there is pleasure in beholdAbraham, by Ishmael, and the lawful ing each countenance,
heir to the throne of one of the principal | Deacon Knowles had wronged no one,
tribes of Arabs.
Becoming profoundly and so his confessions were of tender
impressed that he was commissioned of attachments
and « pleasant memories.
God to destroy idolatry and restore the He had
neither man nor an injured
pure worship of the fathers, according to conscience: to upbraid- him, and so
the

successes, but only such, as,’ departing
from the simplicity of the gospel, had

substituted the worsbip of the Vitgin; the

apostles, and the saints, for the ‘worship

question that the government,

morals, and manners,

ed,

were

religion,

in

advance of

drawn against, idolatrous countries, and

:

Prayer should be in the heart of all whose
duty it is to deal with delinquent ones,
for the aid of the Holy Spirit in so difficult and responsible a task. Excitement

and bad temper are altogether out of
place in the meeting for discipline. If
one

time

more

than

special baptism of the

another
Holy

calls for

Ghost,

it is

when brethren -aré to sit in judgment
upon the conduct of others.
a
a
HOLDPAST.

The old Lollards were called ¢ Holdfast” not only because of their firmness
under persecution, but of their strong grasp

of the truth. Coleridge said, with a
of practical aptness quite unusual with him,
infinite Love, was like a pleased child.
*¢ What does not withstand has no stand.
ing-ground.”
‘Hold fast, then,. the
A consistent and cordial - co-operation
good man,

aud

in

the entwining

sympathy

arms

with causesor

enter-

form of sound words,

in faith and love,

prises, that aim, to bless households ‘which is in Christ: Jesus." Be modest,
and elevate fallen humanity ends in gentle, unostentatious in all that is
peace.

A

consciousness

of

striving

to

your own, willing to concede everything

have a right to yield; but be
save wen from a drunkard’s doom, of you
scrupulous, and immovable about all
inclining the young into paths of so brie- |that is Christ's.—N. Y. Observer.
ty, and of sundering the bonds that
o-o-b
bind

millions

either by

which he establish- | sacrifices,

immeasurably

those he superseded. If Mohammedan
her, her babe clasped to her bosom, her countries of the present time fall below
hair tangled among the driftwood, and Christian countries, it should ‘be rememher white, dead faoe turned appealingly bered that the sword of Mohammed was
to heaven.

Mohammed,as

all the more keenly felt by reason of the
sharpness of the blade of the Arabian
Are so felt as up in heaven;
reformer,
There is no place where human failings
But some one will say ‘ The Turk
Have such kindly judgment given.”
is a barbarian and yet a Mohammedan.”
What will he think of that eup of Itis enough to reply, that Mohammed
temptation which the church held to his | was no more responsible for the atrocities
lips? Will it-seem to him the cup of the
in Bulgaria, than Christ was for the in-

throne. With her babe in her arms she of the true God. No one at all
converleft her home, and hastened towards the sant with the history of the
East can

river.

atry.

* There is ne place where earthly sorrows

But I have not told you all this shocking the custom of his ancestors, and
of his
story. The faithful wife,who had clung brethren, the sons of Israel, he armed
his
to her husband through all those years of | followers and drew the sword upon all
want, and shame, and sorrow, felt herland reports seven hundred Sunday- self suddenly thrust back into that gulf of idolawrous nations. . Certain Christian
s countries fell under the dominion of his
sehools and publishes the’ «* Messager,” a

scholars ; many
ibe heeded
too late. '* Top late,” says ed5,321 andaided;
over 1
nley, * is writteno the pages even peligionslys
and over
wal?

have died in peace’in

what he had done.

of Chicago over Sunday, April 14,
Holland has two 8. S. Unions and nearly a thousand schools.
French Switzer-

rthat the warnings of the Scriptures are’ of the American Sunday-school Union, in

1

that would have killed him quickly there
in the house of the Lord, that he might

ble, the misery of that wretched man
avhen he came to himself, and realized
5

S$. S. Bepattment.

in

degrading

servitude,

words of sympathy, personal

or by prayers of faith, can
not fail to beget in. the soul, upon a retrospect of life, a verdict of approval,
Deacon Knowles, for more than forty

years, did whatever his

hands found to

do for the cause of temperance,
of freedom

from

bondage

of

and

nearly

: Now

thou art

sufficiently

convinced

that the way thou ealledst hard and the
cup thou calledst bitter, were
that thy Lord had sweeter

meant thee better
believe;

and

than

that thy

thou

necessary;
ends, and

wouldst

Redeemer

was

saving thee, as well
when he crossed
thy desires,as when he’ granted them;

and as well when he broke

thy

when he bound it up.— Baxter.

heart as

~

a

Beat

rE

astm

ttsct antimstautivr
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i

,
Pastoral Wloth.

buat T will do the best I can,
what the Lord enables me to
the first lesson which we will
(perhaps it is a little out of the

Jesus, refuge of the weary,
Object of the apirit’s love,

course of theological

Fountain in life's desert dreary,;
' Saviour from the world above
eyes, offended,
0 how oft Thine
(Gaze upon the sinners full!
Yet upon the cross ‘extended, of all,
Thou did gt bear the pains

Though we see Thee wounded, ,bleeding,
See Thy thorn-encircled brow ?
Yet Thy sinless death hiast brought us
Life eternal, peace and rest;
Only what Th, grace has taught us
stornry

Calms the 8 beh

Jesus, miy

at the present time
to many persons,

breast.

Dwell thie cross, the Crucified.

college

PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.

BY THE

LATE

PROF,

THOMAS

1.

that

it

was near the beginning of the present
century,—the idea had not died out.
There were advantages and some disadvantages in it. I had not given the sabjeet much thought. There was no occasion for it.
Aloud knock, a somewhat startling
knock, at the door. ** Come in.” There
canje in a young man who was personally unknown to me, although I had heard
of him. He brought no letter of intro-

duction.

But,

mentioning

his

name,

and speaking like. a man who is in
earnest,he said in a few words, that he was
a graduate

from

Bowdoin

College,

that

he had been teaching the academy -in
Wolfborough, that his time was out, and
that he had come to R.— to study theology with me.
It may well be supposed that J was astonished. Collecting my faculties
a little,
I replied: « Mr. .C. (his name began
witha «“ C™), the thing is impossible.
I have not fully completed my own education. I have no suitahle books. My
time is much oecupied. In a word, Iam
wholly unqualified. Can you not go bi
eee

ARAOVEEDD

«1 can not,” said be, 4ass promptly as if
we had been old acquaintances. .‘ Ihave
hardly got the nreans to do it; and besides, I have other ideas about the matter. Allow me to say that your name has
reached the town «f Wolfborough (the
town of W. was about 20 miles distant),
and I have come to study theology with
you. Ihave made up my mind; and,
hoping not to be rude in saying so, I think
it is hardly worth while to spend much
time in talking about

I was

it.”

:

utterly astonished.

He

was

for life; his

‘¢ Mr.

C.,

said I, ** I am not quite certain that there

the thought, although he had never heard

of anything of the kind before, was suddenly and ‘strongly impressed upon his
mind, that he ought te make a consecration of himself, od wilt any reservation either in extent or in time. And
without consulting any human being, and
without any delay, and thoughtfully and
solemnly, he did it. And these were the
words :
“0 my Father and my God! I have
derived all things from Thee. And now,
looking to thee for help, I lay all things
thoughts,

With him, He was just about. my own
Age; and in a short time I found that I
loved him like a brother. But as for
teaching him theology in any decent,
ministerial, and scholarly way, it was utterly impossible, Nevertheless, stay he

and

and stay he did; and I concluded that

inhop

power.

accordingly.

- And

best

matters, proceeded

My method of teaching was

the Socratic, a very old method :; and under certain circumstances a very profita-

ble one; ‘the conversational

method,

the

good.

The Lord made him, and the Lord

who

for

would

there

are

entirely

but there are

times

some

to ask.”

U——"

said ke, *‘I have

a favor

* ahead.” ’
Mr. Comme was evidently pleased.

‘+ What is it?” said IL - ‘¢ If you

have no objection,” he replied,

* I would

Quit-

ting his standing posture, he took a chair,
and we were soon seated side by side;
not opposite to each other as in lecture

misunderstand
when

God

it;

loves

to

whole village might be burned.

was a horse standing
with
a bridle on,

near

no

There

the roadside

saddle.

Two

men

in great excitement (perhaps a man and
a boy, a large boy, but this is not material) suddenly mounted the horse. One
of these,

to my

astonishment,

theological student.

was

my

All ministerial digthe

inspira-

tion of a stout switch vigorously

he went.

The horse, under

applied,

took the alarm.
The theological

The dust blew inclouds.
student, with the man

behind him (man or boy, it is not material), leaning forward like ome in great
earnest; his hat blew off; his hair in sudden and unexpected disorder ; the flexible
parts of his coat streaming in the wind;

father's

library,

and

the

question

way, and not to take a text,which

would

seemed to come naturally. He answered be against the rules. And in this way the
like
a man who hasan idea in his head necessary preliminaries were settled.
{
in which he is interested, ‘I would ride
It thus appears that pastoral experienon a broomstick or any other sort of a ces are very varied. The establishment

stick, I would ride on the ground or ride of theological schools

in the air or in any other way, on such an
occasion as that which has recently occurred. I heard the cry of FIRE, FIRE,
Gonic on fire,
I heard the screams of
women and children.”
Perceiving that
he had not quite gotten over the excitement of that, noticeable occasion, and

not

has undeubtedly

tendedto diminish them in some respects.
But it is only right and proper, that the
records of civilization and Christianity

should be thoroughly kept, and that justice should be done to all kinds of men
and all kinds of labor, including all kinds
of trials.
The day came. I wasin another place.
And of course give the account as I re-

kitchen, and out of the back door,
through the garden, and through

and
Mr.

been mortified.

Care

had

been

taken

that he should be fixed up and decent ; at

Knight's field, and over the fences, climb- least I suppose so. He wentup the broad
ing over the.fences in the best way I aisle; the people looked at him; he went
could, and into old Deacon Chamberlain’s
field, I think it was, and into some beau-

straii forward, passing the desconts seat;

and

answers.

I will

ed in a chair, and I was seated in a chair

facing him, I began as follows :
“Mr. C., Ihave already stated to you

he went up the pulpit stairs; he pansed

i

It is unnecessary to tell the reader, that

my

ideas

were

in great
.

coufusion.

I

He

ed, till having gained the

attention

depths.

what he saw around him. I am-informed
his eonclusion wasas follows :
“Men and brethren! I mean all classes,

those who mean

to go

to heaven,

and

those who mean to go to the place of sorrow.

I hope, however, there are none of

the latter class. I will close with a few
words of illustration from what has occurred during the past week. You all

The

and important matter, because

the «honor

and usefulness of the Gospel ministry are
concerned. And the Lord said (inward-
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It owns or con-

even if they made some mistakes in theo- |
confihardwould
upper

in

being purely veserable. no harm can arise:

there,

I was obliged to rely on what was said by
others. But as I have already said, they
were reliable persons. I will only add
that honest John Smith, who believed

purgatives,

be taken with satery by anybody.
Their »
surar-coating. presenves them ever resh,
and makes them picasant to take: while

exactly

correct report, because, not being

di apred

nov any

mountain lest thou be consumed.’”

is an

common

fiom the elements of weakness.

moun als-be OTe from their places!
Sooner let Haven’s Hill and Blue Job be
razed to their foundations! This is no
Gonic fire thatis raging all around us. 1t
is the flame of everlasting ruin. ¢ Escape
for thy life ; look not behind thee ; neither
stay thou iin all the plain ; escape to the
I'will not say, that this

the

and strengthen the system by freeing

The thought fills me

And forgetting

a student; and for special reasons, and
perhaps on arather special occasion. His
subject was the necessily of being prepared for unforeseen dangers. The truth
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HIGHEST HONORS

know what has taken place at the village
of Gonic. (It was wholly unnecessary to
tell them of that.) There was a fire
here.

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
1875; Philadelphia, 1876;

Santiago,

satisfied the convictions of his audience,

he grew animated and heart-burdened by

gladness all formal and dignified proprie-

And it is also a very serious
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and
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ed about it.

Gong I"

marks, and stated it very distinctly.

said not a word about what had happen-
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tiful pine woods, and on as faras the brow a moment;as if he were strongly tempted TERS
East 14th Street, New York.
to
go
into
the
pulpit;
but
he
turned
to
the
.
of the steep banks of the: Cocheco: / I
And as
used to go there sometimes, when I had right into: the seat of the elders.
‘important matters to settle. - The cool he stood up, it was observed, that his
gb Ingreass ofofour ORGAN ny FANG
wind whispered in the branches.
The head, beautiful as an Apollo’s, was in a
ave decided fo give up pub=
y=Sehool Music Books, and
flowers were smiling in ‘their beauty. I direct line with the top of the pulpit.
our entire Stock at "2 ig
rices
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heard the binds sing. The beautiful CoAs far as I could learn, and I inquired
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checo lay calmly at my feet.
And there of Mr. Knight.and other discreet and re=S
for the first time for a number of days, liable persons
in town, everything pro- |
Y
an
i
|
st, and
0
For oB
my mind came info a quiescent state. ceeded in a decent and orderly manner.
.
evival H yoo ft
god
No men, no women, no theological
stu- In fact, just as I could have wished.
Paper 4c,
gore 918
Paper 120, Boards 15c¢,
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dents, no burning villages;
but trees, There was no fun about it. .He reached
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flowers, birds, and: gentle breezes, and up and took down the Bible from the top AMOS
HAND of FIRST-CLASS
MA
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eat
BARGAINS
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smiling skies, ‘ and murmuring waters. of the pulpit decently; he turned over
ENTS.
Illustrated Catalogues Mailed.
My soul not ohly’ became calm on the |‘the leaves with propriety ; he took a text, A liberal discount fo Teachers, Ministers,
Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS & SON S,
surface; but calm and motionless to its or rather a number of texts or passages, 40 East 14th St, N.Y.

in my childish and arranged them together. . To take a
text in the common way was against the
give one or two specimens, very briefly.
It was in the early part of the day. I and his loud voice,—always loud but ties, I said, Oh Lord, this is rather a ridic- rules. He told the people, as the students |
It is .a do from Andover at the present day, that
was always an economist of time, which louder now,—crying at the top of its ulous matter, very ridiculous.
is certainly. a good thing.” Me was seat- pitch, ‘““ AF¥IRE IN GONIC! A FIRE IN mixed up affair, and I am much perplex- he appedred not as a minister, but only as

- Socratic questions

principles in sermonizing which are not
always observed, he deduced from the
passages read the general proposition,
which constituted the subject of his re-

knowing what reserved buckets'or other
things might be forth-coming, I ventured
to ask, somewhat timidly I must ac- ceived it from other lips.
Sure enough,
knowledge, ** How far is it to Gonic?”
all Gonic was there.
Some came from
¢“ A mile and a half.”
curiosity, some for the fun of it, thinking
‘¢ And you heard the screams otf wom- that the man who could ride bareback
and was the best fireman in the place,
en and children, did you?”
¢ T heard them,” said he, “ not with would of course make a funny minister.
was there.
His
the ear of the head but with the ear of the Honest John Smith

heart.
When humanity is suffering; a daughter Betsy, noble girl and first-rate
mile and a half is not a great distance. singer, was there. And I think his son
The sighing and crying came on the William was there. And there were other
wings of the wind, and smote me right singers, young men and maidens, togethhere ;” standing up strait and laying ‘his er with some persons who would not be
The old bass
hand on his great noble heart.
I saw considered very young.
viol,
large
in
size
but
filled
with the spirit
clearly that it was a difficult case; and a
of
the
occasion,
stood
upright
before all
little beyond my wisdom, and perhaps
any man’s wisdom.
And putting on a the people, held ‘by the master’s hand.”
Twang! Twang! This was the usual
look of official perplexity (or rather the
The people took
look was already put on), told him that I note of preparation.
their
seats,
and
looked
expectantly,
Exwould take the matter into consideration,’
and would give an answer at the earliest actly at the hour in, came the minister's
theological student. If I had been there
opportunity.
As soon as he had left, I went into the myself, I am confident I should not have

Makclless— Untivhled,~ FRANZ Laszr,

fertile in thought, and with a voice like
the sound of many waters. = Acting on

there was a fire which burnt wood.

my

persons

of a true

woble in form, graceful in action,

there; and there is a fire

especially inquisitive

like to preach in your pulpit next Suntime, but side by side, like two old friends,
day.” * ** You would! When did you reor like two brothers, as one may say.
turn from Gonic?”
But singularly enough, we fell into a
to be wholly Thine, now and forever, for
“I returned yesterday.
The town is dispute, which was very uncommon.
I
time and eternity.”
saved and the people there—I worked very much dislike disputes.
I
proposed,
He signed his name to it, and it was a
well at the fire, drew buckets, and cried that he should take the deacon’s seat and
great blessing to him. I wish, Mr. C., with a loud voice.”
not the pulpit. But he strongly objected,
that you might commence your studies in
“I have no doubt of it.”
saying that he could not well see the
this manner. If you will do this, I shall
“And the people there said, that the man people from the deacon’s seat, and doubtfeel that your coming to me will not be
wholly in vain. Something touched his who could do so well in putting out the ed whether he could get a sight of the old
fire would do well in putting out some bass viol, which would be a great loss.
feelings. What I had said had evidently
other fire ; a fire, beginning with the let- I felt strong objections to his going into the
made an impression upon his mind.
ter H. And they say I must preach next pulpit ; and with arguments on both sides
At another time the subject was Prayer.
Sunday, and all Gonic is coming up to the dispute was growing warm, when the
This was always an interesting subject
meeting. I told them I would very will- matter was Compromised by agreeing
with me. I tried to explain the different
ingly and gladly preach next Sunday, if that he ‘should go into the elder’s seat.
kinds of prayer and the foundations of
the minister, meaning my theological The deacon’s seat was lowest and nearly
prayer;.a subject, considered in its printeacher, would let me; and have no, on. lino. with the-pews-—the-elder's—seat-|
ilesopby;—of -some difficulty: doubt they expect meto do it.”
was higher up, and undoubtedly gave
B then took up the subject of prayer, as
Here was another trouble, which can him a better opportunity.
The early
we find it modified by different degrees
of Christian expérience; trying to show be well understood, “however, only by churches, in harmony with the ecclesiastiresponsibility of cal ideas and practices of those days, were
that, from the nature of the case, prayer those who have the
teachers.
¢
Mr.
C.,”
said
I, recovering some of them built in this way, which is
will become simple, childlike, and familAnd
iar, in proportion to the depth of Chris- myself by little and little; .¢ wonld you not common at the present time.
some wholesome adtian experience and the nearness of the not like to ride through the town on a finally I gave him
soulto God” A prayer so very simple broomstick?” I had not long before been vice, which his recent pubkc manifestaand familiar that some might call it ir- reading Cotton Mather’s account of the tions seemed to render proper; remindreverential. But this is a mistake. I witches, where there is something of the ing him, in particular, not to dismiss the
admit, that it might not be proper for all kind said, an old book which I found in| congregation with a blessing in the usual
occasions,

orator;

woman's instinct, saw that I was troubled

acts,

. Away
would; and every
rybody said, let him stay; | nity and proprieiy were forgotten.
with the Lord's help I wquld do the

re-appearance

all that I am and all that I can be, under
all circamstances and in all situations,

is a room
in the house for you. I sup- hear it. Itis like ghis: A poor farmer,
pose it would be proper for me to consult an unlettered man, very poor and very
Mr. Knight's folks (the family where 1 ignorant in many things, goes forth to
boarded).”
.
-his work with a hoe on his shoulder.
“ No matter,” he replied; ** I can take And as he goes along, being in this state
a part of your room, if it is necessary.” of consecration, which by a law it has in
My room
was a comfortable one, but itself grows up and flowers out into that
deeper state of experience which may
rather small.
“ But,” said I, “1am not quite sure be called unity of life, he finds himself
almost constantly praying to the Lord ;—
that there are other accommodations;
you will need a chair or two, and perhaps a sort of praying and talking at the same
time. For instance: ‘ O Lord, I am
a bed.”
going to the potato field to-day. Thou
‘“ No matter,” said he ; “I can easily
didst help me in plowing; and now I
be accommodated.
This room will anpray that Thou wilt be with me and help
swer our purpose; and as for a bed, I
have no objection to sleeping with you.” me in hoeing. And I have left in my
poor little home my wife and Josey. and
My amazement
was not in the least
Nellie. Please, Lord, to take care of
abated ; and the opposition of my conthem. Nellie is sick. Please Lord, take:
victions remained the same ; and yet such
are the “contradictions of human nature,’ care of her.” And so he goes many times
a day to the Lord, just in this simple soit
that I said to him, gently and politely,
of way ; not needing much company be‘ Mr. C., be pleased to sit down; make
cause the Lord is with him ; and it makes
yourself at home ; be comfortable.”
the days very short and very pleasant.
It was in this very unusual-I think I
This will answer for a specimen of
may say very strange way—wholly unexmy theological teaching. It was very
pected to myself, find upon compulsion
weak, I know ; but I did the best I ¢ould.
rather than upon the reasonableness of
And I was very desirous, that the Ford.
the thing, that T commenced my theologshould not be dishonored, neither in my* ical school.
After coming a little to myself, nor in my good and talented but imself, I concluded that my first business
was, if possible, to. learn something pulsive and somewhat eccentric student.
of his character. I suon discovered, that One day, after weeks and menths had
with some marked peculiarities he pos- passed along in this manner, I heard an
sessed excellent and promising traits» In outcry in the streets.
* Fire I” ¢“ Fire!” * Fire!"
a few days we fully understood each
I
opened the window, and putting my
other. Ifound him a man of quick perceptions, of great powers of expression, head out, asked, ‘ What is the matter?”
and of boundless benevolence.
So im- “ There isa fire, a house on fire, in
pulsive, that he might be expected to do Gonie.” Gonic was a small village,
strange things—things out of the com- about a mile and a half distant. Unmon track—and yet sincere, corscien- doubtedly this was an _emergency ;j—the
tious, and truly religious. It was impossible
to know him, and not be pleased

a sudden

was, thathe had the elements

and that company,

¢ Mr.

soul, my

purposes,

the whole

Mr. C. spoke first.

at thy feet;my body and my
feelings,

107,

and perplexities ‘about your proposition
to occupy the pulpit; but it is possible,
company, was not desirable. But this and perhaps probable, that the hand of
state of things could not last always. the Lord is init. The Lord made you,
Near the close of the next day the door and so far as T can see, nobody but the
opened, and the missing one, for whom
Lord can take care of you. Iam obliged
I had not even ventured to iinquire, stood to be absent some Sabbath very soon,
before mé. I looked up,looked down,did
and I think I will be absent next Sabbath.
not know which way to look. I was perAnd you have my consentto preach. Or
plexed. I bad not gotten over my astonrather, as the Lord by his inward imishment. Iwas glad to see him, howpressions said to me when I talked with
ever, after his sudden absence; but was
him about this matter, you may go
in no hurry to say so; and did not say so

was thus seeking the divine guidance,

C, UPHAM,

Emmons, and the like. - When I was set-

ys

year.

mind was
much perplexed, and he
thought he would look to God. And as he

Lyn
In the early times the ministers had pupils: Dr. Bellamy, Dr.’ Hopkins, Dr.
tled at R.,—it will be recollected

in his senior

about deciding his course

THEOLOGICAL STUDENT,—NO

with
him.

I once knew a man, I said, a young man,
say 18 or 19 years of age, & member
of

Savondarola.

Ob
“0+

MY

new

quarters of an hour. And I closed
a case, which I thought might help

4
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STAR,

Se

:

in the world ; and whether some Cowper can take care of him. Let him go ahead.”
could not be found to make his’ ride to
I hope no one will hurt my feelings by
Gonic as immortal as the ride to Edmon- charging me with an undue want of revton and Ware. I beg the reader to re- erence. I found myself often talking
member in justification of my weakness even at that early peried of my life,
in part, that in those ‘days ministers had in this ‘sort of childish way with the
some dignity, or were supposed to have, Lord;
especially when I went into
including theological students; that they the woods and down .by the banks of
generally moved slowly,sometimes used a the Cocheco. Undoubtedlyit is a very
cane; aud were in many respects précise simple and familiar way of talking or
and measured in dress and manners. praying, but it is not necessarily wantAnd I really feared, and think T had sotne Hing in reverence. Is’ the child wanting
reason to fear, that orthodoxy, including in reverence
because
he throws his
both minister and theological school, arms around his father's neck ?
would fall low in public estimation. One
The next day at the appointed hour
result, however, of this event was, that precisely, for I am particular as to time,
I had a little time, which was unusual [ gave my decision, or rather the Lord's
with me, for meditation aud reflection. decision.
I said, *¢ Mr. C——, I acSomebody in the house, with a true knowledge that I have had serious doubts

And thus we
conversed for half an
hour, at least,—I should say for three-

From the 'h essed Saviour’s side,
Graven in our hearts forever
—Jerome

‘Gilpin making

is conse-

is undoubtedly

-

daylly or spiritually of course, but in some
way at least the answer came-—and as
for that matter had not far to come, for
simple-minded person would ask we if the Lord was near), = ‘Be not over-anxmy theological student was not John ious.
It is meant partly. for your oyn

true Christian gense “of it, and therefore

our hearts be burning

parted never

schools),

;

and part of the day after ;j hot visiting my
people as usual, I was’ afraid that some

serve God and mammon.”
But it has
been somewhat out of date, I mean in the

pWith
mipre fervent love for Thee!
Ma
our eyes
be ever turning
0 Th ¢cross of agony ;

Till in glory,

think I kept inmy room

ferred to it when he said, ** Ye can not

tang no repenting vow,

Pe

I labor,

or rather
do. And
undertake
common

cration,” a
very important subject.”
“ What is consecration? said'he. It was’
evidently new to him; and he said it was
new. I replied, it was old and new both.
It was 1800 years old at least. Jesus ro-

pass that cross uvheeding,

o we
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entrap the Godly Baptists and commit
them to an endorsement of the unsanctified measures of these spurious, unconThe Recorder says
verted: ‘ believers.”
so.
According ‘to this unimpeachable
authority, the great Evangelical Alliance
‘has just begun its real work.”
It
says:
The true ‘¢ inwardness” of the organ-
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Si.

ization will, in

It is a most cruel satire on the nature
and
object
of the
common
school
system, when its only means of support
is.the proceeds of liquor-selling.
That is

only worketh death, but pretending that
the letter of the law might add something
to life? It is certainly death to the school
system. For no conscientious person can
labor with much heart to extend it, know-

ing that it is the price of such woe.

But

- suppose that the system. should be made
to flourish under this law.
It would be
but the outward sign of that fearful business of the saloon,

which

would

at the

same time be filling the land with a
poison that would soon counteract and
-destroy the wholesome thing that it had
helped to build. No wonder that under
such laws decent governors are obliged
to abdicate, and Chisholm massacres go
unpunished, and outlawry and violence
prevail. Bat it only makes the duty of
private benevolence the more plain, and

bers make it known.

Enough

Special

revelations

and particular

of these
have

to warrant

Baptists, hardly admits of a reasonable
doubt.
)
A conspiracy on the part of all the

other so-called

Christian

denominations,

may be sold to a term of servitude to the

share in the same benefits, and so

highest bidder. Itis easy to detect the
animus of the law.
It is aimed at the

be-

comes a minister to others for good. ‘‘Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation.
Then will I teach trangressors,—and
sinners shall be converted,” says the great
Psalmist of Isreal. ‘When thou art converted, str8ngthen thy brethren,” is the
law and precept of Christ himself. Now
he who can best enforce this principle and
organize all the forces of the church for
active service, will, all other things being
equal, in the highest degree achieve success in the pastorship. Let the pastor see
to it, then, that the church becomes a hive

of activity and industry; that every
member has the place best suited to his
talent and acquirements. Let there be
the youth's praying circle, the covenant
and missionary bands, committees for
soliciting, and committees

to get this Joseph of the family into the

he

for

the

distri-

pit is terrible; the more so as the real bution of alms. Let those having the gifts
conspiracy is covered up by professions of of prayer and exhortation, conduct little
brotherly love.
:
: praying circles, or conference meetings,
Well may the dlert Recorder ask,— in destitute neighborhoods. All of course
¢¢ May it not be that this pious invitation under his own eye and superintendence.
to union in prayer is the bait to draw us The recent development of the layman's
into union in less innocent exercises?” gift and its large successes in active servOur good brother seems here to have in ice, show but too plainly how much of
mind especially the exercises ofthe world’s talent and power for good have been laid
week of prayer. - And this is how he puts away in a napkin. Now if his pulpitminit: ¢ If the Baptists can so far recognize istrations can be supplemented by these
and fellowship all these denominations auxiliary activities, the results ‘would
of professed Christians as to lay aside soon become two, three, or even four-fold.
and forget their differences for a week, But, however great the outlay of mere
and freely meet and co-operate with them preaching, however numerous may be the
in these pious performances, why not con- conversions, without an organization of
tinue to do so for a month, of a year? the forces of the church, without a systemWhy not always?” Sure enough, why atizing of its active work, the ultimate
ults both in extent, thoroughness, and
not? Total abstinence from ¢¢ these pious

performances™ seems tobe the only safety { pefmanency will be greatly abridged.
CURRENT

that, in

this day of gospel fellowship, intelligent
men should be found holding and expressing such proscriptive views as we

missionary and educational organizations
that dre at work in the South.

the faithful disciples of» him

who

TOPICS.

said:

thinks there is no especial merit

in their

the streets

of Hickman,

Ky.,

the

in

the

‘work,

whose

the pastoral qualifications, and perhaps
this one may not be the ¢‘best.” ‘It is
not wiseto exercise this one’ gift, even

influence is of great value.
He is san. guine of still further curtailing its sale in
- the city, and of making the New York
- Sunday, especially, a day of which a
«Christian need not be gm.

though it be the Best, in such excess as
to exclude the activity of others indispensable to the full work of the ministry.

PY
> o-+4

In the present settled state of the

"BAPTIST HIGH-CHURCHISM.

where one is required to exercise all the
functions of the pastoral calling, it is

"Mestof the strenuous advocates for the

Tejectien-of ¢ alien immersions” are found

in €he ranks of the Southern Baptists.

‘church,

wise “and useful to cultivate a broader

It

range of ministerial

gifts,

as each

whereas,

Biblical

Recorder,

of Raleigh, N. C.,

to advise Baptists
such
“ shrewdly

and

Hereis a specimen of the Recorder's sub- .

lime assertion of Baptistic infallibility :
We have strong reasons for believing
that God never intended the Baptist
<hurehes to be entangled with any human
~organization, If the churches co-operatdng with the Evangelical Alliance were
«churches of the Lord Jesus Christ—con_gregations of converted, baptized believ-

con-

no doubt of it, and we will risk the state-

ment that the colored

people

have

done

quite as much, all things considered,

to

improve themselves since the war as the
whites have to improve themselves.
——DR. JonN HALL

be united to the visible body of Christ, not
only for their own spiritual improvement
and growth, but for the edification of the
whole body. Some pastors are not skillful in this. For the want of proper in-

on ‘“ Romanism of the Mediseval Times.”
He doesn’t find that it ever was a very
wholesome system, and expresses a fear

brief course of lectures,

gathering

spirit,

has just finished
at

Yale

a

college,

that it is a delusion to look for much improvementin

it. - Tts

influence

he

be-

lieves has produced more ‘infidelity than
almost all other religions combined. Ten

their’ converts re-

main without,
and so too often ' fall. away
from what they have already attained.

tude equal to the ordinary expectation of
differ

not * converted,

“Thereis» deliberate plan) séctor bub. |
My

something for busy hands td'do,” Give

fi

tr

at least to serve as a wholesome

a long

cibly, he knew nothing of the particular move-

ment on Harper's Ferry and involving a conflict with U. S. troops. All parties, including

Mr. Frothingham, seem satisfied with
planation.

from

the

ex-

.

Benominational Hetos,
Our Feeble Churches.

If the Judge should fix a term of servithat

written

letter, which is published, stating fully his

of the aucthe bids, it

By feeble churchés I mean churches
that are small, and unable to keep up
stated means of grace; particularly the

administration of the gospel and its ordi-

eins

——Tne king of Italy begins his reign as nances by churches that have no pastor,or,

a generous and judicious assistant of
Italian culture.. He has written to the
President of the Lineei to announce to the
academy the foundation of two annual
prizes’ of 10,000 francs each from his private purse—one paper on the physical or
natural sciences;

the other on

a

moral,

historical or philosophical subject.

This

academy is the most ancient scientific association in Italy, dating from

1603,

and

Galileo was one of the founders.
In his
letter the King says: ‘1am perfectly of
the opinion with you that the value of nations must be measured by their knowl-

edge. For that reason I shall neglect
nothing to favor the progress of the national culture.”
hotel for working women, which

was one of the projections of the late A.
T. Stewart, is being put in readiness for
occupancy, but as we have heretofore

un-

derstood the design of its originator it is

not by any means to answer his purpose.
The price per week for board will be
from $6 to $10 per week, when we had
supposed it was intended to benefit that
great class of deserving working girls in
New York city who earn at the most only
from $3 to 85 per week. It is this latter
class that are actually without a respecta-

become interested in

thers of English

our

sketches

literature, which

of the

begin

fa-

this

week on page 111.

The Presbyterian ministers of Chicago have
resolved to hereafter withhold notices of religious services from the Sunday papers, and
ask the other ministers to join them
in the

movement.
Speaking of the recent

outbreaks

of lawless-

ness in several of the colleges the N, Y.

7'rib-

une says that** when these little disturbances
are looked upon as vulgar, like all other police
court
affairs, there will be more collegiate students and fewer collegiate rioters.”
1

Towa has just registered her verdict in favor

‘We have received in pamphlet form

the ad-

dress delivered at the last annual meeting
the New Bedford, Mass., Bible Society,
Rev. Albert H. Heath.
Its central thought
« The Bible, the Book of the people,” and it

enforced and illustrated in glowing language.

of
by
is
is

The father of the lost Charley Ross has entered the lecture field, and he spoke twice last
week in Tremont Temple, Boston.
“ Admission25 cts, ; Reserved seats,50 cts.” It is a sad

story that he tells, and we do not know that
any one has any right to regard it in the light
of a mercantile transaction.
The tide of immigration pouring into the

Western States from Texas nérthward to Min-

nesota is unprecedented in the history of the
country for many years. The number of arriv-

als in the
timated at
ed hope to
where the

State of Kansas alone is reliably esa thousand a day. There is unlimitthe country in this home-seeking
rich soil welcomes honest indus-

appeals are made by the Catholics to the
Or even if they try to live by themselves, Virgin Mary to one to God. “ Romanism
tions of converted, baptized believers.
they add: but little to the strength and has invented a new Trinity consisting of
We suppose all ‘churéhes - except those working force of the church., With other Mary, Jesus and Joseph.” Dr. Hall be- try.
In addition to the fact that Perd Hyacinthe is
«of the Recorder's faith are * human or- pastors, it is quite different. Their con- lieves that Protestamt liberalism is yieldganizations,” while Baptist churches -are verts may not be numerous, but every one’ ing too much to Romanism.
* God has to give conferences in Paris during the Expopurely divide! As all evangelical denom- tells. They are almost imperceptibly led given us his truth, and we have no right sition, it is stated that the Evangelical Alliance
have secured a location near the principal endnat
are ions
represented in the Alliance to, walk in the ordinances, and in the or-’ to resign it for the sake of liberality.”
trance to the Exposition, and are to build a hall
rbd
I
and are found Sshaperating” with it, der of the gospel. (AG
in which to hold international conferences.
BCE BO RI
and
as they are all je ivorced from the
Now, however. importantall - this ‘may ~—THE Watchman, one of the organs of ' The Christian Evidence Society propose to
« church of the Lord Jesus Christ” by be, however indispensable are these ad- the Baptists in New England, referring to have lectures in French and English delivered
that terrible “ if,” it will be readily seen | ditions of numbersto the “very ‘existence the Biblical Recorder's charges against in this building.
. Town and Country, of which our old friend
that the situation is truly alarming.
of the church, they inno wise insure its the Evangelical Alliance, with which we Mr.
L. R. Burlingame, formerly the publisher
_ Wehave
long known that * broad is efficiency and usefulness. The organiza- have dealt in another place, says: = of the Star, is both editor and proprietor, is a
the road that leads to death,” but we ‘tion.of its forces into practical active servIf the Recorder had charged that the lively temperance sheet, of the most uncom~ mever until
now dreamed that the way ice still remains. And he ‘who ean best Evangelical Alliance was a great and dig- promising kind. It is publishedin Providence,
‘wis paved withthe poor, unfortunate vic- effect this becomes in. the truest and nified organization with little or nothing R. I.,and in addition to its general temperance work serves the Reform Clubs of that
; tims of error constituting ‘‘ the churches ‘widest sense the efficient, wind successful to do, and in dangerof dying. for want
of a sufficient reason for its existence, or State and vicinity as their special organ.
It is”
pastor.
The age is one of stirring’ activi of surviving onlyas an
_«o-opesating
with the I
olical AlliEvangelical Mua wholesome family paper.
ce!” Poor mistaken 0
it dreampt ty, and the restless impulses of youth es- ‘tual Admiration Society,
the impeach:
Some one has looked into the statement that
«of hea
henall the while the “Record- pecially will not long be content without ‘ment would have had enough foundation of over 800
drunkar
«er knew that they were

John Brown, Jr., has

latter approved the general movement of the
former for the freedom of the slaves, even for-

the old-time slavery ?

ds converted and reformed
at the Moody meetings in Boston one year ago,

men fon the ministry was deeply felt and
very strongly advocated, and some wlio

concerning

father’s plans and Gerrit Smith’s knowledge of
them, which shows conclusively that while the

other

+| of capital punishment after having faithfully
true of the whites. Col. Higginson speaks demonstrated that murders have notably inof the evils of ignorant suffrage, but adds
creased in the absence of the death penalty.
that multitudes of whites are quite as un- The Legislature has restored capital punishfit to vote as the negroes are. There is ment at the option of the jury.

First of all, then, converts should be
brought into the pale of the church,should

the

gospe] and the glory of
, would be a
ty—not only a duty, but a very pleasant
. But
they are not congrega-

was

ble to the colored people, what ever may be

struction, for the want of the exercise of

«ers—co-operation with them in purely religious measures for the® Pra of the

I

presented in this paper by a Southern correspondent,and one that is more credita-

ized and made efficient. And this can
never be done while they remain in a state
of isolation, and independency.

to keep clear of all
arranged alliances.”

war,

of their present status than was lately

one

materials for church building, these elements of its active service, are to be util-

to discuss,

editorially, the Evangelical Alliance,

the

stantly obliged to interfere for the protection of the blacks within the Union
lines.” Col. Higginson’s experience with
the colored people during the war and
his careful study of their condition - since
make him well fitted to speak intelligently and reliably of their present situation.
Weare glad fo observe that he draws a
much more cheering and hopeful picture

seems indeed to be a peculiarity of . will supplement the others, and contribute
these mealous brethren that they know to their usefulness. Among other gifts
that + fhey have Abraham to their father” and faculties the one heading “this article
and that they .are unmistakably in the is not the least. He who secures
converts
line of the ‘apostolic succession” direct to the cause does a good and necessary
from John the Baptistdown to date. The work ; but to stop here is to leave half
latest evidence of this fact we find in the done what has been well begun. These

which uses up two columns

during

ended.

revived reminiscences of old and bygone
days.
The
colored people crowded
around in anxious expectancy.
The nesold was one John Cooper, who had
Foon previously tried and convicted as a
vagrant, and
the verdict of the jury was
that he should be sold into servitude for
six months, as the law provides.
:

human life, how would

a
to the

regard

the raid of John Brown, on Harper's Ferry,
and his denial thereof, we may hope is now

day.
Mr. James Barksdale
was the
auctioneer, and as the negro man stood
on the block, and the voice
tioneer rose and fell crying

|
with

raised

knowledge of the late Gerrit Smith

following in a Southern paper:
The novel spectacle of selling a negro
to the highest bidder was witnessed in

“York city—almost the first that he had ‘¢ One is your master, even Christ,and all
opinion, and says: ‘¢ But suppose it were
ever delivered— Chief Justice Davis of ye are brethren.”
We wait with some proven conclusively that the apostles bapthe Supreme Court of the State, reviewing interest to hear our contemporaries of the
tized by immersior, this does not invalihis professional
service of twenty-one Baptist family rebuke such assumptions,
date
baptism by any other mode.”
Let
Years on the bench, said :
A
80 freely made in the name of the whole us paraphrase a little.
** But suppose it
: o
If I could recall the procession of crime body.
were proven conclusively that the apos*4 ob
4
>
‘that has passed before my eyes, and
tles taught salvation only through faith, ble place to live in, if they are to live on
ii
for you the scenes which were
"). THE GIFT OF ORGANIZING.
dargely the result of indulgence in drink
this does not invalidate salvation by Ju- their , wages. = One never will know
The Apostle recognizes a variety of paswhether it would have been better or
o_O many persons condemned, nearly all
daism, or any other mode.” All scholars,
of whom in this exigeney of their lives toral gifts. Among these may be men- whether Baptist or Pedo-baptist, who worse for them if Mr. Stewart had lived
confessed that they were brought to it by tioned the gifts of teaching, of ruling, of
longer.
intemperance—I- think you would feel exhortation, So also indirectly he speaks have a conscientious regatd for their rep0-0-0
+o
that I am justified in standing here and of the gift of planting, and the gift of utation, admit that baptism by immersion
POSTAGE
STAMPS.
Since the circulation
speaking
for temperance.
+| was the primitive mode. * If this be true,
watering, &c. And he exhorts each one
of
silver
coin
has
largely
taken the place
and
if,
so
far as known, no other mode
That is the testimony of a man emito exercise the gift, with which he is esof
serip;,—our
friends;
—in—adjusting
their
{-was-sanctioned-by
either
“Christ
or
the
|
}
_....nently
He—is-not= Specially endowed. For the possession
>
- qualified to. speak
i
y
apostles, then we submit that, in order to accounts at this office, have sent as pos‘total’ abstinence man, but the painful evof a faculty or qualification; ‘the exercise
idence of what intemperance is doing has
justify a change of mode, either it must tage stamps till we now have on hand
of which has a place in the general work
~compelled him to-enlist-in the “work for
' be shown that the ordinance is non-essen- more than we can use or dispose of for
of the ministry, whether it be of ordinary,
Money orders
tial and may be changed at will, or omit- the next twelve months.
- reform. In seeking a remedy for the
or extroardinary origin, is a sufficient in‘or
checks
are
always
safe,
and for frac-evil he said, ‘“ If each one would say,
ted altogether,” or else divine authority
dication that the duty of its possessor lies
~“I will cast my influence for temperance,’
must be producedto warrant the change. tions of a dollar when sent in currency,
in the line of its use, and that its developTo demonstrate either proposition will we prefer scrip or even small pieces of
‘there would be no trouble about this.”
ment and active service give to his individcontinue to puzzle our Pedo-baptist friends silver, to postage stamps, for the present.
There is the secret of the great stréngth
ual work the highest promise of success. for a few thousand years longer.
We will not be too particular, but thankof this vice, 4s well as of the surest way
-So
let
him
that
hath
the
gift
of
teaching,
ful for payment in anything, these hard
‘to destroy it. Men ‘of influence failto give
times.
wait
on
teaching,
and
he
-that
hath
the
it their condemmation. Conscious of its
——IN recording some of his impressions
- destructive work, they at the same time gift of ruling, on ruling, &e.
And yet the same apostle elsewhere ex- received while on a recent Journey
BRIEF NOTES.
« either regard it with indifference or else
through the South, Col. Thomas Wenthorts
on
thiswise:
¢
covet,”
that
is
earnThe
Standard
says that the English Baptists
do worse than that. Dr. Howard Crosby's
worth Higginson says that « all through
have invented a new word.
The beneficiaries
estly desire, emulate, as the original has
work in New York city shows what one
the States traversed in this journey, I of the fund for aiding poor ministers are called
it,
seek
after,
put
yourselves
in
the
~ earnest man may do if he will set him:
never. saw an act of violence or insolence ‘ fundees.”
. self about it." He has already interested way of receiving, ‘* the best gifts.” Now between persons of different colors;
We would like for our younger readers to
some greatly excel in one or another of
a new class of men

The discussion

Accordingly we find the

—

——THE Central Christian Advocate (St.
Louis), commenting on the fact that both
Geike and Pressensé teach that immersion was the primitive mode of baptism,

‘have quoted, and who yet profess to be

In a recent temperance addressin New

colored people.

——THE

O-0-0-0-b
roe

for the faithful.
:
Seriously, it seems’ incredible

that is to give all possible support to the

ESI

con-

That it was made, laid and baited for the

income

some legislative satirist try to reverse this
preceptiknowing that this spirit of the still

be

the Baptist churches in steering clear of
this wisely laid and 'piously baited
: trap.

‘but notably in Mississippi.
Not a cent
«of tax is levied in that State for common
from selling liquor licenses it would be
‘wholly unsupported.
‘ The letter killeth, butthe Spirit maketh alive.”
Did

probability,

already been made, however,

true, of course, only in exceptional cases,

school purposes, and but for the

all

cealed for years yet, unless some of its
more enthusiastic and less discreet mem-

made the more anxious that others should

if they have a pastor, he devotes little or
no time to their interests, ‘except the Sabbath, and the time necessary to go and
come to his appointment.
That we have
many such churches, is known to all who

are interested in the general welfare and
prosperity of our cause.
In the rural
districts and in some of our villages,
where we once had large and strong
churches, we have now only small and
feeble ones. What is the cause of this?
Several causes have conspired to bring
about this sad result. In some instances,
churches have been greatly weakened by
deaths and removals. No one is to blame
for dying, and the church has no power
to prevent its most efficient and needed
members, being called up to higher -and
more glorious service. But itis not so
clear, that those, that go from _the

limits

of a church to seek a home where they
can get rich, are not in fault. I suppose,
the question, what effect will my leaving
have upon the religious interests of the
community, especially of the church of
which I am a member, is seldom, if ever,
entertained. An easier life, or more lu-

crative employment,is the object generally contemplated, and which controls the
actions. Is this right?
Forty years years ago, most of our
country churches (and we had few others)
paid their pastors, if they hadrany, only a
pittance for their services. Consequently
most of our ministers were obliged to devote the most of their time to some business that would enable them to maintain
their families. Some were traders, but

the most of them were farmers.

‘were good men, strong men,

They

devoted

Christians and did much. for the Master,
and won many souls to Christ. But it
was impossible for them to continue, year
after year, to give fresh, new and vigorous sermons, and so

community.

They

lead

could

and

not

mold

the

compete

with ministers of higher culture, and they
gradually lost their place as leaders, and

their churches began to decline. So long
as the cause continues’ the effect will follow. “Another thing that helped on the

were able defenders of the movement

felt

their age, must

To

and said that they, and of course others of
go

into

the

shade.

some extent this might ®be "true, but the

frequent statement of it discouraged ministers who had not had the preparation

and culture described,
and they began to

falter in their work, and felt thatof course
they should not be much longer acceptable to the people. Almost every church

in the land began to feel that, if they
could have a smart, educated young man,
they should secure

larger

not, it was not much

prosperity;

if

use to have any

preaching, and so let their. efforts stop,
and of course began to die. In the arly
agitation of the slavery question, as a

‘denomination, we espoused the cause of
the bondmen, and press and pulpit bore
undivided testimony against American

slavery, as the vilest system of oppression the sun ever saw. It was an unpopular subject, and leading politicians and
men of wealth attempted to silence the
pulpit by giving their support to ministers
and denominations that either denounced
the

agitation

slavery

of

slavery,

or

as an institution

defended

of the

Bible.

Withdrawing their families and aid ‘weak-

ened our churches, and contributed to our

decline in financial ability to carry forward

our

work.

That

which

was

the

glory of our denomination was used by
our enemies, to draw off from our support
material aid,and cripple our efforts to build

up the Redeemer's Kingdom

on

earth.

Having pointed out some of the

causes

of our weakness, in another article I will
make a few suggestions as to the remedy.
D. WATERMAN.

Rinisters and Churches,
Personal Statement.

I

In behalf of my futher, Rev. J.

W.

Brown,

and the other members of his family, will you
permit me a small space in your paper?
His
health has been failing, for some time, till at

length it was deemed necessary by his medical
advisers that he submit to a very painful and
dificult surgical operation,which was perform-

ed successfully, so far as present developments
indicate, on the 20th day of March,

dence of his son-in-law,

at the resi-

Dr. D.

C. Waters;

Arnot, Pa. He wishes me to say that in this,
his hour of supremest trial and danger, he has

found‘the Christian's hope, an * anchor to the
soul.” He remembers his old friends, compan| ions in arms in the service

tain, and desires to be

also at the Throne

of the

great

remembered

of Grace,

and

would

-+-pieased-to
receive communications

-

Cap-

by them

be

Mgs, D. C. WATERS.

Arnot, Pa.
Ministerial

Personals.

Bev. A. Arrah, whose name

was omitted

from the Register by mistake, is a member

in

good standing of the Wapsipinicon Q. M., and
pastor of the Pleasant Hill church..... Rev. D.
Hyde has resigned the pastorate of the Hadley (N. Y.) church, tp take place April 1. He
has been their faithful leader for the last sixteen years....Rev. Benj. Morey desires to give
the East Warsaw (N, Y.) church, credit for a
donation and a "very

pleasant

visit,

wherein

they remembered
the minister by

ters of the gospel, who had not'the nataral talent, or acquired ability, adapted to
the great work to which ‘they were set
apart. They were pious, devoted Christians, in times of religious interests were
great helps, in exhortation and prayer,
and could lead meetings for prayer and
exhortation, with great interest and success, and might have been useful in visiting churches and destitute places, holding meetings and improving their gifts as

his and his family’s comfort about $60.00,
which he earnestly prays the good Father to
put to their credit....Reyv. A. D: Jones, of

the gifts of the church. But these brethren had public gifts and were useful, of
course they must preach, and being
preachers must be ordained, to serve a
few years, become discouraged and retire from the ministry, and often from all

active effort to build

up the cause

of

Christ. This would naturally lessen the
public confidence in the F. Baptist ministry, and prevent the growth in permanent
strength of the
denomination.
Forty
years ago, there was not sufficient care
taken to secure strong and efficient churchesin the centers of influence, by supplying them with ministers of culture and
intellectual power, as well as piety; and
as a result other denominations, which did

furnish such men, drew in the more intellectual, and consequently the leading
portion of community. This was‘not altogether the fault of the churches. We
had very few ministers that had enjoyed
the advantages of early culture and education, necessary to give them a controlling
or leading influence in society. Churches
did not feel the importance of giving
their minister such a support, as would
enable him to give his time
and
strength to the work of the ministry, and

leaving for

East Nottingham (N, H.), has acdepted a esl]

from the F. B. church at East Albany
to become their pastor, and has already

(Vt.)
enter-

ed upon his duties there....Rev. A. H. Milliken, who has been laboring with ‘the F. B.

church at North Danville (Vt)
for
three’
years, has received the unanimous vote of that
church to remain with them another. year. vse
Rev. J. C. Osgood entered upon the pastorate
of the Pittsfield (N. H.) church, April 1. The
church is represented as united and hopeful....Rev. J. Erskine closed his labors with
the Meredith Village (N. H.) church, last Sab-

bath.... We regret to say that Rev. A. Moulton
is now confined by congestion of the lungs.
His ardent labors during the past season have
been a constant strain, which, with the infirmy,

ities of age (80 years nearly) have borne him
down....Rev. G. P. Linderman entered upon

the pastorate of the Grand
church the first of April.
rr

—

A

Ledge

(Mich.)

——eeie
+

Western.
THE new church in Ebenezer, IM.,
ly ‘enjoying prosperity.
Rev.
J.

land held a meeting there recently and

was late
C. Gilli-

baptiz-

ed nine, and received twenty-five to church
fellowship.
Bro. G. now haf the care of five

churches and writes: “TI do ish, we could
get some good minister to come into this (Leb-

anon)

Q.

DM.”

Bro.

G.

expects

to

remove

to the Looney Springs Q. M. in July.
REV. E. TIBBETTS we learn has closed his

labors with the church at Agency City, Towa,
and is at liberty to correspond with any church
destitute of a pastor.

THE White Rock church, Kansas,
enjoying

a

refreshing

weeks ago a protracted

has been

season.

About

meeting

was

E. E. Harvey, a Freewill Baptist, and

eight

held by
M. Jen-

nings, of the United Brethren, about six, miles '

north-west

of

the

village

of

White

Rock,

which resulted in the awakeningof the church,

and the conversion of sinners. At our last
covenant meeting we removed the church from
White Rock village to the place where the

preparation for the pulpit and pastoral
work were necessarily verymuch neglect- meeting was held, and Sabbath, the 17th of
ed. * Ministers did not. feel the need of March, two were baptized, and the hand of
study as they do now. Some of our min- fellowship wus extended to four, and more a
expécted
to join us soon, + = E. E. HARVEY.

isters, who were advanced in years, and
had

been

leaders

in ‘the

denomination,

Hansas Correspondence.

:

were violently opposed to the ' measures’
Thinking that a word from brethren in
younger men proposed, to give those who Kansas would be in order, I take the present
might be called to the ministry an oppor- opportunity to inform you what we are doing,
tunity for suitable préparation for . the ag Free Baptists, On the second Fridayin
work, and took occasion to preach against Feb., I attended a Quarterly Meeting in Chautauqua Co., which is East

the educational movements in the denomination.

This strengthened the public bé--

lief that the F. Baptist denomination was
opposedto education, especially in the.
ministry.

This

repelled

young

‘men,

who had the ministry in view, from us,
and influenced them to seek a home, where

of Cowley. We had
a good meeting; Five ministers were’ Preset
with many able laymen who with their ri
experiences, made the meeting interesting. °
The next Q. M. will ‘meet. with the Science
Valley church, the second Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday in May.
om

‘Onmy

return from the Q. M. we passed

a new school-house on Plumb Creek, and

‘ask-

culture would be appreciated, and they ed a stranger if there was any preaching. there.
rritant. But its jmaginative description only about
| to such good and useful work, and that of will
ten have fallen back to their old would
only cause a Smile or a sigh, as one’s
be encouraged
and aided in their He said there never had been any, for they
itself excludes the bad and harmful. And mood may be.
ways, and finds it to be so near the truth that
b
i
:
preparation
for
life's
work
for the Master. could get no minister. I left an appointment,
of
it
may
be
taken
more than this. - The spiritof Christianity | ~, =.
as a fair illustration of the
—L
lw
Another
cause
that
has
operated
to some went and preached thé first sermon in the
the spirit of service. He who has{/iv Trigisa law in Kentucky which power of the Gospel to help one in overcoming extent
by the people,some of
house. ‘Was well received
one’s self. The Tabernacle, by the way, is to
grew
out
of
our
educational
efforts,
fonnd the pearl of great price; ‘is’ thereby’ Provides thata certain class of convicts be pulled down this surhmer.
Our need of facilities for preparing young ‘whom had once belonged to the church! I left
Ho
erie

an appointment’ when I would protract a meet-

d

»

.

from them.

decline was, men were set apart as minis-

exhorters, if we had at that time recognized the distinction the apostle makes in

.

-

THE MORNING

1

and went and found the people hungry for

The Carthusian monks have founded a new
monastery near London, and will cover nearly

iy labor. But there had
and oh
De
not been a sermon preached there since the
country was settled,seven yeirs ago. Ipreach-

During

Mr.

Spurgeon’s

absence

from

held by two

members,

Smith, which have resulted in a profession

five years, and had not made one convert; and

the grace of God to help him,

Were half the words thus vajinly fpent
In heavenly supplication sent,

«Our cheerful songs would often be,

«« Hear what the Lord has done for me.”

J. P, HENDERSON.

Springfield, Ohio.

fore the American Unitarian Association in
Boston, May 28th.. If prevented from coming
by infirmities of age=he is now in his 76th
year--the Rev. Brooke Herford, of Chicago,
will act as his substitute.
0
Father Hyacinthe has made a ten-days visit

as one of the ablest pulpit efforts ever listened
to by a Springfield audience. His sermon at
night on the ‘ Atonement” was laden with
precious thought from which many are bountifully feasting, Revs. M. H. Abbey, T. H.
Drake and B. F. Zell rendered valuable assistance in the dedicatory service.
without

debt,

and

H.

under

these

hopeful

religious point

in

1873,

in New

York,

LL.

D., was elected president

for the coming year.

eight

of the

Alliance

The

Congre-

After an unprecedented delay

in the United States for 1877.

The totals are:.

Churches, 3,509, a gain of 55; church members,
350,608, a gain of 14,789 ; ministers, 2,363, a net

168s of 11; Sunday-school scholars and teachers, 420,220, a gain of 8,183; benevolent contri-

circum-

stances, to breathe the Psalmist’s prayer of
praise, *“ Bless the Lord, O my soul.” Yet we

butions,
$1,117,808, a decrease
home expenditures, $2,276,164, a

are not-unniindful

$308,001. The net gain in church members is
the largest since 1860. In the statistics of 1858

of the

fact

that

much

of

hard and earnest labor is tobe expended here
to make a self-sustaining interest. Our house

cost $7081.00.

:

Pleasant Grove church and the brethren
friends of Springfield, have

borne

the

mainly, and still stand heart and

and

burden

hand to

the

of $66,548;
decrease of

there were 947 churches with installed pastors;
in 1878, there are but 898 installed pastors,
though the nuiber of ministers has increased
by 1,249.

-

Rev.

I

S81 1xaa.

Nearly fifteen thousand

enjoyed.
Next session with
church, commencing
o'clock, P. M.
:

contribute

the

converts

have

been

added to the Protestant churches in China dur-

WAPSIPINICON F M.—Held its Feb. session
A good delega-with the Pleasant
Hil 1 church.L
tion was in attendance, and a good session was
the
Pleasant
Valley
Friday, May 81, at 2
D. C.
Curtis, Clerk.

BowpoiN Q. M.—Held its March session
with the Bath North Street church: There

ing the past year.
Pekin.

A revivalis in

progress

at

The applications for admission to the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal church being
now more numerous than can be entertained,
various methods have been proposed for a

Given

the salvation of souls.

committee shall make an examination of the
personal character of such candidates,
and

Preaching during the

session by Revs. C. F. Penney, J.
R. L. Howard, J. Mariner, C.. T.
from the Otisfield Q. M., and W,
A collection was taken in aid of

F.
D.
H,
the

Bartlett,
Crockett
Yeoman.
Dixfield

church, amounting to about $30.00, also one in
aid of the State Mission, of $11.49,
Next session with the Ist Lisbon church,

commencing Tuesday, Jan. 11.
A. M. JoxEs, Clerk.

SEBEC Q. M.—Held
its spring term with
Charleston church, March 15-17.
On account
«of the bad traveling
several of the churches
were not represented, yet we had a very
good

season.

Brethren Banks and Pitts of the

Exe-

ter Q. M. were with us:and preached to good
acceptance.
The meetings were spiritual and
we trust
profitable. They were protracted by

the two churches worshiping

in this village.

Next session with the Milo church, June
14-16.
Conference Friday,
at 1
oclock.
«Church clerks, remember to bring in Statistics.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

BiG Ivy Q. M.—Held its spring

session with

Big Ivy church, at Barnardsville, Buncomb
‘Co., North Carolina, March 2 and 3. There
was a good interest manifested at the covenant
meeting on Sabbath ; also quite a number sat

«down at the Lord’s table

on

the

occasion

to

show that we still remember our dying Lord.
Churches report Christianity at a low ebb, and
revivals ieatly needed.
Correspondents from
Round
M’t'n Q. M. were present, and reported
some revivals among their churches.
There is
still some SPRasifin in this part of the country to the Q. M. treatise, and in fact everything that promises to bring Freewill Baptists
up to a respectable standing as a denomination

with other

religious

bodies

of

this

section.

Thus so much coldness in religion is accounted
for, Will all the brethren pray for the weak
and erring ones that by our next Q. M. (which

will be held with Mt. Pleasant church, Yancy
+ Co., N. C.) all may come up to the help of the
Lord, bringing

from

each church

a complete

statistical table, Q. M. adjourned to Mt. Pleas-

anf, Saturday, before the 4th Sabbath in June.
J. Li RAY, Clerk.

SENECA & HURON (Ohio) Q. M.—Held its
1st session with the
Venice church, Feb 16 and
17. A good season was enjoyed by the many
: who assembled at that Jos to have their spiritual stremgth renewed. Their meeting was
not in vain, nor their hopes blighted, but all
felt that the meeting was one of interest to all.
The Conference on Saturday was characterized
. by the many testimonies
given of the Spirit's
ower of Christ felt in

the

heart,

and

of the

i beautiful prospects that lay before them be. yond this vale of tears.
The interest of our
- meeting was much increased by the presence
. - and labor of our beloved Bro. James Ashley,
- of Mich., who was ready to.bring forth things
new and old from
the volume of inspiration,

session with the New Haven church,
+ 8d Next
Sabbath in May, to commence on Saturday
at 10
1-2 o'clock, A. mM.’

WX Bo BTINEBAUGH, Clerk,

ROCK & DANE'Q. M.—Held its Feb. session

_ with the
“of great
land and
terest. .

Rutland church, and it was a season
interest and profit. The Rome, Oak
Rutland churches report revival inA num fave been converted and

reclaimed,

and in

land

hag been marked with ohely

the work

_ er. Bro. Gidney, fheir

ient
he. cause, and /Reys,
- Johnson and others have greatly aided. Powell,
-

Next session

with

the ; Johnsto

Statistics for the Register and the A
Should be forward Jed lo fhe nex session.
pening sermon
Rev. O. H. True.

K'riday evenin

:

24,

b

L. House, Olof”

Beligions Fiscellany,
It is understood that the Lyman Beecher lec

Guarantee

of candidates,

their fitness for the ministry,

(2.) This

and

shall esti-

mate also their literary qualifications,
port to the Conference.

and

re-

A few years ago it was difficult to dissuade
people from
the delusion that some big amount
of money awaited payment to anybody. who
would collect
a million canceled
postage
stamps.
But here is some thing better, and it
is true.
In certain parts of Asia and Africa
the natives like the old stamps to adorn their

rooms with, and the nuns

of the

Notre Dame, India,

St. Mary's

have

been

col-

lecting them and sending them to the missionaries in China, where they have
purchase from their parents and
little children. Thus, says The
ror, they can ‘ be utilized for
God and the salvation of souls.”

Hitherto
the:

the bishops

and . the

all-powerful

the politics. of the Province;

factors

arranging

in

party

platforms to suit their own interests and those
of the church. Now, by command of the representative of Rome, they are withdrawn from
active participation in the conflict. Hitherto

the popular voice has had no chanee of representation at all; and the people, while nominally: enjoying the fullest advantages of the
British constitution, practically ruled out of

any control of government. all exercise of free- |
dom

of

opinion

and

judgment.

Now

all

priestly influence has been removed, by the: di| rection of the highest authority of the Church,

and at the same time placed under the ban of
the civil law. « Hitherto the candidate, deprived of opportunity of reaching the confidence of
the electorate by the thundered denunciations

of the clergy has had no

dress.

protécted
by the law, which

unseats

Now

he is

and

dis-

qualifies the person who owes his election; to
undue

clerical influence.

A

few

years

have

worked wondrous changes for the freedom
thought; opinion, action in the last

of

stronghold

of Ultramontanism.
tures before the Yale Divinity, School, will be
The elections take place in May; and the re- delivered next year, by Bishop Simpson, of the, sult, which can not be predicted, will be looked
. M. E. church,
{ for with ipterest by all who think the best in-

5.00
1%
1.00!
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of mon-

1

Feb.

Pats

wm Musical Wonder

rust:
Ee,
any Jo.
key,
With it you can im tate the CORNET; CLARIONET, BUGLE, or TROM
NE. A number
of
»
ing different parts, can,with but little practice, creditably imitate a Full Brass Band. Yo Hh
uk
the CORNETTO if you can not upon any other inst rument. With Piano
accom;
nt,
more amugement ¢hn be had by those
nd of music than in any other wa
this little ing:
t
everybody can furnish their own music. After you have seen Fd tried i .youWith
would not
A
t
for 85 if you could not
t another.
Every singing 8 chool, ATED
he
en
ret Jat With. It
America would have a ORNETTO if they
knew of By as the price enables all to
one or
more, and thére is nothing in the world equal to it for dev eloping the voice and giving healthy exercise
to the lungs. That we do not make extravagant claims for it, and to prevent the sk
from
ing us with the throng of cheats and Sebo who are always scheming "to deceiv
Jooorue.e the
the public,
Slae.
we
ive a few extracts from sources which none
will question, viz.::
Horace
Sons,
Gre
iano and Orsiin Dealers, 40 East 14th pr
ug. Y. ., ¥ Bay: “It
A
Waters in& music the
is'a
novelty
should think it would become immensely popular.” The New York
ut
Work
says:
Wa
have
seen and tried the ‘CORNETTO,’ and pronounced it a genuine musical Dovel, well
Dish the price
asked.” The New York Advocate, the Great Masonic
eekly, says: * The parties
are reliable, of it is
a good thing.” It is also avorably noticed by the Cincinnat Gazette, Boston Tra
, New York
ness, and many other lead ng journals. Agents all over the country should at once ook
into the
ITO, as millions of them must be sold within the next few; months. Sent by
merits of the COR:
mail,
posk-pal 1, with full instructions on receipt of 25c. .
teows
. Address,
J. F. PHILLIPS, 27 Chatham Street, New York.

and
and
»

ars

lt renewed. BS eommmm——
r full reply (sent free) beORGAN. Plead ve
Fre

WARES
oy i PIANOS.
PIANOS

fore duying PIANOor

:

Fashington, N. J:

MISFIT

ha

The

Wonders

150.

Cloth

Either of these books willbe
on receipt of the price.

gilt,

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United. States,
C. 0. D., free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List.

J. A. BENDALL.

Cloth

$2.00.

sent postage

SURE REWARD! POND'S EXTRACT,
POND'S EXTRACT.

paid,

AGENTS WANTED,
fast-selling

books.

application to the hddrs

goed

Territory

given

on

EBEN.
SH
SHUTE,
52 Bromfield St., Boston.
PROF.

A.

J. SCHEM’S

HISTORY

of

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

the

$4 to $10 PER ACRE.

WAR IN THE EAST

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y.M. will be he!d with the WashClerk.

is the LIVE book for LIVE agents.

Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Million Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

Has '700 oo

tavo pages, 100
Engravings. Price, $3.00,
Address
H. 8. GOODSPEED. New York os Cin¥
i
1
cinnati, O.

The pastors of superintendentsof Sunday-schools in

Miohe batonsadi to Rov. wd J.B. Bs

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

of

on this interesting subject.

:

Drew,

Strong

Soil,

Sure Crops,
—— Plentyof Timber,
~
No Drought,
:
No Chinch

D.

'W.

school; 2. the name and P.O, address of supt.; 3, the
nnmber each of officers, teachers, scholars, conversions, library books, papers taken
, and 4. the amount
of collections, Please attend to it at once.
PER ORDER.
3115

“Pure

of Chronicor long standing diseases.

2t

:

WHAT PATIENTS SAY OF HIM.
‘“I'have been cured of Cancer, which cure, under God, I owe to Dr. Greene.
;
* MRS. CHAS. BUTLER,
.
- 28 High St., Charlestown, Mass.”
“1 was terribly afflicted with Scrofula, and was
entirely cured by Dr. Greene. - LEVI EASTMAN,
E. Harpswell, Me.”
“Dr. Greene’s treatment entirely cured me of
rheumatism.
:
THOMAS O’NEIL,
South Natick, Mass,”
James F. Darling writes from Cherry Valley,
Mass.: “Dr, Greene cured me of fits which I had
for ten years.”
From O. A. Wilcox, Ashland, Mass.: “T believe
Dr. Greene’s remedies. will cure any disease that

GEO. 8. RICKER, Clerk.

Post-Office

Addresses,

Rev Wm Walker Scottsburgh N Y,

Letters Received.
J F Babb—J 8 Bfidges—D

Brown—C

W Bennett—

N W Bixbhy—H
Brigham—J D . Ashbaugh— Alabama Cen N Y—M
Atwood 2 —A Blair—D M Boynton
=M E Aldrich—H
Bitterworth—-0O
EK Bigelow—E
Battelle—P Curtis—W. Brown—H Bryant—G IL. Barker—G: A Burgess—J Banker <M N Bowles—N Bigelow—W H Brown—M J Coldren—J Coffran—T CouCalley—H

L Ccane—F

J Davis—W

human power
Mrs. O. G.
R. Olmstead,
Sutton, N. H.,

H Cut~

Cole —H . Bhisdell—E

cured of Cancer.

Cass—N
Brooks—J Davis—D Clark—L A"
Crandall
=P 8Doolittle—-GH Damon—J R' Davison—F J Dunn

field,
were
Me.;
cured

—N Duargin—J B Drew—A' M Davis—J TEllis—A J
Eastman—dJ BErskine—H C Eddy—J F Evuns—Mrs D
Ferrin—8 Farnham—B M Dixon~=Mrs A A Coburn—
J Fowler—Mrs M K Foss—Mrs J FogeG Foster—W
Ford —~Miss H Granville—O F Frende—Mrs A PFrench
—A Felton—8 Fisher—E W
Fox—=W L
6 leason—G
W Gault—S Goodwin—J
H Green—L_ Gilman—D L
Guernsey—L Hutchins—R L Howard—Mrs
Dr Hussey—E C Hodge—G H Hubbard—B F Higgins—RHammond—Mrs E B Hixson—R B Hatchins—J B Higgins
—P Hodgdon—S8 Johnson—C Holter—B F Jetferson—
FA Joues—N Jeffery—W Jacobs—M Jackson—A M
Jones—J IP Kenney—H
Kenney—W € King—R C
Knight—L © Lothrop—H W Loomis—R Lord—C E
Lewis—J Merrill--¢ L. Mark—W H Mallett—B Morey
—8 C Morse—J B Mulford—RW Metcalf—A P Mormon—J E Mills—S F Mathews
-L Mayhew—F A Nason
—J J Meader—H H McKenney—Okemos, Mich—Lark
O'Neill -=W Otls—W A Nealley—J Newbold—Mrs IL,
Qyen ~W Porter—L Plummer—D Potter—H Phelps—
H Peckham—G Putney—B
H Paine—S Paine—J N
Syjmoy=-W A Phillips—J Rand—Mrs J L Roberts—A
J Raplee—B W Rogers—A Reeve—T H Roberts—M
iss
L Remick—E R Smith—J
B Smith—A- M Sayles—G H
Spangler—T Spooner—J _ Stevens—N
B Smith—R A
Smith—A D Sandborn-J B Sawyer—Susan Smith—M

Trafton—C
Mrs

A

KE Thompson-8 Tolman—J

G

Thompson—Mrs

T

Wade-W

St. George, N, B,, salt rheum.

tain

remedies, when, by

consulting

Sertain, speedy and permanent
ned.

J°

discoveries

cure

Place, Boston,

Mass.,
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for
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‘or sale everywhere.
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to all who
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their Seed

Vegetable
Catalogue.

Address

H. GREGO-

JAMES

J.

A set oF 21 Bie Collntiiisds Bo

of which
has 80 pages.
eet
Music
an
‘containgd an average of 25 Songs or Pieces, all of
the best and most pleasing character. The com:
Jsars are the most popular and successful ones
n the country. The following are favorite Collections: .
{5
:
a
:

FAIRY FINGERS, pssst;

A reard St, Pho

3
8.00

PHYSICIANS

3

§

{

|
1000

BQ

1.50

.
4,00
© 2100

relieved,

and

and

of all schools who are acquainted with

Pond’s Extract of Witch Hazel recommend it in their practice. We have letters oi
commendation from hundreds of Physicians,

many of whom order it for use in their owa

practice.

In addition to the foregoing, they

blains,
Insects,
Hands,

Frosted
¥eet,
Stings
of
Musquitoes, etc, Chappea
Face, and indeed all munuer of

skin diseases.

TOILET

oa

USE. Removes Soreness,

Roughness

and Smarting 3 heals Cuts; Eruptions
and Pimples.
It revives, invigorates and

refreshes, while wonderfully

improving

the

Complexion.

TC

FARMERS—Pond’s Extract. No Stock
Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to be with=
out it. It is used by all the leading Livery
Stables, Street Railroads and first Horsemen
in New York City. It has no equal for Sprains,

Harness

or

Saddle

Chafings,

Stiffness,

Scratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleedings, Pmeumonia,
Colie, Diarrhea, Chills,
Colds, &c. Its range of action is wide, and the
relief it affords is so prompt that it is invilua-

ble in ‘every Farm-yard as well as in every

Farm-house.
Let it be
will never be withont it.

CAUTION!

tried

once, and you
hu

Pond’s Extract has been imitated.

‘I'he’ genuine article has the words Pond’s
Extract blown in each bottle. It is prepared

Ly the enly persons living who ever
knew how to prepnré it Toper] . Refuse all
preparations of Witch

Hazel.

DYSPEPSIA

COMPANY,

POND'S "EXTRACT
' 1. Lane, New Work,

$125

This is

Rin

100.

Bristol’s Dyspepsia Cure will instantly religve
and ultimately cure any case of Dyspepsia. Ismet
unpleasant to the: faste. ‘ Price ai Package $1;
sample package for trial 25 cents, 7 mail postpaid.
oney
cheerfully refunded if full sa
tion is
not. given. This notice means all it sa Ly and suf8 hum Byihepsia ave respectful
iivitedl vi
ve it a
Hi:
receive
prompt
attion. Prepa
fod Yo
oo, By Chas. E.
Briatel, Druggist, Opera House Block, Ansonia,
Conn.
,
~~
4

¢8 Maiden

A MONTH AND EXPENSES

BON SL
oie:
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Assorted Cards;

Outfit 10c.

Seavy
by

with name,

Bros,, Northford,
no8 Steow2

xen
CARDS with name for only 10 cts.
25 for 6 cts, C. H. HOWE, Jericho Center, V1.

The Minister's

Manual.

Every pastor should

‘have a copy, and some clerks of churches

and ‘Q. M's are buying it to aid in the busi-

BRILLIANT GEMS, woes

ness transactions.

PLEASANT MEMORIES, oc 5352%

‘for leather, flexible cover; and 60 centsin

eral sale.

Contains

[FIRESIDEEGHOE al songs
und ch

[1 A collection of eapi-

book,

Send for Cirou Mra SR

$1.50

Boards, « $2.00 Cloth,

contents ot 31 Hours:

OLIVER, DITO,
8, C0., Boston.
tf14

Co.

922 Chestnut St., Phila,

6813

cloth.
“Agents Wanted. For the book that sells.
HOME
MEMORIES.

A work brim full of the choicest reading in the
English language. ‘Bright and Cheerful throughout, Wise counsel and rare entertainment for old
and young. In Prything it is halen, plengaikt,
suggestive,
truthful
Yoak to ere
and refine
taste, to Filho gnd
Heart at the same time.
Rare chance for men and women to make money.
Address, J. C. McCurdy & Co., Philaga.Da,
oe i

ELEGANT

20
sau,
»

name, Aon

N.

X.

CARDS;

no two

paid. "J.B.
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Jet, on all, 10c.. CLINTS BROS., Clinioavill, Ot.

all who have seen it.

Capital for learners.
Fine selection of Pi»

is

50 Extra Mixed Cards, name in Crimson, Gold &

This work meets with special favor from

PEARL DRQPS. pasting oy
&c.

Neuralgin

alike

|

HISTORY
and ig
o gang
Batraeh
pamohlet form, sent free on applicatior
in

Sechottishes; Polkas, &c.

ack,
1

are all

and elsewhere.

the only article used by Physicians, and in the
hospitals of this country and Europe.

3t8

Jas, each

Earache,

Rheumatism

other

ele-

gantly
illustrated
and Flower Seed

lungs,

often permanently cured.

13teows

ai

from the Grower, my

stomach,

TOOTHACHE,

by the Hon

pages

Jou at the Window ” by C. M. Pike, 40 cents. It
as a fine picture title, as has G. D. Wilson’s new
Polka Rondo, called * Dancing on the Green,” (60
cts.) which i8 gaining a deserved popularity.

10,00
i

18.00

140

nose,

adds

Cor ont any btmemmals tomockoo.

Sn

country,
Parents,

ple

For thisitisa spe=

other remedies failed to arrest.bleeding from

LEY,
T. 8. ARTHUR,
Hon. MONTGOMERY BLAIR,
Jupak FIELD of U. 8. Supreme Court, and others
who have used the new
en

FREE]

cure.

from any cause.

cific.It has saved hundreds of lives when ail

REMARKABLE CURES®=:5no2:

tracting the widest attention.

and

A most attractive Song is, *' Il be watching for

5.00

Fu

manent

BLEEDING

1
ies, 30
ts, or $3.50
per dogen, by mail,
BRNFRAT BOOK CONCERN, 0s alooss, Iowa,
13t12eow
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Wis

€

Address,
Washing

@-203
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pressury in
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their

TREATMENT
cel, Gotnieh,{505,05
Ste 15
a natura

and

VARICOSE VEINS. lt isthe only sure curs,
KIDNEY DISEASES.
It Las no equal tox pers

who

and

Kinkel and others,

Ch 2 Lisbon
Me
10.00
Ch W Charleston Vt
SY Bayley Sheboygan Falls

Jol

of 1812,

widows, are now entitled to pension.
JOHN DEERING, Attorney at Law,

and tested this oor St is by far the

rectly

1.00

Dore

ville
for Bible school
Mrs E Orowell do
'
T B Piper
Lowell Mass
rs M F Robinson . *

Ro

war

fullness

the head, nausea vertigo, &ec.
It promptly
ameliorates and
‘permanently
heals all
kinds of inflammations and uleeraetions.
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES find in this the
only immediate relief ‘and ulfimate cure
No case, however chronic or obstinate can

1812.

of the

Gem Mica] Library. [3
3.46

Ferry.

Ch Honey
Creek Wis
Ch Fairtield Mich
do New Berlin Wis
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ton, D.C.C

Cneerfun,

4.08
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ville N X for Harper's

[iss Sarah Reynolds

WAR

9

Ed, Soc.

~ 20,00

Mrs Sills Richardson Cowles=

subject—notably

order its use for Sw~llings of all kinds,
Quinsy, Sore Thr. at, Inflamed Tonsils, simple and chronic Diarrhea,
Ca=
tarrh (for which it is a specific),
Chile

1.04

2.00
1,00
In

Ch Daige 8t Lowell Mass
Frank and Charley Perry
Gt Falls N H
Woman’s Miss Soc Cowles-

removes discoloration and heals rapidly.

LADIES find it their best friend. Iu assuages
the pains to which they are pe culiarly

17t48

;

4.60

©

Boils, Felons, Corns, etc. Arrests ine
flammation, reduces swellings, stops’ bleeding,

chial Troches have been steadily winning
their way int» public favor, nntil they are
known and used nearly all over the world.

18.00

52.94
Treas.

H,M

‘Waupun
Wis
QM
5.21
Ch Gilmauvton I W N H
240
do Harper's Ferry W Va
1.18
Nellie
Norris Larned Kan
+ for Freedmen’s Miss
.Ch Lawrence Mass for ** Bible
School”
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tive and Asthmatic Complaints. The Bron.

new singing books, until

ors of Sunday-school music
ildren, ‘Teachers, Superinendents,

Society.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

Ed Soe

which

mediate relief in Bronchitis, Catarrh, Influenza, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, and Consump-

1y5

READY!

RY, Marblehead, Mass.

a8

Bronchial

.

Promptly relieves pains of Burns, Sealds,
Excoriations,
ngs, Old Sores,

oughing, and gives im-

per day at home. Samples worth
#0 free. Address STINSON & Co.

Do not supply

Benevelent
Societies.
March Receipts,

>

Pam-

thirty years, and forcleanlinessand prompt
curative virtues cannot be excelled.
CHILDREN.
No family ean afford tobe'wi*hout

GOSPEL ECHOES :..:c... . STRONGLY ENDORSED 52.5: cx

Band Greenville R I per Gertie Ste¢re

m
Jone,
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Troches’ will allay ir

Dr. R. Greene holds FREE CONSULTATIONS at |

his office, 34 Temple

to 3 daily ; also by letter enclosing
Dphlet free.
:

Commissioner,

itati

. excel rig,
:
Vegetabla
in use over

Pond’s Extract. Accidents, Bruises,
Contusions, Cuts, Sprains, nie reiieved
almost’ instantly by external application.

HUGHART,

served fourteen days or more in battle,

Dr. Greene, a

may

0.

“Brown’s

Soldiers and Sailors

No sufferer can
in trying uncer-

of

Coughs and’ Colds.

Mrs. Elizabeth

and

Centre

Grand Rapids,

Brook-

Dr. Greene has devoted his life to the treatment

NOW

Lydia F
Remick Newark NJ
:
Mrs L. 8 Wescott 8.00 Miss L J Wescott 2,00
M A White 2.00 all of West Scituate R I

H.

, Title perfect

Dr, E. C. Crabtree,

in medicine are truly wonderful.
now afford to lose time and mongy

for I will speak of
’
things.”
POND'S
EXTRACT
— The great
Pain Destroyer.
Has been

Grant.

Land

and all Chronic Difficulties are received daily by
Dr. Greene from all parts of the country, and vol
umes might be published showing the “superiority
of his treatment.
:

MAIL.

‘Woman's Miss Soc Newmarket N H per
Mrs B ¥ Huley
do So Strafford Viper MrsJ L Barrett
- do Ea Willlamstown Vt per Lizzie W Waldo

Dover, N.

W.

————"

“Hear,

habits of the THRIFTY
NEW ENGLAND
FARMER, and is the qest possible opportunity
for placing sons and daughters in a new home,
with a far better beginning than that of their Fa.
thers.
|
Send for pamphlet, English or German.’

C. C. Ryder, Barre,

of Chronic Diseases, and his skill

A

thromgh

Extract.

Take no other.

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME.

Address

Ask for Pond’s

Bugs,

This Land and State are specially suited
to the

Mass.; Mary Lowe,
Marlboro’, Mass., humor of
blood.
'
Letters from
patients cured of Lung
and Liver
Diseases, Female Complaints, Seminal
Weakness,

Rev John Tree E Dayton Mich.
D Donald Swanton Vt. *
Rev J M Kayser Winneconne Wis,
N Border Bloomingdale Wis,
A A Steere E McDonough N Y.
Marvin McKinn Disco Ill,
L Counce Warreu Me.

Mission

the

Mrs. J. Sutherland,

North Haven, Me., dyspepsia.

Forwarded.

F. B. Woman’s

:

Mass.; Silas A. Cutler, Northboro’, Mass.,
cured of Scrofula.
L.
P. Heal, Rockport,
Mrs. Henry Hancock, South Natick,
Mass.,
of Rheumatism. Mrs. John W. Ballou, Bath,

dington, N.'Y,, consumption.

B W Woodsum—D WaMen—N N Walrod- G Wheeler—B F Zell=R Woodcock:~Mrs M Wood—B ¢ Whitaker—W J Young—Yale Miss Soc—ID S
Walker—E J
VanSchoonnover—F L Wood.
;

BY

W.

.

Water,
Ready Markets,
Schools.

Completed

Mitchell,
Waterville, Me., catarrh.
Mrs. O. Gerrish, Portland, Me., erysipelas.
Mrs. Samuel Marden, Salisbury, N. H., and Mrs, C. L. Parlow,Wad-

Twort—~L G VanHorn—B C VanDuzee—G W Wyatt—

Books

Mrs. 8, W. Gleason,

Me,, dyspepsia and heart disease.

M Turner—

Tvrie—A

can cure.”
Richardson, Stoneham, Mass.; Mrs.
E. Franklin, Vt.; Moses Hazen, No.
and thousands of others have been

Railroad

‘The People’s Remedy.
Note:

No ‘ Hoppers,’
Running Streams,

DR. R. GREENE is undoubted]
the
most experienced and successful
Physician in
New England for the treatment

MAss,
Q. M, will be lield with
the Winter St
church, Haverhill, April 17, 18.
Conference sermon
Wednesday evening, by Rev, J. J. Hall, Manchester,
N.H. The committee of arrangements have provided a very
excellent order of exercises. ' Let the
churches send up full delegations,

:

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,
&e., &e., very cheap, at the old place,

Prayer
A new book

:

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Inngrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

Price in'cloth $1; Paper covers 50 cts.
Also,

CARPETS.

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

PERANCE

P. 8. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

3t15

TY

COlLICH'Q

Boox Co. Q. M. will be held with the Manchester
and Caledonia chureh,commencing Friday, May 24, at

Dover, June 11-13,
E. H. PRESCOTT,

>

b formed of imported reed, corru gated on both sides, and was |
ted : this country
8 the latest Tovelty in musical in
ments, upon which any “person pon
I A

ORGANS saci bee ce, Men RAGING

{

for these

ington St. church,

3

S——————

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW YORK & PENN. Y.M. will be held with
the
Delmar church, commencing ‘Friday, June 7, st 1,
P. M. Any desiring Information in regard to locality
or route will address Rev, O. C. Hills or 8smuel Wariner, Wellsboro’, Tiago. Co., Pa.
ats
G. H, FREEMAN, Clerk.

PM.

Sid

Acknowledged the BEST throughout the World.

RI

.

CHOCOLATE,
1
FRENCH C(HOCALATE.
GERMAN
SWEET
CHOCOLATE,

.

Teas

COCOA,
i)

VANILLA

EAGLE

In Hillsdale, Mich,, March 2, ‘of scarlet fever
diphtheria,
Roy William, infant son of John D,
Elvira A kshiaugh, aged 13months and 15 duys.

OAKLAND, Mich., Q. M. will be held with the Com=
merce church at Wixom, April 12-14.
%
!
E. M. Corgy, Clerk.

For the first time has the Liberal par-

priests have been

FRENCH

N. BR

OF

COCOA,

BAKER'S BROMA,
:
PREMIUM CRACKED
BAKER'S CHOCALATE,

fE.N.F.

Died

Hotices and Appointments,’

tence of the Macdonald Dorion Government of
1862—4) is in the hands of a Liberal admixisty been afforded an opportunity of appealing to
the people unfettered by the ¢laims which the
elergy have sought to impase upon all Catholic

MANUFACTURERS

BAKER'S

Married
In Dexter, Maine,

A SUCCESSFULL PHYSICIAN. The most expericed and successful physician in NEW ENGLAND,
hQ makes chronic and long-standing diseases a
specialty, is Dr. R. Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., whose advertisement will be found . in
another column, His success in curing such cases
is without parallel, and depends upon the fact
that he discards poisonous drugs, and’ follows nature. Consultation free,— Boston Globe.

been used to
educate three
Catholic Mirthe glory. of

It has been known of all men that the Roman
Catholic has been virtually the established religion of the Province of Quebec, Canada; and
it is now to be made known that this supremacy so long enjoyed by the church of Rome, has
been overthrown, whether, permanently or
not remains to be seen.....Pending the eleetions, the Province of Quebec, for the first
time since the institution of responsible government (with the brief exception of the exis-

alter Baker & Co.

5, by Rev. B.S. Gérr , Mr,
Thurston C. Loud, of Sangerville,
fand Pirs. Avis M,
Langley, of Merrimac, Mass,

wlll
--

ler -D

many Years.

100y80:

1780,

a

PALATABLE MEDICINES. Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is a honeyed drop of relief; his Cathartic Pills
glide sugar-ghod over the palate ; and his Sassapa.
rilla is a nectar that imparts vigor to life, restores
the health and expels disease.— Waterford (Pa.)

sins—E ¥ Cousind~B J: Colé=A

Rev. Bartholomew Otheman, of the M. KE.
church, now about eighty-two years. of age,
and living at Duxbury, has probably preached
longer than any other elergyman in Massachusetts. He joined the New England Conference
in 1814, fifty-four years ago, and has preached
nearly every Sunday since, and is preaching
still; usually twice on each Sunday, besides
riding or walking some miles to his place of
meeting,
He has occupied important positions
in the church, and has been presiding elder

candidates,

;

News dealers sell LEISURE HOURS, price

Advertiser.

3h1.60 )

Missions.

Manchester, N. H.

seven cents.

(1.) The presiding hishop shall

on the qualifications

tration.

Value

2.10

Compton P
AA
i
Stangstead $ wp Q per Wondman
A friend, Me

to all sending

every one Double

6.81
2.10

Mrs A FAA
S Phill} lps. Edger t on Wis for Mrs A J

away.—A superb pair of 6x8 Chromos,

appoint, a year in advance, 4 committee of nine

Academy,

Foreign

Houge,

y

Fifteen Cents (stanips taken) to pay postage. The
Publishers, J. L, PATTEN & C0,, 162 William St.,

late session in Reading, Penn., adopted the fol-

lowing plan:

6.81
210 -

1.00

N B. A large increase of F, M. fundsis imperative
ly demanded ut the present time.
Will the churches

worthy to frame and adorn any home, and a Three

ey sent.

2.00

bear this ju mind and act accordingly ?
Lewiston, Me, Mar. 1.

142

est Stories, Poetry, etc., sent. Free

2.00

126.19
83.61
94.98
E., N, FERNALD, F., Sec.

i

Months’ Subscription . to LEISURE
HOURS, a
charming 16-page literary paper, full of the choic-

more thorough examination of the candidates.
The Philadelphia Annual Conference, at its

was a good attendance of
tes, and a
good degree of interest manifest on the part of
the church.
The meetings of worship were

well attended, and a deep anxiety manifest” for

T. INMAN,Station D., Bible

1.92

J Adamsams Brunsw
BrunswiokMoe 200
2.
1.60
:

Michigan Sunday-scbools.

mon church.

Quartgrly Hleetings.

Mary

CARD,

a
up

The annual income of the church of England
Switzerland

)

ESTABLISHED

1.50

1.91

Ch So Strafford Vt

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, approved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil cai be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX, 8 Platt 8¢t., New York.

largest number of new members to the MOTr- | Michi
Jacke

ete

A

JOSEPH

Sf

the blessing of God may attend our efforts.
24

Oswego Q M N
Ch Alton Cor N H

The Great South American Remedy for all special
8, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces
; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed enve ope to

is $36,000,000.

A

psham Me

Gor particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York.

work.
We ask the earnest prayers of the
brethren throughout our denomination, that

- Sweden - and

3.26

‘Woman's Miss Soc N' Johns-

;

gational Quarterly has appeared with the
statistics of the churches of the denomination

le school
Ch Burns Ill

;

Business Potices,

|

N.Y.,

of view.

of Japan the privilege of burying their ' dead
according to Christian ceremonies.” At pres.
ent the native Christians are compelled by law
to use: Buddhist rites inthe burial of their
friends and kindred. - The Rev, J. C. Hepburn,

‘bath-school of fifty-six persons is in good
working order. Public services are establish«ed with a growing congregation. We find it
hearts,

at

continued efforts on the part of
Christian missionaries to procure for the native “Christ

Several. others are waitopportunity to unite hy letter. A Sab-

our

a

Evangelical Alliance

bership, twenty-one.

in

did

a branch alliance was organized in Japan.
The last annual meeting of this branch was
held on January 10, in Tokio. Among the addresses delivered was one by the Rev. Dr. Syle,
“ who ealled attention to the importance of

united with the church, making our total mem»
ing an

He

privately

It is said the Pere has lost even the small audience he had in Geneva.
Shortly after the World’s Conference of the

Abbey. Brother Drake preached for eight or
‘ ten.evenings with great power. Bro. Abbey
remained for two weeks, helping on the good
woak. Revs.J. F. Tufts and Seitz dropped
in to cheer us with their words of counsel.
The 24th of Febi; a church of thirteen mem-,
bers was organized in accordance with Freewill Baptist usage, Since the organization, as
a result of the meetings, there have been
converted

ing his way to a return to thé capital.

ern question from

itis hoped that the brethren of the denomination : will help liquidate, We are looking
earnestly for aid from those who promised us
‘help, but have not yet responded. The meet_ “ings were protracted by our pastor, R. J. PosM.

of feel-

the house of a leading Protestant on the East

to

committee to give their personal obligation hy
the amount of several hundred dollars, whic

"ton, assisted by Revs. T. H. Drake and

to Paris, with the objeet, it is thought,
not appear in public, but lectured

do which it became necessary for the building

nine

of

The Rev. James Martineau, of England, has

worship of God, Feb. 10. R. Dunn, D. D.,

baptized,

and

been invited to deliver the annual address be-

preached a very able and instructive sermon on
the occasion. He spoke in his most impressive
style, and this effort will long be remembered

eleven

Clark

lin to promote the success of this measure.

The Clifton Ave. Freewill Baptist church
«edifice was thrown open and dedicated to the

The church was dedicated

Messrs.

A biography of the late Dr. Duff will be
prepared by his son.
Mr. Spurgeon was ‘expected
to resume
preaching in the London Tabernacle on Sunday, March 17.
!
The Roman Catholics of Ireland are demanding of the British Parliament a system of
denominational education. The Irish Catholic
Union is about to hold a mass meeting in Dub-

“now he ‘was going to try what he could de with

!

evangelists,

3,

Walnut Creek Q M

faith by 400 persons.

for

disputing

and

arguing

said he had tried

One brother

them.

given

the grace of God

of

testify

APRIL

their

divorcement.— Independent.

the

London Tabernacle, special services have been

eleven
and organized a Free Baptist church of
The most of these could

terests of both church and state démand

nine acres with their buildings.

«ed as well as I could one week, day and night,

STAR,

It ought to have a gen=

Price,

75 cents, postage

paid,

|

“ RULES oF ORDER,” is the title of & lit-

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fifteen pages of the ‘ Mannal,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.
The very book for all, young men who
want a full and yet, concise statement,

parliamentary rulés.’

Price

of

10 cents per

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and post
age

paid.

i

4
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{

‘

Send orders to... 1.
1, D. Stewart, Dover, N. Hi, on,

.

f

4

i

|
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flower,” said he, banding the tow-headed
sentinel a flaming sword of gladiolus.

“but when she dressed it: carefully, some
pleasanter and more agreeable Xoo, waelt
her hair was nicely dressed.”
i
Arbine ot, thatis justthe point I

Charlie leaned back and tried to amuse
himself by looking out of the window.
“* Thank’ee sir,” said Nan, ‘marching Yet all the while he felt unhappy, for he
out of the crowd with her sword at her was doing ‘two. very
wrong
things.
shoulder.
Ti
He was breaking his promise and dis*¢ And, Mose, you can take this,” said obeying his mother, wha had forbidden

an individual

he, handing a flower
shirted little fellow.

how her forehead looked
her

TWO BABESIN BED.
[LITRLBGUY'S ANSWER]
|
‘“ Thinkof the Shot home,” 1 aid; —

face younger

and

smogther,

and

fairer. ‘She

wa$

wish you fo notice; the 6 feet it has upol

“*¢ (How pretty he is to kiss!)
is white and warm in his little bed,

i t is dark and cold in this.”
i

‘

to neglect the hai.

observation has convinced me, that

.

ur

&

f the sweet'small grave close by,
©

of the

lonesomest

Summer

pendent upon the care taken of

grew:

#* This Baby does not ery.”
wa
> we

LAST WORDS:
|'{| OVER A LITTLE BED AT MIGHT.

iad,

|

@bod-night, pretty sleepers of mine

“ Oh, yes; and insane people,

iI never shall see you again :

have. often heard mamma

» never in shadow or shine;
w

In your small dreaming-dresses of white,

do.

With shi wild pluom you gathered to-day

all to

py, and whatever conduces to this state
of mind should be earnestly desired.”

Three faces may wake here as fair—
But older thah yours are, by hours!

«« Well, Auntie dear, I want to be the
very best wife in all the world, so come
and see me, real often, and bring a little

Good-night, then, lost darlings of mine—
I never shall see you again :
Ah, never in shadow or shine; .

budget of
and I will
may grow
day, wha

Ah, never in dew or in rain!
.-—_ a “a.

wisdom with you each time,
treasure. it up,. and perhaps
to-be a-good,wise woman some
knows
EF

1 have gone—I can not always go, you know;
Home across the distant. ridges of the years,
;

the old

ground,

There Ifound.

THE FLOWER BEARER.
For several mornings last summer a
reporter of the World found it necessary
to _cross the Desbrosses street ferry, from

hour. . Upon each of these occasions he
observed
a short,"broad-shouldered young
air,
man,
with
round, good-humored face,
Sitting there;
‘While beside them brothers, sisters, true and. 8 clear gray eyes and curly yellow hair
seated carelessly on the railing of the
good,
:
p
Silent stood.
(Tin
beat; near the Bow, upon the side shore
Father’s face;
3
And my mother; with her old accustomed

Through the stillhess'swam the song’ of sumhue

On the wall the leafiflecked sunshine; and its
glow

o&

§:

©

FadeOslows

..

g

“(7 1]

But from all the Toving Iips I watched ar ound—
Not a sound.
Then I went

up-stairs,

their glooms

slow

entering

’mid

:

not the pipe nor the.man who smoked it
that first attracted the reporter's attention.
It was a huge bouquet of bright but cheap
flowers, which the young man invariably
carried in his right hand. He ‘did not
seem to be particularly fond of flowers

b]

Opened doors;

at

He was never observed to look

never smelled

of them,

and

"he carried

could. Poor Charlie had a deleful time,
standing with his hands in his pockets

let me,” said Nan, eagerly.
“Yes, you may,” said he, soberly.
«I
know she would miss-it. And tell her I
hope she will be well enough to come and
get it for herself next Monday morning.
Good-bye.”

and whistling, to hold the tears back.
“I wish I had gone home,” he thought a

‘Good-bye, sir,” and «Thank ye, sir,”
chorused the children,
as he passed on.

block, and spoke of what he had.seen.
Will announced himself as ready
(** Ob, that's nothing, sir,” was ‘the turn.

blushing reply.

‘The flowers kind of

please ’em, you know.

I'm sure

I don’t

know why they shoul. I never hid
much for bokays myself.”

“There's

a

car,”

said

to

a handsome woman, dressed beautifully,
and carrying a bunch of pretty A6Wers, just

yo

‘SHINE I call

gry and cross.

Nan th&'Gosd-fordNothiig, riff up "to her had minded
and said; * Miss, Wen't you please give ders alone.

me a flower?” - The lady didn’t give her
a flower, and Nan looked as though she

give you a whole bunch of flowers.

She

said she would, and sure enough she was

on band; apd half 4 dozen foang ones.’

1

his mother and let Will

San-

Th

“Line

crowd grows bigger every time.

0

In the whole.

lands,

suddenlyto the ground. "¢* Ha, ha, ha!”

Joining hands,

3

Family

Tincle.

| been traversed a bare-legged little girl,
guiltless of any head-covering
tangled hair, who. stood at

AUNT HELEN'S 0UNSEL.
BY C.C.

-# Yes, child; yes, I have a

say?

you.

Next

few

week,

things

did you

a

¢ The week after next, Auntie.”
‘Oh, yes; well, that is very soon

for

my little lady to step out of the home
fold, and help make a new home all by
herself.

It is no trifling thing,

other name, walked rapidly away in his
accustomed manner, and the reporter followed him at a safe distance for observation. Soon a region given up to malodorous and forbidding tenement houses
was reached, and before half a block had

dear,

to

save

her

ner and seemed to bea sentinel-on duty;
sent up a shill’ shout.
abd’ van rapidly
ciyingat the top of her

toward the man,

voice:
‘¢ Yere'e comes ; yere ‘comes: the man
with the flowers" and at her call ap-

peared innumerable children.

Ragged

and dirty little urchins they were, rising
from damp areas, rushing around corners, scrambling from dark alleys, tum-

take all the cares of a household upon

bling out of dark hallways, and all scam-

your own little shoulders.”
¢¢ Oh, no, Auntie; but it will be such a

pering like mad to be first to meet the
Flower Bearer.
:
‘ O mister,” said the bare-legged, tangle-haired little girl who had acted as

little household,

only Nate and I, you

see.” And the red lips drew away from
the clear white teeth, with such a brilliant, free-from-care smile, that Aunt

Helen wished she could shield the fair]
young creature from all the rough cares

sentinel,

y've got,

gim

me

the

purtiést

‘cause I seen ye furst.

flower

Please

won't ye, mister?”
|
* The
young man “Bal stoppedby this

of that happy time, RJ:

kocolh me

a hey

of life, as the sunshine
smile warmed, and brightened her care- throng of scrambling children of all
burdened, sorrowful heart. A half ‘mo: ages from twelve years old down to a
ment’s silence fell between them, in ittle chap who toddled around the out-

which
« time the good woman

resolv, skirts of the erowd upon his little bow- |

morning : but I must hurry on, or I'll

late to my work.

Good morning.”

ghed

Witt, and he walked oa wiihont

After he had eaten enough and was
rested, his mother said: ‘Charlie, I have

be

Thus the mystery of the Flower Bearer

was solved. —New York World.
> PP
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HOW CHARLIE

a verse that I would like you to learn.

If

you will always remember

it,

and

obey

you will never repeat the-experience of
to-day.” The verse was this: ‘ My son,

4

WENT

HOME.

if sinners entice thee, consent thon not.”

Charlie had been to pay his Aunt Ella a
visit, and she escqrted him part of the way
on his return. When they were within

TABLE

THANKS.

A pious father had unconsciously fallen

two blocks of his father’s house, Aunt
Ella said that as she had a call’ to make,

into the habit of repeating precisely the
same form of thanksgiving or grace” at

she would stop there and let the little boy
the table.
Morning, noon, and night, the
go on alone. Before she bade him goodbrief
utterance
was exactly the same,
bye she took out of her pocket-book a
shining ten cent piece, which she gave to from one end of the year to the other.
The children never expected any change
Charlie to buy candy with.
5
of formula, or modification

“Now you will promise me to go right

of tone,

and

heard the service as mechanically as it
home, will you not?” asked Aunt Ella.
was always pronounced.
‘Yes, ma'am,” answered Charlie, and
It so happened that the father was abhe ran down the street very happy ia
sent, once upon a time, attending a good
possession of his treasure.
:
meeting somewhere, and when he returnBut on the corner he met Will Sanders. ed,
he resolved to turn over a new leaf,
Now Charlie knew very well that Will
and to get out of the ruts. Next to
was a very bad

boy,

and

that

he

no

new

species

ought

him at the table

sat his brightlittie daughnot to have anythingto do with him; but
ter, four or five years of age, and devoted,
when Will called out, * Halloo!” Charlie
to papa. She was lovingly familiar with
stood still.
Ly a"
{every tone, movement and habit, and her
“What have you got in .y
eye and ‘ear followed him attentively
asked Will.
everywhere. On this occasion, being the
Charlie opened his hand and showed first supper’ with the family
for some
the coin.
ra
days, the progressive father thought to
both to the, mend his ways, a little, and repeated an
to {ake us
“ Just enough
Par 7 TVG folyod 5108) ide in the entirely new form of ‘‘ grace.” No soon-

our “handp

frontispiece “ We Boys,” followed by * Anna

Albitza ,”
trie. story of a herefc

gives a graphie account of the little “* Ash
Pickers.” Mrs. W. E. Bryant's School-room

Story is about a baby scholar,
Little Bunch.”
Mrs, E, P. Groser gives a glimpse of “ Child
Life in Labrador”. Following * True Blue,”
the Minnesota serial by Mrs. Lucia Chase Bell,

comes the star article of the number, * A

Child’s Calendar,” by Caroline Metcalf, with
twelve drawings by Miss Humphrey.
There
is a valuable English literature paper by Mrs.
Lucy White Lillie, this time relative to Spen-

ser, with a good

derous mountains, the measureless canons, the
mammoth trees, the Yo Semite with its rocky

sentinels and many-voiced

waters

of Blessington,”

and nameless charm are they that we forget
that we have followed other footsteps, or, if
we remember this,it is only vaguely to remem-

ber what is best and forget what is worst of all

previous descriptions in the glowing picture
which here fills our field of vision.
Mr. Taylor is essentially a poet,and in his present book

The Grand Canon is beneath youn.
It opens
out as with visible motion.
The sun sweeps
aslant the valley like a drivin, rain of gold,and
strikes the side of the mountain a thousand feet
from the base.
There, twenty-five hundred
feet sheer down, and that means almost a half
You see two parallel hair-lines
They are the

You

rails

ered handkerchiefs

that are gardens,

N, Prescott, and

Boston,

contains

besides

in the department ‘of fiction, a very striking
and powerful story, # Saint or Sinner,” by the °
author of “ The Child of the State,” which attracted so much attention a few "months since.
Charles Dudley Warner continues his Adiron-

dack papers, this time telling a pathetic story

in the

of “ A-Hunting of the Deer.” * April Days,”
sone extracts from the journals of II. D.
Thoredu,
will be read with great interest; and * Italy Revisite®hwill be found to be one of
the most charming of Henry James, J £08,
sketches of European travel. Mr. T. B. Al

of a

see bushes that

are trees, martin-boxes that are houses,

by Mary

“ How Neelie went to the Golden Wedding,”
by Ella Farman. The very little folks have a
pretiy tale about “ Baby Bunting;” and there
are Parlor Pastimes, Prize Guesswork and
Original Music, while the work for 1878 is
mapped out for the Society of Wide Awake
Helpers, an organization which did a great.

op's serial, * Detmold,” and

flows in placid beauty the
You venture to the nervous

bisttom of the valley.

brief

The Atlantic Monthly for April opens with
an interesting installment of Mr, W. H. Bish-

men :

narrow gauge railroad.

are

Many tempting prizes are offered, and children everywhere are invited to become memsbers of the Society.—D, Lothrop & ‘Co., Publishers, Boston.

ing the dangerous verge .of that mountain's
precipice known as “ Cape Horn,” is’ a speei-

Xgree.

There

deal last year for the poor children of

the disguise of prose which he has sought “but
half conceals” and more than * half reveals”
the poet soul behind it all.
The following,
from a description of the rushing train skirt-

mile of precipice,
American river.

portrait.

articles and several poems, and three especial
ly spicy, short, illustrated stories,
Tommy's
Head,” by Rev. J. Vila Blake, ‘ The Countess

are all the

same that one finds in the most common-place
tourist’s guide, and yet so invested with a new

little girl,

Miss Brown, in her interesting illustrated series, ‘¢ The Child Toilers of Boston Street
s,”

of the

hroid-

checked

counterpanes that are fields, cattle that are
cats, sheep that sre prairie dogs, SPATTOWS

drich contributes a

‘most

gracefully written paper

appreciative

on

and

“ A Persian Po-

et,” wherein
he
‘speaks of the life and
poetry of Omar Khayyam, and there is an ad-

mirable article, of which the authorship is not
given, criticising * The Story of Avis” and

other

novels,

amongst

which

are

Black's

** Green Pastures and Piccadilly,” Blackmore's
* Erema,” “ The Modern Minister,” ete. In a
paper by the late Hon, Gideon Welles is des
seribed * Lincoln's Triumph in 1864.”
There

Mr. Taylor has done many things well, but
we question if any of his previous works equal
is an excellent political paper, * The Lobby;
in all respects this last one, which is very apIts Cause and Cure,” by Arthur G. Sedgwick.’
n
o
propriately brought out in the very best style |

Of thie publi-hers.

taining as ever.~Beston:
& Co.

I ex- further notice of his comrade’s misfortune.

down-

as he had been dubbed in Jefault of any

7

They have gathered and are waiting till I come.
y
That is home!
—RSelected.

t> say to

them in an awkward, way, . head

chronicled,

are poultry. You look away into
It seemed as if he would that
unfloored chambers of mid-air with a the
pained
never get to the end of those two weary thought that the world has escaped you,
has
miles. = At length, however, he was al- fone down like a setting star, has died and
eft you alive.
most home. Then he began to wonder
“ Between the Gates” abounds in graphic
what his mother would say. How would
descriptions of scenery, quaint
sketches of
she receive him? Perhaps she would charac
ter,
and clever hits at society
pupish him by giving him only dry bread woven together and embellished affairs, so
with the
to eat. ‘Well, that would be a great deal touches of the real artist, that the readér finds
better than nothing, thought the hungry himself a willing captive to the charms of real
genius,
=
i
boy.

divided the flowers up among ’em, and
they all seemed so glad to gét em that I
While in the midst of these reflections
got into the habit of bringing a bunch he struck his foot against a stone and fell

over.for em every mowiag.

of Calhumorously,

topographically,

elers, absolutely “ nothing new under the
sun” to be told. And, yet, everything is new
in the telling. The routes of travel, the pon-

Will; |

How he did wish that he

the Shark” witnessed hy

sil mastodons or by-paths for sight-seeing tray-

when

‘All the way,” answered Will, mocking
Charlie's tone, and then he strode on
without a word of encouragement or consolation,
v
Trudge, trudge, trudge. What a long
walk it was. Charlie was cold and hun-

either

coveries

re-

* We're going to walk.”

* The!

genus homo described, no fresh traeks of fos-

they had regained the entrance.

asked

pet wild

animals;
Austrilian Opossums? by Miss
Prige; and a striking proof of the ¢ Vitality
of

Taylor,

artistically, poetically or otherwise, would receive but a tardy welcome at least from a public who have read to the fill what the legion of
writers from best to. worst have given the
world during the last decade.
This hook will
nevertheless be widely read.
Any book by
Benj. F. Taylor is sure of that.
;
In the volume before us we find no new dis-

and

Charlie,

“ What's that to us?”

tle Tate for my work, when I § aw

ra

ifornia

There he stood, witheut a person to speak
to, and with nothing to do, on the. shore
of the frozen lake.
At length the hour, which was the longest he had ever spent, was over. The

skates

Swiss.

account of hey

the author, Dr, Payne,
8. C. Griggs & |' These supplement
s will interest the children in
:
Natural History, and three aré to be given
Another book about California.
Tt might
during the year, The magazine opens with a
seem at first thought that a book treating

dozen times; but what good did that do?

The reporter joined him ‘at the mext strange boy reclaimed his

THE GATES.
By Benj, ¥.
of * Old-time
Pictures,”

ete. Illustrated.
Chic jo’
Co. 12mo. pp. 292, ($1.50

in-

flower for her,” said he.
«¢ Please, sir, I'll take it to her if you'll

helm, an exciting and amusing

World On Wheels,” ¢ So ngs of Yesterday,”

him to be in Will Sanders’ company.
However, he made up his mind to get all

pect I'll have toget a cart to carry my Charlie's cap was caught by the wind and
before long,” with a laugh.
flowers
carried out into the middle of the street.
wards; as though the bunch was a heavy* Why do you eall the tow-headéd little There it was run over by a horse and cart
Of the breaths that stirred the draperies to and headed club. * “As soon as the boat struck
girl Nan the Good-for-Nothing ?
and entirely ruined. Charlie raised himthe landing,and the intricate iron gate had
“Oh, that's a notion of mine.
She self and triedto brush the dust from his
| ~S
Long ago;
been shut up like a fan, he would leap
minded
Of the eyes that through the casemiént used to
of Nan in the play, you know. new ulster, but his hand had been cut on
lightly down from his perilous perch on I made upme names
for 'em. There's litile a stone and the blood flowed from it on
the rail and walk briskly up one of the. Mose ;
Out of sleep;
,
he always wears a red shirt and the overcoat. He looked around for his
BEY
of the feet that in these chambers used to cross town streets.
‘Walks so gallus like that 1 always think cap and found it spoiled. In fact, he
run—
What a young man, who was evidently
of Mose who ran with the machine. Then could not wear it, so he put it into his
Now are none.
going to his daily work, wanted of a there’s
the Little One—she’s sick now— pocket and walked on, feeling very shabOf the sunshine pouring downward from the bouquet of flowers as large as a cabbage,
who always puts me in mind of a little by and forlorn. In this condition he
and which he carried as one naturally
sky,
woman I once read of. She's hump-back- reached home. His mother, who had
Blue. and high:
would that useful but uninteresting vege- ed, and has
long yellow hair just like the been exceedingly uneasy during his abOf the leafage and the ancient garden plot,
table, by the stalk, puzzled the reporter. girl in
the book.”
sence, was of course very much displeased
Brown and hot;
One morning he leaned carelessly over
“Your work is benevolent, and you when she learned the cause. Charlie, to
Of the streamlet, and the shingle, and the
the rail of the ferry-boat, néxt to the un- deserve much thanks.
tide—
”
do him justice, did not try to conceal any
{
conscious cause of all hig onsatisfied cnThese abide.
“Much obliged to you, sir, but I do it of his wrong-doing. He begged his mothriosity, and inhaled the mingled perfume because
it seems somehow to make the er's pardon, and she forgave him and
But beyond the azure vaulting overhead
of his pipe and flowers. When the boat little fellers
feel good, and as to the comforted him with the warm dinner he
Are my dead;
‘had made her landing the Flower Bearer, thanks, sir,
Though their graves were dag ‘dgpart in many
I get plenty of ’em every so much needed.
But I never heard a voice or met a soul

BETWEEN
author

the fun he could. So when they reached
the park he jumped quite briskly from the
venting names as he went along until all car, and made believe that he expected-to
the ragged crowd were supplied. When have a fine time.
be had finished he stiff had one large,
He and Will walked very fist to the
bright flowerin his hand, which he ap- shore of the lake, and*then stood still a
peared to have resgrved carefully to the few moments watching the skaters. Preslast. He cast a quick glance over the ently a rough-looking boy spoke to Will
crowd, but did not seem to find what he and offered to lend him his skates for an
wanted.
¢‘‘ Where's the Little Un?” ask- hour. ‘He was going away, he said, and
ed he ut Hast.
would be back at the end of that time.
‘¢ She's sick, sir; herback's took worse,” Will accepted the offer very eagerly, and
said Nan.
: soon glided off upon the ice, leaving
His jolly face clouded. “1 saved this Charlie to keep himself warm as best he
he, evidently

to gentlemen who ‘smoke, puffing aiwdy, felt so bad about it that I turned to her
contentedly “at ‘a ‘short briariwood pipe, and said: *8is, if you'll be here tomorrow morning aL Seven o'clock, I'll
blackened with long service. Butit was

either.

All the rooms:

AI LT

red-

¢ All the way ?” asked Charlie,timidly.

Jersey City to New. York, at an’ early

In'the parlor, in my fancy, I could trace

mer bird, © *
And there stirred

:|

sturdy,

0-0
0-o
4+

Best ’tis so~
on

has

fear for

carefully study ourselves, and remove, as
much ss possible, the causes of ill effects.
A wife should be pleasant, cheerful, hap-

drops.

‘When the buds near have faded to flowers,

With my tears:
And the old house, standing still.

so never

¢¢ No, dear ; but it is well for us

‘With less gold and more gloom in the hair,

— ee.

say that she

me, in that particular.” =’

Shall take you as yet, you will pass,
tear

I

She is always so nice about

been salutary, Auntie,

And no love in the beautiful sky,
these

too.

dressing her hair, and her example

And the dark you will wander away.

Though no graves in the bee-haunted grass,

through

|

Butshe will never be insane from

that cause.

In your quiet shut hands, from the light

With this kiss,
Good-bye!

|

should be eragy if she neglceted
to comb
her hair, as she had known people to

Ah, never in dew or im rain!

©

th he

Au individual with tangled hair, i$ im
likely to be irritable, impatient, and
reasonable. I think artists un
this, for they always ri
with disheveled hain?
EERE
©

a

containing “ Tom and Others” by Mrs.

own experience with her hashand’s

* And Jennie this, and Charlie this, and

Mollie this,” continued

laughed and said, with his hand in the dew
ere the grass

to

tin.

J

Fiterary Redick,

|.

CONCESSIONS
THODOXY.

OF
By

* LIBERALISTS” TO OnDaniel Dorchester, D. D.

Rowton: D. Lothrop & Co.

12mo.

The Phrenological Journal for April contains an illustration and biographieal sketch of

pp. 343.

Gov. Williams, of Indiana, an
extract from
James Freemsn Clarkes lecture on * Self-

This volume contains a series of ‘lectures re
cently delivered before the students in the theological department of Boston Usiversity by
Rev. Dr. Dorchester. They discuss an important theme.

Muny

persons

of

the

radical school of theology have
characteristic

tenets

knowledge,”

liberalpr

of evangelical

an

illustrated

papér

on Wood-

peckers, three chapters of the serial * Light in
Dark Places,” and various other articles illustrating our social relations, literature, mental

ridiculed the

and denounced them as irrational.

Heughton, Osgood

science and

theology,

education,

the science

of health, .

and notes on science and agricalture.—New
York: 8. R. Wells & Co.

Many even

£0 80 far as to sneer at them and call them too

absurd to be believed. But there have always
The second quarter's Illustrations and Usebeen many among the more candid of the IibJul Hints on the Internationa! Sunday-seliool
eralists who have made striking
concessions in

lessons, prepared by Rev.

favor of the very doctrines which their school,
and even they themselves in their heated

published in a neat

considered in the volume before us,and their reThese con-

all professed Christians and consequently

by

the
Liberalists.” But it quotes their very
words, both written and spoken, and shows
that they actaally do draw the only elements

of truth and soundness in their doctrines from

the Fountain itself, It will strengthen
wa
vering faith to read the volume, and help to
assure any doubting one that the teaching of
the Bible as generally held by the Orthodox
church is the acknowledged rule of action and

conduct even among

those who at times speak

fiercely about it or pretend to doubt it.
repay a careful reading.

It will

—

Widow's

God.

York) pubZhe Widow

The contents

are divided into three parts,
The first containg appropriate
suggestions
to widows,

showing the beauty
dence

in God,and

of submission,

of widows,

of confi-

the benefits of the affliction;

the second part contains

Scripture

Naomi, Ruth and Orpah

pecially commended; and the third

tains letters to widows, both

are

Fair-

The March number of The Bates

Student,.

a magazine published by the Junior class in
Bates College, presents an agreeable variety of
college news, spicy notes on current affairs,
cortesponlence, personals, etc., besides sever.
al pages devoted to articles of a more purely

literary character. We learn from it that u
Young Men's Christian Association has been
formedby the students connected with the
college, J. Q. Adams,ofclass *78, is President,
with four Vice-presidents, one from each class,
The field of work of the organization
is the
college.

L. Prang & Co. (Boston) are issuing regular monthly editions of the Springer Transfe
r

Designs to illustrate the International Sunday-

schoollessons.

and valuable

They

are

“ helps,”

the

for

most

such

practical

schools

as

make dny use of the blackboard, that we have
seen.
Printed directions accompany each jssue.
The designs are perforated on paper. to

be transferred thence to the board,

Robert Carter & Brothers (New
lish a book for widows, entitled

Directed tothe

by

ed to all grades in the school. (25 cents).

reference to the deity |

of Christ, the atonement, and endless punishment, and are so presented by the author as
ts
reveal their great significance. It is one of the
most
practically valuable volumes that we
bave lately scen. It does not deal in theories
.
It does not say that the so-called Orthodox theological doctrines are manifestly the correct
ones, and ought therefore to be indorsed by

Crafts,

miliar portions of the lessons. They are adapt-

markable indorsement of the vital principles

cessions are made with

F.

form

banks & Co., Chicago, and cover a wide range
of subjects, with numerous cuts for blackboard work, and explanations of the Jess
fa.

moments, had opposed.
These concessions,
which are chiefly of an individual character, are
of Christianity clearly pointed out.

W.

pamphlet

examples
being

es.

part con-

letters of cont

dolence that have been addressed to widows,
and such letters as they themselves have written out of the experience that their affliction
brought
to them.
The hook is prepared by
John Angell James, and is somewhat characteristic of its author. The class to whom it is
addressed have suffered an especially severe

Mr. H. M. Stanley, states The

Publishers’

Circular,

which

(London)

speaks

by

au-

thority, is engaged in writing a full account
of his most important journey across Africa;
and at present he is doing so with characteristic energy. He rises early, works all day, and

as his labors during the day are constantly
broken in upon by numerous callers, he makes

up for any sucht loss of time by ‘toiling on frequently till the small hours of the morning.
Already a large portion of his manuscript is

in the printer's hands, and it seems quite

tain that if his health does not fail he

cer-

will ac-

complish the Herculean task of writing

in,

about seventy days, 800 pages of octavo print.
[

|

MUSIC,

, and many of them will thank the
ed not to cloud the sweet young face by | "legs, reaching up a pudgy, grimy fistand horsefcars
We'll go to the lake and see er had he pronounced the Amen, than his affliction
Three new collections of sacred songs for
author for his consolatory words.
any
gn
80 she said - half play-} petitioning fora «“ fowa,” while his ‘big’ ‘the fellows skate, and then come back in alert little
the . Bunday-school and’ devotional meetings
rin,
daughter eagerly inquired,
gs
sister, who had deserted him, stood in the time for dinner.”
| “Why, papa, where did you get that new | Ingersoll, Beecher
have come “to our table, and their merits are
and Dogma is the title
« Wl, ida, fy advice islet He Feenter of the press and called for her “I promised to go right home,” said one
so nearly alike that we shall not undertake to
of a book by R. 8. Dement and Tecontl
?"'— Methodist Recorder.
y

see—be sare and alwayg comb

flowers with all
Arab demandin eb

thorough-

ly, and dress your hair tastefully, before
breakfast.” 'Linna’s eyebrows

and she laughed merrily.

went

wd

Not quite,

{

everybody!”
“Well, then,

of

i

deav; ob, no; not quite

|

they ought, to be sure.

Why, I would as soon neglect to wash my

face! But now you make
x

importunity
sh (y

of an

“ Now, young ‘uss’
ithe young
man, with a broad sm éon his good-na-

up,

“ Of course I shall, Auntie, everybody
TdoeBIY

8

tured face, * play fair and don’t snatch.
wt

| Don’t one of you snatch.”

¢ Oh, no, sir; we won't sir,” chorused
the children.
*¢ Here, Goliah,” said he with a laugh,

to the toddler who owned the pudgy fist,

‘ you hall have the fir one, becanse, if
I don’t give you one right off, you'll just

Charlie: but he spoke in‘a very hesitat-

hy

everything beautiful
and at active.

morning P

ing way. “The Park” was “his 4 ideal] of

O--O--b
*ro-+

What makes my little boy so cross this
«Dot up surly,”

ain't yous | In the window of a shop in an obscure
urged Will tl only take a avid Pjpart of London is* this announcement:
longer this way. Hurry! Here com it hy # Goods removed, messages taken ,earpets
the car. Jump in.”
: iyi
_ | beaten, and poetry composed on any
So saying; Will, who was | a large, L8ubject.”
powerful boy, caught hold of Charlie's
Sydney Smith, on entering a drawingcoat and hurried: him 10
30 the’
1 step | off Hh froom in a West end mansion, found ijt
““ Well, you're going oa

ate between them.
published by 8, ©. Griggs & Co., Chieago. discrimin
school that is furnished with

The author in the first half of the book pays
his respeets especially to the vaguries of Inger.
soll and attempts to meet them by the employeverything and proves

nothing.

The

portion devoted to ‘Beecher, nominally, but
to general skepticism on the everlasting pun-

ishment question, really, is; more thoughtful
and less flippant and contains some sound
propositions, both theologically and metaphysically considered.
The
aim of the book is
‘good and will not utter®
fail of its mission, we
hope, but such are its glaring faults from a Jiterary point of view, and so sophomoric both

Sunday»

and has
a live man or woman to conduct the

singing, need not wish for either of the others.

They
ment of the same extrav
style;
aga
which
as-|
nt

serts

Any

either of them,

are named Gospel Echoes

(Oskaloosa,

Towa: Central Book Concern), Heavenly Carols (Dayton, Ohio: W. J. Shuey), and Good

Will (Chicago: Fleming H, Revell); and are
edited respectively by R: G. Staples; Isaiah

Baltzell and. E. 8. Lorenz,
Towne and J. M. Stillman.

and T. Martin
wilt
va

Oliver Ditson & Co.'s (Boston) recent publi~
cations include two songs, “ I'll Meet You,
My Love,” and * My Sallor Love;” a ballad,

car. After thdy had taken their ‘Seats | ned with mirrors on all sides. - Finding
Charlie paid the fare rather proudly. A himself reflected in every direction, he
“ Two Little Lives;” a galop, ‘‘ Johnny Mor‘these little girls.” Goliah shut his di- moment later he looked somewhat; troub- said that he ¢¢ supposed he was at a meet- its rhetoric and its logic .that we fear Chris. gan ;” a humoresque for the. piano, -**-Norwe:
:
:
ing of the clergy, and there seemed to be tianity will gain little from its new. champion. | gan Bridal Party,” and a waltz designed ‘es. And she lookedso different, one would minutive fist tightly about the stem of the led.
{
The book is admirably printed by the enter- pecially for editors: >= © ©
almos
she was mot the same per- flower, and if he did" dot appreciate the
« Will,” he ‘whispered, « who'll ‘pay a very respectable attendance.”
‘ Sounds of Normandy.” Potpourri. For
prising publishers.
(Price $1.00),
son. In the morning she would give her joke he did the gift.
our way home?”
The man capable of defrauding a |
piano. Cincinnati:¥. Wi Helmick, *
y
hair a loose twist, and smooth
it & littlein’ “Now, Nan Good-for-Nothing, ‘as you Ld
n- i}widow would be guiltyof chasing a mos. “To-night You’ve beén Drinking Again.”
The April Wide Awake has a ‘Natural Hiss Temperance song and chorus. St. Joseph,
front, and she did not lovk pretty at all; | saw me first, I'll give you the second | easy.”
quito for its fat, says a Western editor.
tory supplement of sixteen illustrated ‘pages, Mo. : M. 8, Hnyett.,
let your strength out and rob

some

of

Oh 1 a 1 od, Bn bol

a

A

THE
liance secured him the patronage

Fiterarp Miscellany.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Brisk tglkers are slow thinkers.
The world is nevér patural until it is good.

Love which is susceptible of withdrawal is

ns
not love.
It requires greater virtue to sustain good
. fortune than bad.
alone
But that which issues from the heart
own,
your own,
Will bend the hear ts of others to your

of the

MORNING STAR, APRIL

him from the king'streasury, and he was
several times employed on foreign em-

It cousists of that beverage, of wine and

bassies.

and

visited Italy.

European learning.

chief

This they call taking

and when inviting a friend to this midday meal, it is always to ** take coffee.”

1

He beheld the won-

the weary

at rest,

oot passengers use the bridges, which is
the reason they are of such an elegant and

preter

After

them,

oread

dish of hot or cold

this ney

take tea

uire10 be

or

before going to

bed many sit down to. a heavy supper.

—

EL]

ER

7

MS

SHA

of great

strength,

fancy ul construction.

for

only

Freewill Baptist _ Publications. |

are

N. Brooks,

coffee ; and the last thing

mer hour.

seat of

Muy all meet, her at last where

meat. | Five o'clock is the general din-

who

butter, and a

a

3, 187s,

on piers so narrow and airy
that the
MRS. BETSEY WIGGINS, of
Baldwin,
bridge looks asf suspended in the air. Me, died Feb, 14, aged 75 yearsNorth
and 8 months,
From the amazing facilities afforded by Her husband, John Wiggins, ‘died in 1855.
W. was a worthy member of the Baldthe numerous canals for transportation of Sister
of the Free
ist church at
goods by water, these ‘bridges'do not re- 8win branch
Falls, and a Christian
whose light shone

beer for those

he

He resided for a time at

Padua, then famousas the

4

from one side of the canal to the. ofher,
coffee; marble flags of great length being laid

luncheon,

of these occasions

ROSH AMG R58

meal as in Britain, About twelve o'clock,

queen and ner royal sons.
An annual
salary of five: thousand dollars was, paid

On one

dt

The Morning Star.
;
is a large
‘paper
of’
fifty-third volume. It is
of
Sighs pip
fis. ole Jublication
and
ul

‘communications,

,
4
Western Department, should a jatave
| oo vile
Doe
¥
:

ver, N. H,

brightly and steadily for the Saviour till the
very last. Her work of life all done, she was
reads to go and receive from the Master'
s
fan

i

her reward of eternal life, Her last
ays on earth seemed but to suggest the sweet
thought of * going home,” .
Com.

These bridges are

"

ORE

Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:

{

:

Such is the kind of life they lend—sim- built with a number of arches, the central
© old and one new subs
OL
wiki
ubs
B1X
Or more, a
ue new FH
wealth and commercial prosperity. (His plein their ways and ideas—infinitely arch being about forty feet wide, and
DEA. SAMUEL ANDREWS, JR., died in,
pleasant and refreshing after the ‘wealth high enough for vessels to pass without
roll aid by the publisher. '
oi
eyes gazedon the beauties of ** Florence and
ceremony and display of other coun- striking their masts. The great eleva- Waterboro’, Me., Feb. 21. He was born
The Little Star :
Ir
Caio
ik
that
town,
May
7,
1797,
converte
the
fair,”
and
witnessed
the
gayeties
of
d
when
a
tries. It has its charming side.
You tion of these bridges renders steps neces- 18 years of age, was baptized
i
specting literary men‘during their
by Rev. He
weeks, papas paper,
d
os so after their death.— the . brilliant. court of the Visconti at will find amongst
them refinement of sary. They resemble in this respect the Hobbs,
Ms
and united with the F. B. chure
Both
aize
VOUGIT ren on wes mys sgt Tome, pl C
TAR papers
feeling, and cultivated minds, and a due old bridges of Venice, on which you as- which he (Hobbs) was pastor, where
is for tirean ofolderfe’
Milan.
A
class
of readers
he
Gharacter
tions; the
few.
but.
mained & ‘worthy
member until ihe ehure
He returned to England, a man past appreciation of all things necessary to cend by steps on one side and descend on ceased
le copy, each,
is not CA vindis
to: be,
ry ng
then joined the Baptist
«
35
the
higher
life.
A
Dutch
lady
will
wash
the
other
in
the
same
way.
Chain
bridges
cating.—F, W, Robertson.
church, which was situated very near hi
the middle age, noted as a savant, pol- up her best china tea-things, ‘rather than
ten or more to one ad:
dress,
each,
.
.
bis
were
not
made
in
this’
country
for
'more
where he remained a Christian worker unti
:
Phyment always tn advance, and n
ished in all the ways of court and palace, trust them to the tender mercies of her than eighteen centuries after they ‘were death,
“ Experience joined with common sense,
ton
always ready
with good words apd allowed on money sent,
.
To mortals is a Providence.”
i
er
and the greatest’ poet in’ all the world, servants, in the presence of her guests, known in China.dmerican Artisan.
works, ‘Whatever
his
hands
found to do
Sample copies sent free,
he
:
-(Freen.
Fie
did with his might. His first wife and beloved
save Petrarch alone whom he had met at and put them away, and be as much a
"
wapr—
’
;
daughter had
ders of Genoa,

Often the grand méanings of facts, as well

the

as written words, may be chiefly in the impressions of those who look on them ,—~George
Jliot,
PEI

The evil which we.do does.

‘Carrara princes.
great man,

have so much pleasure in discovering the faults
of others.
To know
one-person
whe is*positively to be-

do.Inore on 8 alate moral nature

sy

wanting

g

know

or ill drest.

pay tm

ship God

Wickliffe,

was

according

too

seasitive

their

This created quite

an

opposition

pas uni

in a life of joy,

hath been, till breezy sorrow comes

To ruffle it; and daily

duties,

paid

Hardly at first, at length will bring repose
To the sad mind that studies to
perform
them,
— Talfourd.
Earnestness and sincerity must not
e¥idence Nv one’s opinions ey right,

allierror
«heen
nor must a0 fatoferant

pro;

=

pass for
sinee

men ;
spirit And a lawless Jife

bé quoted as
ed that one’s opinions are
wrong, since all truth may be held in une
righteousness.
* I have written well,” says

an English author; * but, ah! I have not lived
well.”— Christian Register.
OS
* Oe
hore

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Chaucer
BY FRED

and

His Tim

MYRON

es.

glance

columns

will

week,

man

of the

world,

a courtier, a traveler,

and a diplomat, as-he was a poet. Up to
the age of sixty, his best work literary was

the translation of poems from the French
and Italian. He now retired from public
life,and in the seclusion of his home devoted himself to the composition of that work
to which he owes his greatest fame: There
was a new king on the English throne,
Henry, the son of his old friend Lancas-

over

its

a pitcher of wine from the cellar of the
king. .
t
i
Surrounded by peace and plenty, the
genius of the poet soared aloft to new

be fright- flights of fancy.

formidable word, and it is almost boundless in its comprehensiveness at thé present day, but there was a time when all this
vast arcana of learning, wisdom, and genius, was in itsinfancy, Everything must
have a beginning and English literature
had one like the rest.
we,
fF
Letus go back to the old days and

look ab Some of the ‘grest names which

reared up this mighty tuperstrueture,—the
fathers of English literature. . Perhaps by
reviewing these brief sketches of theif
lives some may be inspired with a desire
to know more about them and thus—be|
brought to read more elaborate. works.
Geoffrey Chaucer is the first great

literature.
part

As one token of

respect,he was presented every day with

ened at our title. English literature is a

name in English

help the growing power of Protestantism.
:
:
Chaucer, as we have thus far followed
his career, seems to have been as much a

greatest con ideration.

COLBY.

of the Star whose eyes

far back in the latter

time-honored Lancas-

ter, and by him he was treated with the

;
dN;
I hope that none of the younger readers
every

of Gaunt

his genius while he lived did much to

faults; when we have lost them we only see
their virtues.—Guesses at Truth.
There are a thousand joyous things in life,

He lived
of

the

TheCanterbury.
Tales,
although unfinished, embodied his best
creations. ‘The story of the poem, that of

a pilgrimage from London to Canterbury,
afforded him scope for indulgingin all his
quaint humors, his Iove of nature and his
wide experiences of life,
Scholar as he

was and a man of books, his poetry partakes more of the character of the life of
the world than that pf the cloister.
The
flavor of wild woods is in it.
Every
phase of English life is found represented ‘in its pages.
wi
The Canterbury Tales ‘were intended
by their great auther to convey te posterity a-correct
idea of the ven and manners
of bis age. * A company of pilgrims, while
journeying to the shrine of the famous
Saint Thomas

a.

Becket

at

Canterbury,

four-

happen (0 Jodge at the Tabarde Inn at
‘teenth century. It wasa rude and war- Southwark. All classes and professions
like age when the’ % Morning Star of are represented in the company, from the
English poetry,” as, Dryden calls him, ‘¢ verray perfight gentil knight, to the
came.upon the | world's stage.
Edward sergeant of law that ever seemed busthe Third then réigned,
and ‘the victories. ier than he was,” and the miller and the
of Cressy and Poitiers made baron and® school-boy. In order to relieve the fatigue
knight more powerful and tyrannical than of their journey, and enliven the passing
ever. There was little comfort for the hours, they agree to each relate a story,
poor man then.
The mud liovel' and The dramatic unity of the different narrathatched-roofed cottage

of

the

peasant

and. the'serf stood indeed beside
the lord:
ly castle of the noble but there was no
fellowship between their inmates.
The
Jbobles lived in splendor, wore velvet and
cloth of gold,or more frequently, perhaps,
rich armor,

‘The

and

rode

prancing

peasants lived on

steeds.

coarse; seanty

food, and their rough garments” were sel-

tives, the variety,the largeness of the life
they illustrate, the breadth of the farce,
and the delicacy of the sentiment, render

the poem most delightful reading, though
no doubt the young reader at first might
deem it prolix and perhaps blunder over
the ancient orthography, for Chaucer
spells *“ orful,” as Billings says, and one

needs a glossary to understand him.
dom changed by night or day.
A poor
Chaucer did not live to complete the
plowman and his family are touchingly
tale, but the story-tellers are talking yet,
described by our poet. Rags cover the and
from that ancient hostlery by the
man
his

and his wife from head
cattle are so starved

to foot, and
that ‘‘ men

mighten reckon each rib.”
As for books in that early time,

+ the wealthy and powerful

had

even

but few,

and these were mostly manuscripts ‘writ:
ten on parchment.
Heavy sums were

paid for reading matter.

Only a few

years before Chaucer lived a Countess
of Anjou; in France, paid .for a single

«copy of a small religious book, two hun«dred sheep, a hundred bushelsof wheat,
and the same quantity of
rye: or millet.
Most of'thé learning was confihed fo the
monasteries or religious houses, and there
was but little life and spirit even there,

Such was the ‘time

i

roadside their voices still echo to tell us
how Englishmen thought, spoke, dressed

and acted in that far away time, while
the poet has himself been silent these
four
hundred and seventy. years and
more.
He died in the year 1401 at the
age of sixty-two, and his body has turned
to dust under the roof of the great Abbey
where so many of England's famous ones
lie sleeping. His poem, after remaining
in manuscript for seventy years, was then
published by William Caxton, the first

printer ever in England.

He was tieither 'w great 'oble wor a humble serf. Tf he hy

i he had been n bornborn the_ first,

and oppression incident:to: the class

would have kept him forever lowly. He
belonged to a middle ‘rank, which
was
then first beginningto rise to importan
ce
in the cities by neans of trade.
Little
. gratiated himself’

into

He seems,
to have in-

the {friendship of

persons of distinction, and was for: « time

a page in the royal palace.

in

a somewhat

different

way,

»

erhaps. But it gives to their surroundngs that real ‘atmosphere of' home and

Dutch

Home. Life.

. One of the great charms of Duteh life,
its chief characteristic,is its simplicity. A
Dutchman will not materially alter his
of:
mode of living with the increase.
wealth, The loTe of displa ,of spending
much, perhaps from’ the love of the money,
a wish to save and accumulate, as that he
finds his happiness ‘ in quiet unostenta-

tion. An affection for everything: that is
simple and gives no trouble is inherent
a partof his nature, When an Englishman would launch out in display,

and all

the luxury that wealth can procure, a
Dutchman ' will ‘¢ontinue in the same
quiet, respectable, undemonstrative manner'to which he has' always been acous-

He algo. tomed.

The

ago.

first appeared as

years

about 1847."

working

about

thirty ‘years after the

ment.

of the

invention,

His dependents will not increase’

served, as is’ verified by public dacu- in number, or his table groan ‘under the
of dainties
t . © He dispenses often
ments, in the campaign of 1359, Which’ is ‘weigh
a carriage simply ‘because he has
the only instance of his participation in ‘with,
heretofore done without it, and can do so
the military entérprideof hig time,
‘ °|'still. Thereis no attempt!to outvie his
A little later he married one of thewnids neighbor in magnificence. These ‘ambid
of honor to the queen’ Philippa, whose sis- hous Arg
down univers
Smongally
stihem.
are ant
almost
., Ther
the: same./|
ler afterwards becangé the wife: of Duke hours
Breakfastat eight ‘or half-past.” Coffee
-Jobn of Laneaster.
This fortunate al- and bread and’ atter—nol ‘a substantial

three
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up-
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ears as selectman in Hiram, alsa as captain
n the militia, Late in life a fall from a building occasioned the amputation of a leg, and a
circular saw severed his right hand except the
thumb and forefinger; still, with a fortitude
and Sojuagiiniy that nothing could for a moment disturb, he walked with
a limb of his
own manufacture, erect and buoyant as a
{ouih, and with untiring industry pursued
is occupation as a jeiner, making for bimself,
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a few months before his decease, the coffin in
which he was buried. His eldest son, aged

Mr. Plummer says that, *‘ taking all the
various'industries in which the machine
is used, the wages of the machinists may
be estimated as being from 50 to 100 per
cent. higher than the wages received by
hand-workers before the machines ap-

19, 1878.
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President,
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Principal for a Catalogue.

ant of God was ever welcome to his home.
Possessing unusual ability, he served eight

or, say, $6.50 per annum,in wages alone;
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whole country, of about $50,000,000. Iu |
1875, the aggregate saving had risen to
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employing about 100,000
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France, Germany, and Belgium the production of machines is very large, and in
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whole of Europe. «In 1862, it was estimated that in the United States each ma-
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over B) years, remarks that he never saw him
impatient. but once. During all his misfortunes, he was never heard to murmur or coms
plain, and in his last hours, like the beloved
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WHAT IS APASHA?
At the head of the Turkish state

is the

gins March 25, 1878.

peace.”

:

E. C,

key

and

other

Mahommedan

States?

N.B: TURNER,

The word is derived from * Pa,”

fort,

or

support, and “ sha,” ruler, and therefore
signifies the support of a ruler. The badge

of a Pasha is a horse's

tail

waving

from

the end of a staff crowned with a gilt ball;
but if you ever happen to come

across

a

Pasha of three tails, you may conclude he
is a very exalted personage—in fact the
Pasha of three tails is the Grand Vizier
himself
!—¢ Little Folks.”

his death, he was taken worse, he knew
time was short; and he was ready ito go.
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Northwood Ridge, N."H., Nov. 1, 1877.

one

© H.PJ/LAMPREY.

recei

Seng your

ELIHU

ORTHWQOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B,, Principal, with a complete board of assistants. For further particulars
address the Principal, or E. TASKER,

till within the last few

farnish

Printing Establishment
‘
is a briet historica) statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distrib ation,
p
The above named books are sold by thé dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

a circu-

ar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

|.

can

Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de-.
sirable church covenant.
;

WORK

Me!,

HE

rates.

in the family, church and communis
© lurge number who visited him durin
his last, somewhat prolonged illness will fiot.
forget his calm, joyful resignat
to Gad’s
will when death seemed near,
ith uncloud-,
| ed mind and trusting heart he saidin the last
In t!
own localities, Suvassing for the Fire=
hourof ‘his life, ** There is great peace: to the
Visitor, (enlarged) Weekly and a onthly,
humble
Christian.” So, fitti ly, at his funers | side
|
it Paper in the Werld, with Mammoth
ul services attettion was called to the words of LY) mos Free.
B
Commissions to Agent
the Psalmist, ‘¢ Mark the perfect
R
mun’ and be Tvrms vd Okt Fk: Address FTIR

against snake bites, but all this dogs’ not!
©
Li

es.

t ye

used as a salve, and the teeth as talismans:

Orleans Pic.

reasonable

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students Hugortant and peculiar advanta-

his
He

upon the track of the Panama Railway,
lately, while it was going at the rate of
ten miles an’ hour, and kept ahead of it
until a ‘convenient swimp was reached. hold the upright, for the” end. of Jha maa is
Some plan by which these animals ‘could peace.”
devoted ike and daughter watched
be got rid of would be eagerly welcomed faithfully By bis bedside till ‘the "1ast ' moment
by. the people. of Panama and vicinity. of Jife, Several ministers aided the pastor in
public services at the church where his
The hide makes.poor leather, the lard, is, the
voice had so often been heard.

consume the present stock, much less render profitable any increase of jt.— New-

at

Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

of his deep interest for the appressed, . For
forty yeurs he faithfully followed
Christ, | Jotple sh

years, and we

cts. per doaen ; 50 ets. per hundred.
Denominational
which contains a. historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
ily ana institutions,
Hr
:

English and Classical: For further information

who had known’ Bim intimately spoke of his
hearty support of the temperance reform, and
ting

were not stereotyped

Grande, Gal-

;

address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

in Northwood,
His

new

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-hoarding and board in private
families

aderned

“At his funeral,

of Trustees, Rio

lia Co., Ohio.

G. H. BUTTON.

died

This

Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
er week. For further information apply to Rev-

disposed of his wordy effects, and was ready
for iis departure, “About four years ago he
‘and’

term will begin Jan. 29, 1878.

: Z. HANTING, Prés,

About two weeks before

made his peace with: God,

in his movements. One got before the train

Winter

Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the borough manner in which instruction is imarted. ‘The courses of study are the Normal,
ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and Seientifie:

son of G. W. and Rhoda

are past finding out.

-0-0-0-b
"roe

down to drink, seizing them and dragging
them to some quiet nook in the swamp,
where he laxuriates upon them at Iéisure.
Instead of being a sluggish animal, as is
commonly supposed, the alligator isiquidk

terms of ten. weeks each.

Turney, died at Gilbert’s Mills, N. Y., March
10, aged 34 years and 6 months.
He had been
out of health for twelve years, several times he
Was not'expected to live but a very short time,
but he would again rally and be somewhat
comfortable. ' And all these long twelve years,
he was struggling with ' disease, patient and
most of the time hopeful, and. to have the
young life, so promising,
so intelligent and so
esteemed by all who
knew ‘him, cut short
seemed
a
mystery, but the ways of the Lord

but afterwards extended to the Grand
Vizier and other civil and military officers.

The Biographies
3
Gd
;
i
i
DAVID MAR%S,
WILLIAM BURR and Daniel,
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
.
Marks,
- _$1.00,
post, 10 cents,
Burr,
ver.
75
2
Jackson,
S00”
05
Lectures
*
!
ON ‘THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; dn excels
lent book for all who would {‘seareh the Seriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible ‘study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
cts.
Raa
Tracts
:

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gall
Co., Ohio. The college year ¢onsists of fo

MRS. HANNAH HEATH died ut Albany, Vt.
from all political and state affairs, until
suddenly, perhaps at a day’s notice, he Jan. 15, aged 60 yeurs, Sister H. experienced
a
liope
in Christ at the age of fourteen years,
finds himself called fo the office, with deswas baptized
Rev, A. Moulton and united
potic power at his command to use as. he with the Hatleyby (P.
Q.) church, of which she
pleases. 'But if he is ighofant of state remained a worthy member
until the death of
matters to begin with, his’ Grand Vizier’ her husband, James Walker, after which she
married
Bea,
Benj. Heath, of Barton,
will be able to give him all the informaand
moved to Albany, Wd unitéd with the
tion he requires. The Grand Vizier has soon
for
earnestly’
labored
She
church.
F.B.
ndeed the entire responsibility of the state: prosperity of the church, was earnest thein
on his shoulders, and is assisted by six prayer, and added much to the interest of the
Viziers of the Cupola, as they are called, social meetings. Thelast FY avel mnetifs she
to distinguish them from the various other attended, where she poured out her burdened
ViziersinTurkey. The word vizier signifies soul to God in prayer for the church, will not
Her confidence in God was
soon be forgotten.
‘he who bears or: supports a burden,” unshaken. | She had her reason to the last,and
and was first confined to the Sultan's passed away in triumph, She leaves an aged
prime minister, but at the present time is companion, two sons, and many other relaapplied to numerous high officials in Tur- tives and friends to mourn. May our lo-s be
H, STiLES.
ier elernal gain.

Closely resembling Vizier, is Pasha, a
title formerly given to princes of blood,

This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the Stute. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
ia
!
J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

several grandebildren to mourn ‘their loss.
‘¢ Mark the upright, for the end of that
man is

Sultan, or supreme ruler, who, before he
comesto the sovereignty,is kept secluded

»

ig

with

Always ¢heerful, always patient,never given to
boasting or self-laudation, his life for more than

are

five

tage

ILLSDALE

$2.25 a sind

that is,

establish-

there

He leaves

Educational,

one of the deacons and trustees during his life.

support in England

Atthe present time,

with

AS; 8. POTTER.

and

Thimonnier,

artisan,

‘widow

be

four gaughters, survives his. He was a solier in the war of 1812, and. in 1824 became a.
soldier of ‘the Cross, and joined the F. B
church, aud remained a worthy member; also

enjoy any part of the fruits of his. genius.
was an American

Christian

For thé 6xcess over

Lucinda Burbank, who,

many great inventors, he did not live to

found his first real

should

born in Rochester, N, H., Dec. 14, 1792, came
to Hiram in 1817, and in 1821 married Miss

the idea, was a Frenchman, and, like too
followed

Obituaries

CAPT. JAMES EVANS ‘died in Hiram, :Me.,
Jans 20, aged 85 yours and
1 month. He was

'Thimonnier, the real originator of

Elias Howe, who

NOTICE:

BRIEF and fof the public.

They are

a practical invention about thirty

.

ONE HUNDRED:WORDS, and fon those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that cAsH should accompany the copy
af the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

Sewing-Machine.

The sewing-machine

preceded him.

voted

May God in merey sanctify this bereavement,
and lead these ehildren to “seek without delay

to follow the footsteps of a pious father.

homeliness—that sense of the good housewife looking after her ' household--that is
80 delightful an experience to live with,

They live a simple, tiue life.

@bituaries

PARTICULAR

Bay, and lives upon the cattle, horses,
dogs, deer and other animals which come

. his genius ve ba den on 1h in
war and statesmanship. © If the
latter, the money, is not.one of his failings. Not so
toil

is known of his early life.
however, when quite young,

woman,

The lively alligator is disturbing the
inhabitants: of Panama. He is found in
all the streams that empty into Panama

OTHER THINGS,

‘Which’ our’ first

great poet lived.
Chaucer was fortunate in his birth.

asrefined and courteous,as

to the dictates of what they seem.

ter.” Chaucer naturally joined the side
of his potent patron and kinsman, and

of friends.
to

i

a fastidious and highly-polished English-

each one's conscience,
and thought that

John

Howard.

the true value

‘While they live we are

Which

John

his friends; there’s not a but many of the nobles: supported him.
At the headof them all, was the great

uest
bh find something

As thine

named

against him among the Catholic-bishops,

He that writes, |

Or makes u feast, move certainly invites

than

pier

Chaucer found his na-

preaching against the Pope. He wanted
that men should have the liberty to wor-

was.

George Mac Donald.

We never

enterprising

the Bible ought to be read; more than it

yes, for his spiritual nature—than all the
sermons he has ever heard or ever can hear.—

- But

of the

upon

as our good qualities.
If we had no faults oursdives; we’ should not

His judges

court

tive country ak this time involved in a reba ed , ligious strife. A very good and a very

net draw,

18 80 many perdecutions. and by) ates

trusted will

Paduan

then in all ‘the pride of

J.& R. LAMB. 59 Oarmine St..N. Y.

| Pulpjts,Communion Tables, Chairsete,

for church

use—constantly

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.
50) or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 100, Dowd & Co.,
Bristol, Ct.

,

Strdet;

De reet.

in

gtock dt reasonable prices.
Silk 8, 8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.
:
Hlustrated catalogues of Furniture,
lu cts. po spaid. Tlinstrated Catalogues of Ban.
uers and Decoration, 10 ots. post-pal 1,
1y42

:

and foot of

nty-second

Ticket Office Tol Handowph St., near Clark,
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Inthe Senate,Senator Howe call-

ed up his resolution calling for

regardto the
New

record

‘Orleans,

of

under

information

Judge

in

Whitaker

whom

of

Anderson

ing out of the reserve.

was

deficiency
In the Housejattemipts were made to
\ bring
vote the bill to place the coin
of gold

J

the troop ships ofthe

perfect the bi-metallic standa

failed. .
. TuEsDaY.

There are eight newspapers in England
There are said

the bankruptey law was reported back without

recommendation. Mr. Blaine moved that the
correspondence relating to the fishery award
be referred to the committee on foreign relations, which was done after Mr. Blaine had
made another speech in support of his position
with respect to the award. Mr. Merrimon
*. made a speech in support of the bill of the judiciary committee relating to the Pacific Railroad indebtedness. In the House, the DeanField contested election case was taken up,
but no action was reached, The legislative,

violence,

cantion.

speech in opposition to the judiciary committee’s bill. The diplomatic'and eonsular approfor the

introduction of contagious

diseases into the United States was introduced,

somewhat
Field

amended

and ‘passed.

contested election

case

General Butler made a s

Dean. ' A vote

hin

The

came

Dean-

up,

and

favor of Mr.

taken on the minority re-

port, favoring
Field, resulted in a tie by the
nay vote of S
er
1, thus defeating it.
No vote was reached on the majority report.
THURSDAY. In the Senate, Mr. Bailey con.
cluded his speech on the Pacific Railroad fanding bill. A billto authorize, the construction
of a narrow-gauge railroad from Bismarck to
the Black Hills was introduced. One of the
proposed corporators is the Hon. J. G. Abbott,
of Massachusetts.

Monday.

the

contest

:
Senate

not

in

for the

session.

In the

ed war claims was passed.
A bill to eompensate the Indiana County Agricultural Society
for the use «of its. fuir gr
s for military pur-

poses during

ed to Montes

the war was ‘defeated.

tionally tinker our

money

House on Monddy. *
cate. that we have
swamp. Meanwhile
of the silver bill that

laws

failed

in the

This would seem to inditouched bottom in that
the immediate
bad effects
were so confidently fore-

told do mot 8ppear, and the

friends

of

the
bill
are jubilant. So gre we all, and shall continue

to be so until the
on
er begins, so much the better.

8.

If that ney-

The Administration Assatled.
Senator Howe, of Wisconsin, made a speech
in the U. 8. Senate, Monday of last week, bitterly assailing the President, accusing him .of

betraying the principles [of the Republican party and of working to undo the essential results
0

ne

Vs

0

notably ly Seecref tary Schurz, were

severely

han.

dled, and his appointments of Detvonens and
Southernersto federal offices’ were condemn-

ed. ‘The speech was carefull
prepared, but
thus far there has been no notice taken of it in
the Senate,no Republican or Southerner
or

dated

March 24, and signed

‘Santiago

de

Cuba,

.al monumentto

the people.
Orders have

given

to their hs

escaped

not to be proceeded against,
hird; all cases
now pending before the tribunals of the island

mouth of the

by

name

to any
one

common

ten;

and

any

quick

one

horse

as

ican seamen, for the purpose of destroying the

i

cod

the appointment of the following
government
directors of the Union Pacific railroad: Charles
F. Adams, Jr., of Mass.; Ralph P. Buckland,
of Ohio, G. W. Smythe, of Iowa, Daniel Chadwick, of Conn., and C. C. Honsel, of Neb,
News.
San

own but other

interests,”

European

a Vienna

Andrassy

is

whole

raising

them

but here the animal plants

side of the

the

balanced

latter swings
the

barrel

board.

over

with

the

Then

the - horse
rear

side

the steep

French

0 hold their

cordi

German

the

that

laboring

to

The

Servian force

is

general Southern policy

for

and its prompt

seem to

the return of
re-trial in case

vious.——A/ committee of thie falllty jof :Michigan University will visit every year
any pub

lic high school, on request

ofits:

#ehie
1
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| Te skbredthat ed Boman. CHAAR

§

poodle.

The

aged

about

ny

:
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:
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large.

the

lids together.

be

signs of inflammation

then

by

off,

solution of sugar

wash.

suck them.

call in a doc-

You can

not af-

‘Dilute

strengthens

at a velocity of

4,708 feet per second.
Springs are weakened: by use, but recover their strength if laid by.
The best quality ‘of charcoal is made

hooks at . their

from oak, maple, beeck and chestnut.
these 1ift it wp and insertit on’ the hooks, | | A hemp rope two inchesin circumferThe trainer meanwhile slips a noose ence will bear 800 pounds weights with
safety,
:

over the small thief’s head, and another

In sandy

ropein his month.

the

greatest

force
of a

pile-driver will not drive a pile over fifteen

feet.

Hard solder

:

is two

parts cop er and
or equal parts of copper.

one part zinc,
and zinc,
New
wood-work requires about: one
pound of white paint: to the square yard

The hangman then

lifts the struggling
keeps him up fora

selves uprighton the seats,

soil,

for three coats,

Ji

In point of strength, cast-iron being

one, wrought iron
zine, .865; tin, .

To.know what

and another

is

lea

1.12;

brass,

485;

.

is: becoming

to herself,

with the exit of the latter this melodrama,

which is played through without a word’

from the trainer or any other help than: of information, exquisite taste and never
falling accuracy of. patterns, give it prethe affixing of the noose, terminates,
| eminence over

all competitors. Send to
W. R. Andrews, Cincinnati, ten cents for

ishments of the
| ing years radny of like benevolenc
mil fol
e | Mountai
| The 'naccompl
goats—large white animals with
| low her example.

specimen copy.
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No. 49 Sears Building,
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Vegetine

Boston. Mass.
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No. 19 Russell Street.

ms A

Vegetine| Valuable Remedy.
Vegetine

|

sour Boston, Feb. 7, 1870,

MR. STEVENS.

Vegetine

Beil

Dear Sir,~l have taken several
bottles of your Vegetine, and am
convinced it is a valuable remedy for
Dyspe
Ki
Complaint, and

1 can heartily recommend it to all
Vegetine | suffering
from the above complaints.
Yours res

Vegetine

EL RE

PU

for

and

Early

Now supply your Sunday School with

HEAVENWARD.
The latest and best collection of Sunday School

Songs by JAMES R. MURRAY, P. P. BLISS, and other
famous writers ; and the
en ly new book containing
the best songs of the laménted BLISS. No other
book equals it in popularity. Sold by mest Book- |
sellers. Samp lod, i aper covers,
mailed for 25
cents. Price in
boards,
35 cts.
per 100.
New Gospel Hymns and Sacred Songs,

Seedlings

are

5c higher.
Sales of Maine Ceutral
Rose have been
made at 60 @ 65¢ per bu, and good stock will read-

the outside price.

THE

quick at 55¢, and some are held higherProlifics
are selling readily at 55¢ pet bu. Jackson Whites
and dull at 35 @ 40c per

bu,

For the week ending Mch. 29, 1878.
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FLOUR AND MEAL.
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4 001 §@ 54 5098
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worth of music.
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York,
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SHAPE, and , '
08GOOD'S REBELLION.
16mo. Illustrated. ' $1.00,
Two English gtoriés of rare interest'to Boys.

@

Mackr'l,b'y 9 00 @18 00

cen

yOincinnati,OQ;

500 @ 6 6
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;
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j
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: 1 3. 1% | $1.50

Putty, in bulk 99. .
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others.
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N
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19

many

MUSICAL WORLD containing

8% @.
Ly
10% @. 11%
[Am: ure drybiig. 6%

. 18

with

THE GALAXY.—New book for Conventions,
Singing Sohoole, ete, by J. WM. SUFRERN.
ce
$1.

PAINTS.

y
| Engpanon
Aor.

COFFEE
Mocha,
¥ b 25% @.. 26
Java...
¥.. 20 8.. 24
Maracaibo..

16 ¢

Price

od

|Neatsfoot¥gal.
w90a@l11

@ 6 00 | Do.do.inoil Jie.

cargo... 425° g 500

CROSS,”

these, there is a nr ger number of living,
hearj-inspiring, o
1 pleces of music
and words than we
have seen in any book
of this
+ Price.in boards, words and music, 85 cts.
r hundred,
{
8 only,
6 cts, $5.00
per hundred.
CHAPEL ANTHEMS is the latest and best
book for Choirs, ete., by Dr. J. B. HERBERT.

. BosToN WHOLESALE PRICES.

Adamantine 14
Parafiine... 19

OF FAITH.

A leading religious journal thug: speaks of this
new book:
“This new colleCtion is the same size as the No.
1and No. 2, prepared by Messrs. Sankey and Bliss.
It has in all over 240 choice pieces, Among these
are mavy of the most popular and soul-stirrin
compositions of our day, such as “ HOLD THE
,) “THE NINETY AND NINE,” « WHAT
A FRIEND WE HAVE IN JESUS” “WHAT
SHALL THE HARVEST BE,” “RESTING AT

Rose
about

Boston, Ms.

Vegetine is sold id by all D Fungits. y

@

prices are

y

BY

H.R.Stevens,

POTATOES.

demand

88 Athens Street.

PREPARED

SONGS

sales at $1

Ily

MUNROE PARKER,

VEGETINE.

pS

The market continues dull, with
1 50 per bbl, as to quality.

Mrs.

uid

——;

demand

We quote:

LEE

:

Cankerous

f Best thing
hve ever used, and I
| have a > almost svetything. 1 can

...c.0eee esse 2830
§ 240

Choice Evaporated

18 @ 19c per pound.

Herri

or

Vegetine |] in needY of suchp & medicine. ‘ ©
Vegetine
MRS. ATA, Dimon,

We

The market is quiet, with small sales of choice
at $3 @ $10 per bbl. We quote:
$
Cholea, per Bbl......cee
+10 sieiniest $800 & 10 00
Common. .cvvverrinssniee sesnnrniscneesss
D00 § 60
GREEN APPLES.
There is not much Shange in Apples. Choice
Baldwins command $5, and Rassets 0 @ $450 per
bbl. Jobbing lots from store command 50c @ $1
per bbl more. We quote :
Choice,
per
bbl...... FEPPANELN seveesen 450 @500
Common to good. «cvs... Wesrsennnesness350@ 400
DRIED APPLES.
The demand for Dried Aphis has been v
light, and it is difficult to
lots at outside
res.

Scrofula

Humors or Rheumatic Affections, it
{ Suhrlor be excelied} amet as a bi in

Vegetine

Yellow

.

| _ Dear Sir,~This is to certify that I
| have used your Blood Preparation”
in my fami Joe. several ous and.

@10k

175
17
160
165
1566

Sts.

Vegetine Health : Strengtn,

sales mastly,

extreme
®
ellow
at $2 15
but lots could not be placed at over $2.
quote:
A
Pea, NorthernH P per busi. c..c...$170 @
Do Western H P..........
65 @
Do
common. .
150 @
Medium, choice...........
160 @
Do
common to good.
150 @
RidneyS:-

Wi

and

best medicines

everybody to take the VEGETINE, for
I can assure
them it is one of the best

Vegetine

wi

olloek.....125 @ 2 00

as well as styl
and © tasteful, is the
practical problem
at ‘‘ Andrews’ Bazar”
has solved for many ladies. Its wealth

think

.

picked

hand

price for best Northern

rele

cold

Coal furnishes sixty to seventy per cent.

ini water

y

BEANS.
There has been a dull and declining market
Beans, and prices are 5 @ 10¢
ba lower th
last week.
S
of Western on have Docs made
at $165 @ $1 75, but at the close $175 is an- ex-

are plentiful

of coke by weight. «

a medicine

Vegotine | et aii: SPL:
Vegetine
that ever was.
C
o
r
Ml
Vegetine
8 Cambridge, iMace.

APE

ily command

it.

Sound passes

1

Vegetine

CANNOT BE

There is an increased

glue

egetine

EXCELLED.

and Seedlings, for Jumting.

Powdered chalk added to common

praise; for I was

Vegetine

of

64.3

b its

troubled over whirky ears with that
dreadful
a
and had
| such bad cou hing-spells
that it
would seem as
though 1 never could
brea
and
VEGETINE

Vegetine

EE

-0-O

nitric acid will stain wood a yel-

vor of your
t and
medicine,
VEGETINE, for I do no think enough

Vegetine

from light to darkness, etc., must

ARE

Diuretic.

vaarrix,

.

Vegetine

taken

do not put

PROPERTIES

Reliable Evidence.

Vegetine

The market has beea quict and weak the
three days with salesat 13c for Eastern
Northern,
and 10 @ 11c per dozen for Western.
There is a
e Supply on the market and prices
are barely maintai ned. We quote:

internally, and as it resembles milk and
they

MEDICAL

atl2x @ 13¢c per pound for choice. For a few
fancy lots 18% c was obtained early
in the week,
but 13¢ is now an outside price for fots to tne trade,

Choice factory...
oun vivre Sees sraeies RX

of lead and water for a

careful

ITS

Vv

redness, or pain,

Itis a rank poison if

the Blood, Reno-

vates and Invigorates
the Whole System.

i

;

COMMOD ovens snsesn eaencenesrses
«10
Choice Western
eed
Common
40 8000... «seen snersseenansses yy

This mixture must be handled with

great care.

Purifies

Vegetine

shows any

a wash will be necessary.
The simplest
is made by dissolving a small piece of
common borax in a cupful of strong green
tea, and wash the
eye with it often.
Another is made by putting a few drops
of cream or very fine sweet oil into the
eye. But if the eye be very red, the
nearest druggist will make you a weak

2 00 @22

\ egeting

by

not

diz ce, 185 8 315
Island

350

The receipts for the week'have been 498 boxes
apalney 211 boxes for the same week last year.
xports for the week 922 boxes. Ther: has

to do’ is te
in tepid or

soaked

;

8

VEGITINEG

Vegetine
ge

to good lots haye been selling at 11 @ 12, and common is dull at 9'@ 10. Buyers operate very cautiously at the close. We quote:
NEW CHEESE.

lukewarm water, nothing else, using a soft
sponge, until the white matter is washed
away and the eye is clear. This will require

If the eye

equote:

25

8. 3%

Vegetine

and only small parcels can be placed at that. Fair

this matter must never be pulled or picked

any force.
The best thing
wash the eye very carefully

buyers.

a weak tendency in the market with

As to

eye opened

Turks

ge,

8)

¥bx3

Vegetine

the cure,it should be strictly observed that

from the eyelids; nor—the

Lemons

Vegetine

Creameri@s..
cso iisussscisainerssncersesnesdd @ 38
Fine Fall QAIry 100s...
cae ve vae. 2 eneeasress 27 @30
GoOd tO CHOICE +vvunnnerinninivsaans [eee
2 I.)
Common $0 (Air. coceessecrseesees Sensarrea 781

case of

low color,
.
A cubit foot of salt water weighs
pounds.
Ninty below zero is the greatest
ever produced.

two push the v:hicle from behind, and

at Wellesley,

the

in

THE WORKSHOP.

between the shafts, two more seat them-

y | and it is to be hoped that in the course of con.

children, gums

6-0
+o

few moments, and lowers him apparently
dead. A wagon is now brought in and
the hanged. dog placed in front. Im-

$10,-

frequently

be studiously avoided.
A little negligence
in these things may easily bring on inflammation of the optic nerve, or chronic
weakness, causing weeks of, confinement
in a dark room, and very probably permanent
injury to these
very delicate
organs.
He

upper. ‘extremities are ' secured. A third
dog picks up a cross bar in his mouth,

pulls the cord, and
victim into the air,
8 estimated at about
by insurance.

sometimes,

changes

ecutioner jumping over the bar with the

g

Fourth

and

eye as is indicated by these secretions and
inflammation, it should be carefnlly shaded
and rested.
Especially
bright
lights,
reading of all kinds, ex
sure to sudden

opens

e mercyof

of the throat from similar causes.
As the
eyeis quiet and closed during sleep at
night, this deposit
forms
in sufficient
quantity to be perceptible in the morning,

torand do what he says.

problem
the hard times,and the Children: (some 156,000) *
then is how to’ get the rope over the cross
sentto the bpblis pivots, ~~ Springleld, vi,
bar, but this is quickly settled by the exhas elected a
Mis Whitney as superintendent’

8

on

COLD IN THE EYES.
The white matter ‘appearing at times,
usually in the morning, on the eyes and
around the eyelids, is caused by a cold
settling in the “eyes, irritating them and

ford to run any risk at all with your eye.
During all such abnormal condition of the

the horse,
of failure,

performance

pulling

the tuft of white whiskers under his chin.
The female is covered with long, straight,
black
hair, especially. about the head.
She is the least ugly of the twoin face.
Scientific America n.

Should the eye grow worse,

grasps
the end of the rope and drags
schools of St. Louis areto be closed, owing to dog
the culprit: to the gallows. The

t shop

‘visitors, while placidly

their fingers to their eyes and

show that it takes actual pleas-

past, year., Phe hoo] en- | uprights. having
the ‘year preagainst 194,180 194;

andyIf. their réport. £6" the

Fire.

regarded

dren’s eyes, be

The troupe of trained dogs appear to
belong to no particular breed—a
fact
somewhat extraordinary, as trainers usually prefer
to teach the! intelligent
French

of Africa,

tastes sweet, it must be locked up where
it can not be mistaken.
If used on chil-

ure in its performances.

of the: President, concluded to refrain from
further active hostility toward the administration.——On Sunday, in Worcester, Mass., the
Flymouth Congregational church raised $16,
towards paying its debt, and the Grace
Methodist Episcopal chureh raised $5,400 for
a similar
purpose.
Also Mr.
Hepworth’s
church in
New York,
. raised $30,000 toward |

part

one of which has since died. The young
male had the look of an old man, acd the
resemblance
was ludicrously
enhanced
by the grave manner in which he sat and

patience,as it must

in watching

that the Republican extremist Senators at
their caucus. in
Washington on
Saturday,

| tory, the graduatés of ‘the sc

Destructive

captured in the northern

rubbed off.

a pad saddle. "It leaps over
banners
and through paper hoops,
and finally
springs upon a platform under which
the horse passes.
Then, as the horse
returns at a gallop around the ring, the
dog springs from the platform back up| on the saddle. Thg, eagerness of the dog

On

added, and di-

been

|Carolina.....0%la.. 5%
(Louisiana...... Bens
SALT—¥ hhd,

ent and

The receipts of Butter for the week have been
5,420 packages, including 1379 boxes and { ,041
inst 6,904
tubs y
for the correspounding week last year and 4,262 in 1876. Total
ts
since the first of January 115,628 packages against
97,243
packages for the same time last year, hxports for the week have been 934 pac
.
The market for Butter is in a very uncertain
condition, and prices can not be Jepicnded ‘upon
from one day to another. There is
a scarcity
of strictly choice grades and all thut have come
along#0 far sold at full rates, but the receipts of
new are steadily incressing every day and just as
800D as there is a prospect of a suiplus Jices
will drop perhaps 2 @ 3¢ per
pound. ga
of
op
pd Juve be EE ae x.
the week a
, and 1air
at 20 @
per pound,
but at the close there is a weaker feeling and best
Dew can not be quoted over 30c per
pound. Fine
Westen creamerivs have been
ily disposed
ofat30 @ 35¢
pound. After passing a few
choice oldg
s Which are now about out of
market, there is very little demand for old Butter
and ithas a very amcertain value. Sound 1 ots
may still be quoted at )8 @ 20¢, but
little here
or likely to come forw
could be sold at these
figures, and 12 @ 15¢.-is abou all that can be de.
ended Rpon, While low grades are altogether at

vides popular interest with the baby hippopotamus and the giraffes. The latest addition was a pair of young chimpanzees,

caddies,¥ B.10%
a. 11g

Alterative, Tonic, Solv-

BUTTER.

rattle-

75
00
50
8%

nm.
15 8.
ts
.. 5@.
7
Dates¥
Bb .. Wh
7
Pea Nuts. .1 n,
1 %

home consumption, which amounts to some 30.000
bbls per week, so that we must be reducing stocks
quite rapidly. There hasbeen a fair demand for
all leading and well known brands, and jobbers
who are carryicg only small stocks are
wrcha:- | ©
ing more freely to keep up assortments.
Tiere, is
io jmprovement to no
gin Srices but he Hithe)
8 firmer and
stronger,w
ers more in
Tent about selling loss full "prices are realized.
Incloded in the receipts Sf the week me
240 bbls
by the Grand Junction Railroad for os
bution
in neighboring markets. The sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have been $6 50
yer bbl, and the latter is the outside for
best Pa.
(8 With few exceptions. Winter wheats are
selling at $5 75 @ $7 per bb. for medium and choice
8t Louis ;
75 @ $6 75 for Iimois; and $550 @

constantly

@10
@12
@13
@..

Hams, smoker see. 1

Pra

to

the ont 8

6,000: bbls. for

it is still dificult to

snake has

recently

0

Doreeth

@12
@130p

@15 00

Almonds—

Soft shell... 31 @.. 2

get over $6 per bbl. Son
Flouc is quiet and
JEiced continue to range from
7
bl for medium and choice family. Bakers extras
are in steady demand with
sales at $23 @é
od
for Minnesota,
and $1 75.4 8525 per bbl for
Wis.
consin, G
joring extras are wanted and have
been in demand at $5 @ 525% per bbl for sxport
Western common extras have been selling
$4
8 $3; and Western suppers at $3 50 @ $4 per

A huge

by trained horses

in circuses which these

number

erre

PROVISIONS.

FRUIT,

6 25 per bble tor Ohio India and Michixan. For
© best brands of Michigan

attracts a curious crowd.

incline’ holding the barrel back. There
are several tricks commonly perfornied

exhibits considerable skill as a rider on

substantially corroboconcerning the quesIt is re-asserted that

while condemning the

involves

peace

despatch asserts

strenuously

which

0,

the British Provinces.

from the receipts leaves only

is rapidly accumulating

in a recent

Commission

Dts,

causing a mucous deposit not very unlike
the mucous
deposited on the membrane

while turn-

with her

Stefano

not only

compelled

. The exhibition
of the horses. is followed
by that of a troupe of ‘dogs, one of which

semi-official-

treaty as tending to clash

Perhaps the most remarkable

animals excute with remarkable readiness and accuracy.
One of them selects
a flag of a given color out of three different hues ; another unties a handkerchief
knotted around his hind leg, or around
that of another horse; a third jumps over
a gate, then turns
and pulls a string
which fires a pistol attached to its surcisgle; a fourth waltzes in excellent time to
music; and a fifth, a magnificent cream
colored animal, accomplishes an astonishing léap over a six foot gate and four
horses placed side by side against it.

commerce of Costa Rica.

a Commission of Examfnation and Control has rollment is'233,
een
inted,
and the number of works to

be forwarded has been fixed, This determination has been received
with great satisfaction
:

scribed

CO.,

GE Whic
5.401 bute
h
ch
,were.so. Lyonbid18

in what

nearest living link between
bird and
brute—which
eke out
their inverted
lives hanging fromthe ‘top
bars of their
prison.
The
monkey-faced hen we
de-

* teeter” gravely

of higshoofs, and walks down

be a Guatemalan war vessel manned by Amer-

is placed

&

FLOUR.
: The Josette pious or BE
et dues been
8,500 bbls of all kinas agains
fo
tor
the
corresponding week of Ai and L334 bbls in Toh
bave buen 12,623
8, of which
8,
8 were'0
Liver,
1,762

of the brute creation. A large cage now
contains a dozen or so flying. foxes—the

called

with a roll call, each dog answering to
its name by a sharp bark. One animal
sue
then dances, two dance on their hind legs
its debt. Dr. Krotel’s Lutheran church wiped and
seat themselves human fashion in
out $33,000 of their debt, and renewed efforts
began to wipe out $92,000 of Dr. Schenck’s
small chairs, and others jump the rope.
church debt in. Brooklyn.——The ‘trustees of
The most curious trick is one in which
Mr. Talmage's church all resigned Sunday beAt the word of the trainer
cause he
determined to retain as organist a all participate.
person whom they had dismissed.
one of the animals takes off its collar
dl
——
with its fore paws. As the collar falls upon
Art as a Pacificator.
Hducational.
bE
the
ground, a little dog runs forward,
It was reserved for art to break down ‘in
seizes
The Iowa Législature
it, and scampers away. , Another
has
appropriat
ed
some slight degree the bitter prejudices
which,
to the State University-~$10,000 for ree animal pursues him, regains ie ‘collar,
separate the Frenchand German people, atid) $80,000
pairs.—Nebraska has over. 100,000 school and puts it on. The trainer
then ask,
- to which, at bottom, was due the abstention of
“‘ Whatiought to'be done to a dog that
Germany - from - the “Paris—Exposition: The children, indicating .a..total popuilation-of at
least
Schools. of Tennessee
860,000,—
Emperor Sf Gemma ‘has
steals?’ No sooner are these words uttered
consented:to,
it have TT
fackeheal AY J cesce than
German artists exhib
their waka,
two dogs jump upon chairs, to ‘which
is; quite rapidly
the
for such crimes to be abandoned immediately.
Fourth, all persons banished or deported for

. The Aquarium

steps forward, and finally the

hight,

catches

the Marquis of Salisbury is to succeed Lord
Derby as foreign secretary.——1It is reported

if

unishment

at

8

So
the Attorney-

by

down until the horse

EGGS.
SATURDAY, March 80.

BROS

hs

St Louisext.6 00 @ 7 50 |Beef, Mess—
Soth’rn ext. 6 00 @ 825 | W’st.mess
1] 00
Rye Flour,,.4 00 @ 4 50
West, ext. 12 50
uckwh'tdog 25'@ 2 50
ext
00
Corn Meal..2 50 @ 2 60 Pork, prime 149 00
Oat Meal...5
00 @ 7 00 | Mess...
160
OllCake,
¥# to.. @.. ..
Clear..... M2 50
Land, thers
7%

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &e¢. Cellar No 38
Quincy Market, Boston.

over high fences.
One of the goats emulates the dog in leaping upon and from
a platform; but the solemn manner in
which this is done, and the pertinacity
with which’ the goat refuses to jump

a collection of really wonderful specimens

front hoofs

Gameral to preven} the steamer Pelican leaving
the port of San Francisco,as she is believed to

posed peace conference
rates previous reports
tions to be submitted.

tation of by-gone passions. Second, all
per. Sons now in imprisonment for treason, rebellion and sedition, or for being
ry therewho

been

Reported by HILTON

the horses take flying leaps

time.

both

and the rolling of a barrel over the whole
length of the plank.
Trainers find that it
is an exceedingly troublesome undertaking
to get a horse to do anything with his"

a memori-

announced ih consequence of Austria’s action.
The official correspondenee relative to the pro-

“ to observe the most complete oblivion”
past events and striveto prevent the ln

desired, and those

2

when

A handkerchiefgiven to one is passed
to the next and so on from meuth to

etc.,

ing to balance himself with great care),

the

even

and Indiana—

Canes 0x3 Bb 0

he considers exactly, the proper position
beneath him,
are very
ludicrous. A
remarkable act performed by beth goats
is ‘circling from one
horse to another
while at full gallop.
The horses run
side by side, and the. goat on one places
his fore feet on one pad and the hind feet
on the other; the other goat does the
same.
Then they follow each other in
a circle, passing from horse to horse and
back again.

the fulcrum, and is

ment of the German empire has occasioned the
resignationof the minister of commerce, and
the failure of the Prince’s measure for a special
railway ministry is thought likely to result in
a dissolution of the house and an appeal to

remobilization of the

of the home government, the General decrees:
First, the authorities of the pacified territory

to, be liberated and returned

S

from

bring about the meeting of the Congress.

article

fill up a

feats accomplished on the board, which
is quite narrow, are the turning around
of a horse (who
stands directly
over

Bismarck’s criticism on the railway manage-

Count

two ofthe peace conditions, and‘ by authority

possess

to

long
and
interesting
programme.
It
is stated that the
horses were
wild
upon
the plaing three years ago, and
that consequently during this brief period
their education has been effected.
In
beginning the performances
the whole
ten are first Introduced, and at the word
of command they perform various military
evolutions,
such as marching: in line
abreast, in columns of fours by the flanks,

imagined.

shaft rising from a base and sub-base, and supporting at the hight of 115 feet a figure of the
dead Senator in heroic size. He is represented
in the attitude of speaking.
The
cost of a
monument executed after
this plan is estimated at $100,000.
4

other hand,

established in the greater part of the district
lately in rebellion, and that it is now necessary
to heal the wounds occasioned by ten years of
with

commit-

Miller, for many

editor, withdraws

ly, that Austria rejects the

by General Martinez

Therefore, in accordance

managing

Dr. A.P.

Latest

Campos, has been made public. The proclamation declares that peace is substantially re-

strife.

of artificial’

which

respective ends of the

Monday’s despatches announce

Peice in Cuba.
proclamation,

manufactory

of

swinging each other up and down.- The
difficulty of teaching all this to an animal
so careful as to stepping on insecure
supports as the horse is, can well be

years

Demoerat seeming to fol ie it Salad for any
y.
motives for mal
€e Spee
variously interpreted,
us
Does se
A

be used with’

Mr. Larkin J. Meade’s design for

3
)
gto our Congres~ sional'summary that three attempts to addi-

all

sufficient

The three objectional sections added to the
bill for the classification of mail matter have

paper,

The Finances.
ye

goats,

and a pair of Rocky

in that State,

Weekly Blade.

Adjourn;

therefore

The reported ill feeling engendered between
the Pennsylvania
delegation
and Secretary
Sherman, with reference to the appointment
of a register
of the Treasury, is shown by
correspontlenceto be without foundation in
fact.
pane
Mr. D. R. Locke (Nasby) has again become
owner of a controlling interest in the Toledo

House, a bill appropriating $420,000 for. allow-

#

ice

: The first consistory under the new Pope was
held at the Vatican, Thursday.
The Pope took
the usual oath to the Papal constitution, nomi
nated the Scotch episcopate, and conferred the
hat on Cardinal McCloskey.

District
of Columbia government bill was

discussed.
FRIDAY.

should

been stricken out by the house postal

seat of Mr. Field, of Massachusetts, was decided in favor of the contestant, Mr. Dean, by a
Vote'of 124 to 123, Mr. Jones, demoerat of Alabama, changing his vote from Field to Dean.

The

of

tee.

The Senate adjourned until

In the House,

a number of dogs,

act is closed by ene of the number, who
goes to each of his comrades in turn,
and, crowding him out of the line, pushes
him with his nose as a signal for exit.
Each horse is then introduced in turn
to exhibit his special accomplishments.
walks
up and
to
the middle
The Italian premier siys that it is the inten- One
tion of the new-ministry to maintain Italy's ofa balanced board;
and there, by movneutrality in the present foreign complicaing his fore feet, oscillates the plank,
tions.
An explosion occurred, Wednesday, inthe accommodating every muscle of his body
Opedall colliery, North Staffordshire, England,
to the movement.
Finally he retires to
and thirty-five miners perished.
.
of the board,
bearing ' that
The Spanish government has promulgated a one end
decree of general amnesty to all Cubans at any extremity down and leaving the other
time engaged in the insurrection.
:
high in the air. A second horse
now
Insurance people say that Richmond, Va.,
has never been visited by an epidemic.
The calledin puts his nose overthe elevated
end of the plank, forces it down until
rate of mortality among its white population
is 15.49 per 1000.
he can plant his fore hoofs on it, and
Peter Cooper will soon take a trip to South
then mounts thereon.
The curious sight
Carolina to look after the educational instituis then presented of two horses at the
tion which he proposes to establish for negroes

Rdilroad sinking-fund measures were discussed, Mr. Hill, -of Georgia, making a vigorous

prevention of the

tons

eyes in the country, and only three workmen
are employed in that.
:
The authorities of Tennessee report that the
State has received 2008 settlers from the North
during the past ten months.
The lower House of the Maryland legislature
has passed Blair’s resolutions "looking to an
inquiry into the validity of the President's
title.

eration was fixed for Thursday, April 4.
» WEDNESDAY.
In ‘the Senate, the Pacific

bill

and

There is only one

to

the

700,000

in Cleveland this year.
Secretary Schurz has suddenly been taken
ill, but is not believed to be in danger.
Overwork is believed to be the cause,
Toughened glass sometimes explodes with

report a plan for increasing’ the aceommodations
for the congressional library.
Mr.
‘Wood's tariff bill was reported and its’ consid-

In the House,

to over

stored on the banks of the Kennebec.
The Southern peach crop is reported to have
Peern greatly dumaged by the late severe
weather,
Homeopathists will build a $25,000 hospital

Inthe Senate, the bill to vepeal

then passéd.

over

a century old.

, all of which

considerably and

There is now on- exhibition at the New
York Aquarium a collection of trained
animals, the performances of which indicate
a degree of intelligence which is remarkable.
There aré ten Broncho horses,

accomplishments

The death of Pio None caused over a million
pairs of black gloves to be sold in Paris,

and

priation bill was amended

EDUCATED BRUTES.

|*

Mountain

to a

executive and judicial bill was reported.
bill was passed providing for a commission

Indian and iniperial gov+

Miscellaneous.

bill.

silver on the _ basis, the bill to suspend the
operation of the sinking
fund act, and ‘the
bill

10

of ull but one of

ernments to prepare for an emergency.

g

TT

i
i

foreign

Orders are being given

for the immediate anion

tried, and made a long speech attacking the
President's policy. The diplomatic and const
lar appropriation bill was reported with
Alenaments. The District of Columbia bill
‘was passed, as also the House

of state for'the

Illinois

ee.

REMIT ANUES
ust be made ing
or

drafts,

neither of thers ci be i.
a

OBR.

inst

1

Rend

Dl

strictly
strictly in
ion

op.

y{

hen.

the money

god

lo, ant will pe dg

Money: thus sent will be at our risk, and, may
n
:
8

AJ

rd Derby, Secretary

department, has Aguoimoed his resignation in
the House of Lords. © He explained that his
reason for so doing was not a disagreement
with the government attitude respecting = the
treaty, but because he disapproved of the call

(For the week ending Saturday, March 30.)

enormous herns—are the more curious,
when
the. stupid,
phlegmatic
naturg
of the brute is remeémbered.
Yet they
leap over the backs of horses, ride around
the ring at full gallop, and are not displaced

:

not likely to succeed. Meanwhile the English
overnment has called out its” reserves, and

Congressional.

MonpAY.

Rural and Domestic,

Austro-English allicoldly there, and is

i

Hebos Summary

Austria and prevent an
ance, He was
received

inate thelr nis po
pyro ang pry botl
the old and the new address
whem they order
change in the direction of ther Ba) x.
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